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World war I marked an important turning point in the relation-
ship between Americans and their government. Under unprecedented par-
tial controls, the social, economic and political life of the ismerican
citizen was greatly influenced by the government in Washington.*1"
The lyl? mobilisation of civilian leaders to um've in temporary
government agencies included newspaper men. These newspaper men were
recruited to form the first twentieth century America*; ^uveroment
propaganda machine. George Creel omd the Committee on Public Infor-
Ration (CPI) assumed the task of giving the government a new coordinated
2
voice of authority.
Putting aside the pre-1917 personal public relations activities
of the Presidents, members of Congress and the scattered public rela-
tions efforts of a few government bureaus, the CPI and other major
public relations offices established the government-wide management
of domestic public relations.
After the war the CPI and other war-born government information
offices were demobilised. With the coming of peace, the centralized
government propaganda machine fell silent, host of the temporary
government iiublicity men returned to their civilian jobs. Some of
these men formed the nucleus of & new civilian vocation classified as




"public relations counsels." The members of this new vocation, as
well as many other Americans, were impressed by the power of prepa-
id
ganda demonstrated during the Tstar.
V&th this recognition of the power of propaganda and the exodus
of most of the temporary government publicity men, the question can
be raised, "Vh&t happened to the public relations function in the post-
««r federal gQveroment? M The jmrpose of this study is to partielly
answer ttwl question in the period 1921-1928 with one detailed case
study of the federal government ' s public relations practices during
this period. This thesis is limited to the activities of the Depart-
mem- of Commerce under the leadership of Herbert Hoover
.
James L. KcC«s$r in his 1939 study of Government Publicity
referred to the Commerce Department's publicity program stating:
Administrative publicity in its contemporary'' scope is
generally said to have reached its maturity in the Department
of Commerce under the secretaryship of Kr. Herbert Hoover,
who became President, seme say, on the foundation of a reputa-
tion which was not damaged in any way by the Department of
Coaffiorce press agents.^
It is the purpose of this study to conduct la audit of Herbert
Hoover's use eat understanding of the public relations function during
his Commerce Department service. It is not the purpose of this study
to prove or disprove that Hoover used the office of Secretary of
Commerce as a publicity springboard to the presidency.
This audit includes a detailed description and analysis of the
nature and practice of public relations (as defined below) in the




3• look at Hoover's public relations staff, the department's organisation
as related to the public relations function, the department ' & msdL
relations, specific exaaplea of major Cossiaerce Bepai-teont public rela-
tions campaigns and a brief ccsaparison of the CocsriSrcs Department's
public relations organisation with the other executive department '
s
public relatione arses during th© 1921-1928 period.
A stu$r of the Gowmerce Department's public relations activities
during this period cannot- be isolated from aiuier the context of the
day's events nor from the leadership of Herbert floorer. Therefore* a
brief view of the events of the 1920s and Hoover's attitude toward
public relations and his interpersonal relationships with his staff,
fallow Cabinet officers, the press, Congress end Presidents Harding
and Coolidge must be considered. In the attempt to gain a better under-
ptMrifca si linnrli 1m4mnN|9 e*i to m i • ~-,r » e*%i laffcMMMai m
in this study to his World var X and Presidential activities.
Definition of Public Relations
During the 1921-1928 period some difficulty arises in finding
a widely accepted definition of the term, "public relations. This
term still poses difficulty a half-century later. The use of this
term was new in the 1920s and much confusion surrounded its defini-
tion. One of the reasons for this confusion was that the terms,
"propaganda, u "public relations," "publicity," "advertising" and
"press-agsntryt* were sometimes used interchangeably. The reason for
th© increased post-war use of the new term, public relations, may
have been due to the fact that the old term, propaganda, had become
tainted curing the war.' Edward L. Bernays attempted in 1928 to
.Jsii „•*>./• ;..-... lahkx a
I8
outline the original pre-war history of the term in his book, Propaganda
He referred to the "now" and "wodem" r>ropagcnda in this bock. Finally,
Beraays abandoned the term, propaganda, and turned to public relations
as the best label to describe a two-way eoBwunications function between
individuals and groups within the dw.oeratio society, Bernays stated:
The propagandist who specialises in interpreting enter-
prises and ideas to the public, and in interpreting the public
to promulgators of the new enterprises and ideas, has eon*
be known by the ncms of "nubile relations eovnsel.*1?
is study will eschew the use of the tena propaganda, except
in quoted material, due tc its corroded connotation which has weakened
its utility in an objective stutfy of this type.
The Cutlip and Center definition of public relations as, "the
planned effort to influence opinion through socially responsible sad
acceptable performance, based on mutually satisfactory two-w-'y coa-
iminication" is used in this study. Also, the broad term, public re~
lations, is considered to include the four functional elements* (1)
11
Beeearch. (2) Planning, (3) CoKeiunicating, and (U) Svaluatlon. Pub-
licity and press agentry are considered as pasts of the third eletaeni
within public relations in this study. Advertising is considered as
a separate but related field in the canamnications industry.
This study attempts to explore the hypothesis that Herbert
Hoover used the sa&e systematic study and planning in designing the
iy21-l>28 Commerce D«parU;ent 'is [Tftlllt relations program that he
applied in his engineering profession. This Is what is »eant by the











IPublic delations Hogd to Coerce
Herbert Hoover did not define the term, public relations, in
hi* speeches or writings- However, he indicated on several occasion*
ills use and understanding of public relations by bis actions and
stated philosophy of thai goYeraeieat • » role in a democratic society.
Hoover's road to £me and the CcBM&erce Department was one paved
with an excellent public relations record. During world We* I he
served as head cf both the Cossuissicii for the lielief of Belgim and
the /ooerican Food A&sinistr&tion. In these positions Hoover wm respon-
sible for gaining tine voluntary cooperation of the .Azuericen peoole
regarding food conservation. I» this fight for food Hoover turned to
12
the ase of publicity and the larger field of public relations.
In 1®1? Hoover addressed the Pennsylvania Coordinators of the
food conservation campaign indicating his public relations strategy.
He *el4i
, . . we hsve to lay ... a wide foundation of education
and create in the winds of the people a psychological recep~
tiveness to these /food conservation? w»asures.l3
itoevex aix&im&d that aa wauled voluntary cooperation of ttM African
poeflli la Ilea of coercive feofk ratiealag sucn •* k4it ptactio#d in
l»jrey « However, nu *aew that such cooperation would Met be uccan-
plished without a considerable public relations effort. He made this
point clear to the Pennsylvania audience saying,
X believe our people are capable of that, voluntary effort
that iuajtes it /foot co;iaorvution7 possible, but it can only be
done if we secure constant hajowering and constant teaching,
i ' y ' '• £.-
As head of the American Food Administration, Hoover sr>ent most
of the war years, 1917-1915, la Europe supervising the fight against
hunger. During these two years while he was overseas, the constant
barrage of Food Administration publicity using Hoover's nme was partly
responsible for gaining hi*i the u) of an American celebrity.
Opon his retu. the United Spates in. September, 1?1>, Hoover
briefl . ...pec! oat tf public lift hi in a.. /Lor., at -gain practic-
16ing his profession as a rialag engineer, vrtly after his return
frota Euro©, a Hew Tcrk Tiaios public opinion ooll rated Hoover as one
of the top ten important living Americana.
Herbert Hoover retrained oataide the public Spotlight for only
one month. Fron October, 1915?, to March, 1^21, he made ),o public
speeches, issued |1 press releases, wrote 23 i&agaaina articles, ap-
peared before nine Congressional hearings and presided over IS y^iblic
13
nestings. Most of this public activity involved European poet-war
relief of various xlnds tnroagh both paivcte and gGvermaent agencies. 7
Hoover was veiy ranch •In the nenaa" during the 191>-i^2l period including
his service sm a rae&be? of President Vtoodrow vilson's paroy at the





The context of the 1219-1928 events is in portent to an under-
standing of the 1^21-1928 public relations activities of the Camoerce
Depaitaent. During the 1919-1^21 period when Hoover was not primarily






7economic pulse of the United States *es far £rora steady and healthy.
After a brief business been in 1-1; , the country experienced a business
sIukp that turned into a depression frem Iy20-ly22 . In 1921 it was
estimated that between four and five million Americans vers unemployed/
On the social scene , Eobert a. Murray described the 1919~19&
period as one in which the American people longed for a pre«w&r "nor-
malcy" but wanted a life "completely devoid of either political or
social responsibility."'' A post-war isolationist feeling among many
Americans cumbined with a fear of Bolsheviic and other foreign, radic
political ideology led to a "fted Scare" in the early 1920 *e.2* Vita
nationalist and other emotional rujpoala the Ku Klux Klsn reached its
most active and successful point as a political party in the early
<-G's. Thus, the Americans that entered the decade of the 1920'
s
were sic,- of war, disillusioned by failure to win the worldwide pe*iee
and frustrated by an economic depression.
To steer them through these post-war problems the American
people elected Warren 0. Harding President in 1920. The mood of the
country v* s summarised by journalist William A. V&ite who wrote,
The election of 15*20 w&s a Kepublic&n landslide as every-
one Know it would be. America had turned from V&lson, the
idealist, and all his visions, iaoerica was in the throes of
a crisis and facing a minor depression. Tho high cost of
living was still worrying householders. Hig£i wages were
blamed. Labor being restless and envious of the war profiteers,
was making trouble., i&xpioyere were using the government in i red
baiting campaign.^-*
The Harding presidential cai ipaign publicity, organized by
advertising executive albert i>. Lasher, underscored the American
p.w**« if'
MMMMSMrf I b#~TT£'^S) vat fjUMW* ,J I • j-'; » • * •W** |Wl*tt»d ** ' ; *MH
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Ipeople's mood in the campaign slogans, "Back to Normalcy" and "Let's
be done with the wiggle wobble. M*"'*
^r 19?2 the unstable American economy began to recover. The
years 1922-1928 were generally years of business progress and prosperity
for the majority of Americans. The major exception to the economic
or
recovery was the agricultural industry.^
Amid the growing prosperity President Harding died on August 2
,
1923, and Vice-President Calvin Coolidge became President. Following
Harding's death, the Teapot Dome oil scandals and other instances of
Corruption in Harding's cabinet came to li^t. Hoover and the Cowaerce
Department were not involved in these scandals.
In 192lt Coolidge was elected President by quietly riding the
economic tide of prosperity. Business was booming as the automobile,
airplane and eowroercial radio industries added their Impact to the
growing economy. Prom 1922-1028 the "business of America was business"
and the American businessman enjoyed the confidence of the American
26 j».
people and a new social prestige.
It was in this context of post-war crisis, recovery and pros-
perity that Herbert Hoover served Presidents Hardine «nd Coolidge as
Secretary of Ccnseree for seven and a half years, /hen Hoover entered
his first peace time government post in Kerch, 1221, he earns armd
with more on-the-job war-time public relatione exoerience and fame
27
than any oU*er Cabinet member. '
Hoover m
Along with the influence ox the day's events, public relations




9practice la interrelated with the play of hurcsn personalities and
interpersonal relationships. 2'herefore, a brief look at Hoover's
philosophy and abilities in the areas of public spewing and politics
23
are necessary.
Hoover admitted his dislike for public spewing. He w&s &
i&an who pr^£&trod to use the written word and was expert at using a
siiniwiaa number of words to project his exact jr;«eaning. As an engineer
Hoover attempted a "scientific preeieeness" in his writing tfess was
at times so factwXl that it lacked a warrrth of expression for the
casual reader An example of the difference between the precise
objective writing of Hoover and the w&raer more emotional oral style
of President Harding occurred during the President's trip to Alaska
in July, 1923. Hoover accompanied the President and was asked by
Harding to draft same remarks for the President to nake at Seattle,
Washington. The speech topic was the edttinistration's policies in
relation to Alaska, Hoover carefully wrote the speech draft and
later recalled, "... he /Harding? introduced into it /Che speech?
his usual thi'ee-dollar words and sonorous phrases."
If Hoover could write with concise uaH clear ae^ning, the
question remains, "Why coaLdnH he successfully project his ideas
orally?"
Theodore 0. Joslin. who had covered Secretary Hoover as the
Washington correspondent for the Boston Evening Transcript &n& later
served as President Hoover*s pQr»oml secretary (1931-1933), provider









to project his ideas as good in small groins but observed,
He ^CK>ver7 did not appear to such ad" go before a
large audience. Bis arguments ware as soand, but he did not
quite get thea over. He m . quite his true self in public,
Perhaps it was because he always read front raanuscript mti
talked in a monotone t/nat was tiring, instead of with the
estnnasis t*-*t »a*k*4 his private, .informal IsiyWiUllii
jeovor, he w**e "stiff,*' instead of being at ease.-*"
JosULn also stated that Hoover avoided eye oontaot with hie
audiences and would appear to "speak into space, "^
Willias, A. white also rated Hoover as good et putting his
point across in IJUsited interpersonal conversations, but low on mag-
netise when it earn to larger groupe. vfcite stated, "After the
crowd passed fifty ^ the influence of his Roofer 1 *7 chara begun to
weaken."
^
4 Unite cosipiired Hoover vich Franklin X>» Koosevelt and
offered the opinion that Hoover could not hold popular public con-
fidence becanee he refused to dramatize events and htessli'. Hoover
held the illusion, according to ihite, th*t people would see the
truth if presented the facts without drama and without a favored
hero,^
Ben Allen, Hoover's friend and publicity nm during the Ccn-
ir.isslon is Belief of Belgium and American Food Administration
days (l?:W-i/ly) aseaisd to validate white's view of Hoove? 1 a refusal
to pursue drana and piu ^seHnaklng for personal gain. Allen was
directed by Hoover to present tho food appeals directly to Americans
with facts and figures <xid nov to intersect, personalities into the
food conservation publicity. The use of Hoover's n«a&e in the food






uappeals and subsequent personal fan* he acquired apj^rrs to have been
started aa a result of AU&a'a disregard of Hoover 1 s orders regarding
personal publicity. Allen went ahead on his ova to personalise the
food appeals and used Hoover's name in food conservation publicity.
While Hoover initially disapproved of the use of his oasae, he did allow
it to be linked to the food campaigns aid fey lyl? Hoover had acquired
a popular reputation as a great humanitarian partly as a result of
press exposure.
The lack of Hoover's public speaking ability before 1 rge
audiences gives an indication of his lsck of political polish. In
fact, Hoover regarded politics as only a necessary evil and profes-
sional politicians were not among his close circle of friends. Secrge
Creels chairman of the CPI, worked with Hoover during "Jorld "VJar I but
noted that Hoover was quite formal in their personal relationship.
Creel stated that this cool attitude, on Hoover's part, was due to
Hoover's view that Creel was one of the politicises and politicians
38
were not to be trusted. Hoover was more at home in business til
politics. He did not have the best Congression&l relations; Congress*
sen of both parties respected his management abilities but were
antagonistic to him.-
Two brief views agree on Hoover's lack: of political flair and
high idealism, t-ugene I^ons observed,
Facing people whose cooperation he /Hoover/ needs, he
does not attempt to Rsoften them op" with emp£y ccnpllman

















In contrasting t! hi pore©na.litS as of Hoover and George 8. Akereon, his
JMTSeaal R«gK%M(t St tfc* CtMWMWI MpaHaMHfl Md 1 ter Hoover*e firs*
president! ;--\ press secretary, Marietta A. Pans s&id,
Hoover is serious, Akarson is showy, Hoover nakas f©v?
promisee, Akerson makes mtmy. Hoover shakes few hands,
Akeraon everybody's. Hpover confers with stntaaaan^ Akerson
soft-soaps politicians.u^
Hoover outlined his basic social, economic and political
philosophy in his book, American IiKiividualism , first published in
1 22. His philosophy c^n be auramod up as a belief in equality of
opportunity for all men, faith in the ideals and initiative of Aiaari-
cans and a feeling of individual social responsibility. He stated
that the individual American was the basic raotive force of progress.
He looked at the federal government as an "umpire" among social and
economic forces in the American society acting to insure the equality
La
of opoortwiity for both, and a harmonious relationship. According
li Hoover, the jrovernment mob to "stimulate* group cooperation and
provide factual information and education to inform citlBens: thus
allotting docisions to be made on the basis of facta and not merely
amotion. Referring to the role of the federal government Hoover
atated,
It has succeeded far boyond all others in those aofo-
gu*rda of ©quality of opportunity through education, public
inforj&ajtion, and the open channels of free speech and free





raira role, nor one o£ government bureau. I dcddaftitffl
Ee was not. oppoaed to usin^ or enlarging govemnent bureaucrat if he
thought it pe in the public internet. However, he preferred to
utilise private resources as *tuch as possible in solving social-
economic problems. Hoover's leadership in. the Dopartinent of Commeree
dsmonstr* les it use of bati private and/or government resources depend-
ing on the nature of the problem.
Throughout Hoover's brand of "-American Individualism, n one
can find a SsnMMMk thrift that government should *»tiBttlatew both
individual mti group t 3 toward a battel' society. To "ettoulate,,
the people, the tools cf governraeni- publicity tmA MM breeder field
of public relations msts used in the Department of Cc3w»erce during
the I<521-lf#8 period.
Presidential-Hoover Bel&tions
Hoover's personal relatione with Presidents Harding and
Ccolidge vers inportaat in determining the freedom of action Hoover
had in his department's reorganisation, expansion and public Mfta&lsoa
activities during the 1921-1928 period.
In February, 17?.1, President-elect tfemn 0. Harding expressed
his confidence in Hoover by selecting him as the nominee for Seeretijey
of Commerce. It Is significant that Healing selected Hoover over the
strong and fusel tppesii the old gu&rd Seriate Ifc&public&ns such
ss Senators Philander C. Knox and Chaxlee Curtis. Herding informed
these former Senate colleagues that the appoint-ment of the old gu^rd
favorite, Andrew Bellon, as Secretary of the Treasury was tied to the






Hoover* a relationship with Harding was one of expert advisor
and counselor. It wss not in Hoover's a ture to bo a "met -slapping"
erony of Harding* as was the case of scree of RareLLig's other Cabinet
raabers. t^hen Harding's Cabinet cronies , Attorney General Rany
Bangherty and SecreUry of the Interior Albert B. Fall, discredited
Harding in the Teapot Dobs and other semdals, he turned to Hoover
advice on his last trip to Alaska in July-August, 1923. Hoove.
recalled his relationship wita the President easing, "Harding
couragsd ne in everything I wanted to do. I never Knew hiir; to give a
So
premise that he did not keep. n^
Before Calvin Coolidge assumed the Presidency in August,
Hoover admitted to only a Msecondary acquaintance with hie—such as
51
one gets by dinner contacts." Hoover's latar relationship with
President Coolidge appssrs to have been a stiff and formal one.
Hoover stated in his Kemeirs that Coolidge "was well capped by
education, experience, and moral courage for the Presidency.*
Hoover then recalled that Coolidge was very tight with the budget
and reluctant to take any action in advance to forestall trouble.
Begarding Collidge's lack of agressive action Hoover conBanted*
It was a philosophy that served well while the nation
was leaking a rapid convalescence frca its war wounds. The
trouble with this philosophy was that, when the . « . trouble
reached Mjh he was iahol3y unprepared, and it had by th
time acquired such cwewntum that it spelled disaster?*
Coolidge chose not to faention Hoover in his Autobiography
w sat -rs i
-% not
15
except in a passing mention regarding Hoover* a 15-28 menearers to gain
the Prs*dJdsfXti*i iwiiitiBeelei However. Coolidge did mention the
"wise leadership** of Secretary of State, Charles K. Rubies snd Sesre-
t&ry of the Ireasury, Andrew Wf« Mellon* Villiam AUam V&ite stated
that Kellon dominated the tfcite House in the Coolidge days end re-
ferred to the "reign of Coolidge and Kellon. ****
Both of these Presidents] did use Hoover ae a nroubls-shooter"
during their administrations in areas both inside and outside the
£7
normal Jurisdiction of the Secretary of Commerce.'
Koover-Cablnet Relations
In February, 1921, Hoover sent a telegram to President-elect
Harding accepting the position of Secretary of Commerce with the
reservation that he be given a fveo hand in the re-building of the
Carraerce Department and in building new relationships with other
government agencies including the Department of State and Department
of Labor. Hoover called for Harding* s support in a "vigorous ixxLicy
of leadership in stimulation of industries to cooperation amongst
themselves in the direction of reduction of waste ... in the
direction of greater standardisation /and/ • • * stimulating end or-
faulting our foreign markets.""^ In short, Hoover worked a voice
In economic policy regardless of the jurisdiction of other executive
departments in specific cases
The Haiding Cabinet nee one of extremes between the political
cronies of Harding on the one hand (including Daugherty and Fall) >.£&&






















(including Hughes, Mellon «ftd Hoover). Only Gallon, Hoover and
Secretary ,abor, Janes J. Bar a refined in both Harding *« and
CocO-Idge's Cabinet. ?hrou$iout both Presidential adjainistr: tit
Hoover was ooe of the moat widely published Cabinet racsnbers and with
Bardlng** initial backing had involved himself in the business of
alwoet every other departiaem including State and Agriciature in
61
Robert K. Kurr&y has cowraented, "Yet Hoover 1 a contacts with
the aeabers of the Cabinet -were neither close nor eapectally friend-
62
ly. w Hoover's evaluation of the Cabinet put Hughes, Mellon, Joh??
Weeks (Secretary of War), Edwin Denby (Secretary of the Navy), and
Wjl.1 H, Hays (Postaaster General) "above the others." "*
Hoover's main Cabinet relations oroblarc was his broad involve-
a«nt in economic probleiiss that infringed on the other executive
departments' Jurisdiction. This infringement and expansion of the
Ccenerce Department during 1921-1928 did net lead to "friendly" rela-
tions between Hoover and the other Cabinet members.
Executive Department's Public RelationsOrganisation
Before exajoining the Coraaerce Department's organisation and
public relations operations, a brief view of the recognition of the
public relations staff function by all executive departments is
helpful in waowwcing Hoover's organisation.
In any bureaucracy one of the measures of success &nd statue
for the individual or group is the position of an office, section,
division, or department on the organisation's chart relative to the







uitioa of the overall bureaucratic boas. This "chart, status" Is
not always a true measure of the Individual's or group's "influence"
in a bureaucracy, but It is a publicly visible posivion which is
therefore significant in public relations work.
From September 29 to October 23, 1926, the United States Daily
ftSJbingtoxij D.C) published organisation charts of the various
Federal Government departiuents and agencies. These charts were pub-
lished as approved by the departments concerned. The United States
Daily published charts indicated the following bureaucratic raco^ii-

















Division of Current Information








Office of Information (Keporting
to the Secretary of the Interior
via the Secretary's administrative
assistant)
None®
Director of Information (Reporting
to the Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture)
UiWirWipjrfi #d* *f tabvo-KW* •* 6»dt.




i* S'^jy Executive Status
Issue (1926) Beparteent On Chart
f
Oct. Ik Oomerce Hone
Oct, IS Labor
^o mention of an inCon&ation office ia »ude la the 192o
Annual Import of the Secretary of the 'ireosury.
uih© Hevy established ft "Ksvy Kewa Bureau" during World War I
ill the Secretary's office and after the war created an Xnfonaation
Section within trie Office o£ Naval Intelligence. See Cutlip and
Center, affective Public Halations , 613.
^he Attsiy established a "Public Relations Branch in G-2,
Military Intelligence in ^forld War I, but after the war ended, "The
military crawled back into its shell." See Cutlip and Center, af-
fective Public Relations, 612.
bo mention of an information office is made in the 1926
Annual iieport of the Attorney General*
9
An Office of ixL^-mation was established by the Postals tor
Geaer«0. in 1921. See Ytoodty, The Growth of the Federal Government , 265.
fA description of the Coai-erce Department's public relatione
organisation is outlined in Chapter II of tiiis study. There was a
"Press section" operating in the Comeree Depaxijaent in 1926.
«Tka Uk» D-partwmt M no cemrul information attic* in 1926
but the individual bureaus within the departbtent handled their own
public information effort through various offices, bee FourtLeejpth
Araual iieport of U*e 3ecrei,axy oi Labor , al-u*, 61*32, 9o^5B7^5TT"
With this brief view of the Federal Governoent's public recog-
nition of the public relations function a more detailed stuo> of
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As Hoover and the other new administration officials converged
on Washington in Ji&rch, 1921, the country was still in the throee
of a depression. Industry, labor and the fanser were faced with
economic problems that appeared to be too complex to be solved at
the local level. The war had brought about a mobilisation of fill
segroents of the American eeonany in a "shotgun marriage" of domestic
and international business. On the domestic front, post-war Americans
found themselves in a progressively interdependent society faced with
the need to turn from the 19l?-l$>20 hostile industry-labor confronta-
1
tions to cooperation and planning for future prosperity.
Herbert Hoover wt.s. ready to mold and reorganise his depart-
ment's internal structure to better fit the mission of "stliKulating"
the cooperation necessary £or an economic recovery. After taking
the oath of office as Secretary of Commerce on Kerch k§ 1921, Hoover
refused to give the traditional, long-winded acceptance speech.
Instead, he lserely stated that his dep«rtas«nt was afundisaentally &
departssent of service" which would not seek to control or regulate,
bat would foster a constructive spirit of cooperation.*"
.hile President Harding and his other Cabinet nceabers were
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Hoover worked 4UieUy on his dapitrttitoat'e reorganisation, pi-ouusing
the press a later release on his future plans. On Karen JLu, 1^:1,
the Hew loik Tiae» announced the end of Hoover* s silence and stated
that he bad "perfected** a cor^>rehenaive end iiaportent plan for £
oasaaerea Ssperiaesnt reorganisation, rite Hew %ork limes praised the
iVion plan saying,
£flie plan/ . • . will nake that branch of government
service too nose ;iuwporWit public bo4y in touch with jksmzle&u
business and will give the great Food Administrator 8 place
of doeinaat leadership in iL&erican business.
3
The CcBiaerce Departjaent organisation, a* Hoover found it in
1921, included the office of the secretary awl eight aajor bureaus
or services. The office of the Secretary of CoBsaerce included six
adalnistrutiv* divisions « (1) Solicitor's Office, (2) Chief Cler*
and Superintendent, (3) Disbursing Office, (a) Appointments Division,
(5) Division of Publications, and (6) Division of Supplies. Ihe
bureaus and services included
r
(1) Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coftsaerce
bureau of Standards
(jj Bureau of the Census
(a) Bureau of Fisheries
(5) Bureau of LighUvousee
[6; Coast arid Geodetic 3urvqy
(?) Bureau of Siavigation
(8) Stesjaboat-Xnapectiun Service
The reorganisation plane thai. Hoover announced on Hares .
1921, primarily concerned the Bureau of foreign and Domestic Cotmnorce
and the Bureau of Standards. These internal changes are related to
bureaus 1 public relations role and arc dealt with later on in
this chapter.







In reshaping his dsport&ent's organization, Hoover's m' jor
woret (1) to help American business eliminate .Industrial waste
(including labor strikes and unes&loy&ent) , (2) to establish mm
foreign and deepestic saarkets for business men and fanaers, and (3) to
standardize industrial products. These goals were based on Hoover's
diagnosis of the probl&ui of Aneriean business as outlined in a 10B1
report of the Federated Aaericun Engineering Societies, entitled
7
Waste In Iayiustry . ' Hoover was President of the American Engineer
Council in 1921 and had appointed the Carardttee on Rlhaination of
Waste in Industry nehich drew uv» tha report.
The role of public relations in Hoover's crusade against in-
dustrial waate was Beniioned in the report's consent on the "Reed of
Public Interest.'1 The report stated,
In the study of industrial waste, there can be no setting
apart of the public as a separate group. The BflbUt comprise*
all groups, and the public's responsibility for eliminating
waste is large. A campaign to increase the productivity of
industry cannot be conducted without widespread interest and
support. The engineers can initiate such a campaign, but
they cannot press ii to a solution unless the public so
desires.
>
In discussing ccmunity cooperation with industry, the report
pointed to the assistance that public and aad~publxc agencies, #uch
as chambers of commerce and other civic grouos, could provide. One
of the suggested ways the agencies could assist in the elimination
of industrial waste, according to the report, was M . . .by educating
the public in better methods of buying, thus having an influence on
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Finally, this report, which Hoover acknowledged as the basis
for his Plans in the Dep&rt^ent of Caomerce, outlined paths for the
11goverwtot to follow. She government, according to the report,
22
should take action to establish*
(1) A Nation*;! Industrial Infonoation Service
(2) A National Statistical Service
(3) A Body for Adjustment and jSettlen&nt of Labor Disputes
(h) A Public Health Policy Eelsting to Industrial Safety
(i>) A national Program for Industrial Rehabilitation
(6) k motion-wide Program Of Industrial Staachirdiaation
The areas in which Hoover took action in the reorganization included*
an industrial information service, a statistical service and an
industrial standardisation program.
Hoover 'a general Commerce Departtaent public relations policy
may have been sounded in the Vaste in Industry report vbich he helped
write. The report stated that the role of an Information service
was ". . .to furnish timely, regular, and complete information, •*
and " . , . thet such information be collected and presented to the
entire industrial community, Including the buyer, the seller and the
banker."^
The role of public relations in reducing industrial waste
was to "stimulate" action, according to Hoover. He stated, "It must
be borne in mind that the whole /elimination of industrial wastoj
program Is one fundasientally to stimulate action among industries,
trades, and consumers themselves.*1 The Question of whether the
Commerce Departments public relations program was designed "for
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the examples of the Individual bureau's public information and public-
ity campaigns.
In September, 1:21, Hoover addressed • conference of business,
labor &.w& agricultural leaders who met to pl^n the economic recovery




i »ore than internal adjustments within busi-
ness organisations . Scorer touched en the role of public relations
saylag, WA crystallization of wuoh valuable public thought 1 is
fetter would have lasting value. . . ."
The legal role of Bovver's department in America f s business
was tied to the 1901 Congressional Act that founded the original
Xtepartaent of Commerce ••*nd Labor. The Act stated,
It shall be the province $mA duty of the said Department
to foster, pxwiote, end develop the foreign and domestic
commerce, the mining, manufacturing, shipping and finery
industries, the labor intsreste m& the transportation faeili-
ties of the United St? tee,16
Hoover stressed that this Act was a "wide-open charter" and he used
it to justify his departitsen^s expansion into areas that his fellow
ICabinet members sometimes felt were their areas of jurisdiction.
Hoover's critics charged him with bureaucratic empire building
1
1
during his tenure as Secretary of Commerce. The United States
records indicate thai there was • considerable expansion
of the department under Hoover 1 © leadership. With the exception of
the internal changes and added functions of the original ei^ht bureaus,







established within the Bep&rtioent of Cccaserce during Hoover's tenure
as secrete^
Added Bu*^u/Functioii» iiw imiih w,mmm*mmLm»——win mwm
Bureau of Custotns Statistics
(iaerged in Bureau ox Foreign
and Domestic Ccis^erce)
Bureau of Mines
Division or Mineral Eeaources,




(jaerged in Bureau of Mines)
Aeroitci.nx.ics Branon
Radio Division














The expansion of the functions of in© original ly2i Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Ccesnerce, Bureau of standards and Bureau of the
Census will be described iiidividualjy, along with the public rsls
tious ramifications, later in this chapter.
foe Xoilowiiig table indictuea the growth of the Departae





























Cetibineu 5Uteia*nt a Seoelpis Ls-
burscRonts, Balances, etc., of the United States"
(Treasury itepart»enfcj Dlvi glaa of Bookkeeping and
rrants) for years given.




One of the difficulties in outlining Hoover's public relations
organisational structure is that the public relations function,
particularly in the case of the Bureau of Foreign &nd Domestic Com-
nerce, .... ...: decentralized a Bis boresc ImwL* lr. we v rioui
bureaus, employees were mobilised to further their particular bureau's
publicity efforts. Therefore, the day-to-day public relations efforts
of the department were Sifcasarged in the individual bureaus.
There was eace central supervision of the department's public
relations program. In the case of contacts with the Washington press
corps and the specialised business press, there vus a "press see lion"
that coordinated these relations for the entire department. However,
.-..'
ythis prose section was not listed on the dspartaent's organization
21
ofaart and trcs buried in tee Bare -eign and Dooeatic Ccameras.
The routining central supervision of the department ! s public relations
program was carried out by Hoover's personal public relations assist-.
sajeSi
Identifying perscioaal who w< ' full bias to aaalie rotations
waiters is difficult due to fee *a I M position des: tajaj through-
out the ia9Ja%MMi which could not ra-i&ily bs labelled as petal
relatione positiooii. In addition, Un -obabay ware representatives
of the business press "on lea- i aOAs of the bureaus, tw& while not
on true ca^artmaat payroll, involved in asai-offioi 1 vjsutlic relationsi"
fSf,
work.
Hoover was nol hasty in forcing has public relations policy
and organisation. ITa studied aba limited publicity machinery "tba*
23had bean established r>ru>? to 19S1- Hoover then ctrew i..j own
:a as Food idminiatrator, the oxporienco of his publit rela*
tions asr ta
,
sad * rionce of ether gf-vernraent war-time
agencies, Fcr aza&pla. Hoover wrote to Albert 3. Fall, Secretary of
l Interior, in June, 1921. roc- ass ting a publicity policy document
that had been used ia ins war-tin** FuaL Ad SB. In his
letter to Fall, Uocer stated teat he i doenaont beoaasa it
concerned the "... aattsff of ptffilioity .dure, a subject on
whist) we are gathering soi^o outside opinion," " The teact of ti




One of Hoover 1 s personal public relations assistants, Frederl<
K. Felker, was involved in the initial departaent&l reorganiaatic
Felker advised Hoover that a central "Bureau of Information" should
be established (with depsrtaaental stat'is equal to other bureaus) as
the single point of dsparttasut liaison between all bureaus and trie
press. -scoHBtendsds (1) Establishment of an advisory
ecsnittee of public relations, with all bureau chiefs or their personal
representatives as members, (2) Establishment of one person in each
bureau to t&ctu the proposed Bureau of Information could direct persons
seeking specialised information and (3) Establishment of a central
calendar of future bureau conferences and meetings to be used in
planning publicity coverage of departmental activities. Appendix B
contains the text of Felker * s memorandum to Hoover regarding the
establlshi&ent of an information bureau. - :Xy the tttUtf Felker recce-
Rendation, regarding the calendar, is confirmed in the Hoover Papers
as being adopted*
Hoover's Public na Teaaa
To assist in Urn design and infusion of the public relations
function in the Caatteroe Department, Hoover recruited an experienced
personal staff of newspaper and periodical men. He also stabilised
the civil service personnel that were already in the departoent for
public relations work and hired additional employees specifically
27for public relations tasks. Soe» difficulty was experienced in un-









Departments organisation. This appears to have bean
the full tirae public relations teea composed of both former nsttsaen
end civil service personnel.
Hoovers Personal Public Relations /issistants
i i «m i »—
—
» » " i" i '
Hoover's personal public re ,is assistants used the titles,
"Assistant to Kr. Hoover" or in the ease of John J, Harrinan, "Sec-
retary to Kr. Hoover11 in internal and public correspondence. It is
not clear fran the Hoover Papers whether these assistants actually
operated from Hoover's offices or from elsewhere in U.e departasoEtr.
However, they all did us© stationery frosa the office of the secretary.
The personal public relations assistants to Hoover , their
backgrounds and approximate periods of Coraaerce Departeont service
are as follows*
rUu:39 Background
Frederick M. Peiker Vice-President, McGraw-Hill Coap *l-2?
Christian A. Herter Editor, The Independerit laagasine 1921-21;
and SporEiaan' s Magegine
te*old P. Stores Reporter, Washington and Hew York 1921-26
- qsuftg Post
II Mill—wl> «mw«^
Oeorgo B. Aicerson .ahington Correspondent, -28
Minneapolis Tribune
i mil.n i i I Bl iii ii. m m i ....ui»-, -n ».» ii





" (MM i nn iii.j .llll II - » i. n*
Saturday Sveaing Poet, etc.
John J, liarrinan Wellington Correspondent, Boston 1926
Post
As indicated above, these assistants to Hoover served him at
various tljaes during the 1^21-1928 period. Their exact duties are
o,f ?;-rr.f. "
ill flrv
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not outlined la tiie Hoover Papers, except in the cases of Faikar and
Wilhelra whose duties are ou- lined in the descriptions of the public
relations activities of the Bureau o£ Foreign arid Domestic Commerce
the Bureau of Standards. The fact that Herter, Stores, Akerson
and fearrinan were involved in public relations policies and daily
28
ejsaratiuas is confix»ed in the Bouver Papers *
With the exception of Feiker and Karrinan, the salaries of
these personal public relations assistants vere either subsidised
CQKplSfcely or in part by Hoover. He paid the full salaries or Herter,
Stuh.ee and Akereon and referred to them as "private assistants.
"
WilhelA. was * goveimant employee officially assigned to the Bureau
of standards at a salary of $lt«SpQ psr annum. Hoover subsidized
Wilhel&'ft salary with another $3,SQC for a total yearly income of
:6,uC;."" Feiker was initially hired as a "special agent''' in the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cwswrco at a salary of 1 to $15
psr day. * After leaving the department in January, 1?22, Feiker
was hired at various tines fro© 192? to 1326 as a "consultant" to
the Bureau of Foreign and Doaeetic Conferee with a fee of $25 per
32&&• HajTiaun was Initially employed as a "Eegional Assistant*
in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cceanerce (see Appendix G) and
In 1926 was transferred to the secretary's office. Since Karrinan
used the title "Secretary to &r. Hoover," he probably served in the
private secretary position in tiie secretary's office which was in
the $3»00C to i|«60G salary range.






1 Service Public Relations Staff
In addition to Hoover's personal public relations assistants,
it's decentralised public relations offices. including the
press section (located in the Bureau of Foreign and Dcastestic Commerce)
and the Publications Division (located in the office of the secretary),
were manned by career civil seivlee «eaf>loy«es.
Paul J. Croghan, head of the press section, was charged with
the entire department's press relations task, including the organisa-
tion of Hoover '» pr^9B conferences. In practice, the nrees section
•
j
was the Cowerce Department's media relations office*
The press section was located In the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, Bditorial Division. This Division included 17
employees in the following 1927 organisation! 35
Editorial Division
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Evidence gathered from the Hoove*- t,*-yai 3 indicates that the
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16
entitled Ccmraerco Reports was Griffin Svans. The assistant chief
of the division was John H# Collier., therefore, Croghan probably
37
occupied one of t!i© editor positions at & salary of $2,900 per cxunn.
The only ether editorial division employee, identified as one of
Groghtn's assistants, was A, W. #errlx». Ferrin Mas described as a
former editor of Moody's Haga&ine. Appendix C contains a description
of the l#2u activities end services provided by the Bditortcl Division
and the press section.
The Bureau of Standards operated a sr~all infoana section
that worked through Croghan 1 s press section* The civil service per-
sonnal in the Bureau of Standards infoxa&iion section included at
least two asm, Hugh G. Boutell and a Ix. Eandolph (first name en*
jcnown).''
the Bureau of the Census hired et least one editor for the
Survey of Current Business Division, This division produced the
monthly publication, Survey of Current Business. The imx hired as
the editor of this publication was feortisar h. Lane. Lane had sacked
in the statistical Division of the Food Administration during the war
and was described as the editor of & financial journal on it4i street
entitled Ihe Street prior to hit hiring ia 1$££« j
Although the othar bureaus did submit weeioy news Wrtipr&sl to
Croghw.'s pi-oss section, the major (kaseaico 0ep*ru«ait public rela-
tions work iiiVolved the Bureau sf Foreign end ftoneatic; Coocierce, tho
bureau of Stendaxxis and the Bureau of the Census."
iha Usiberce Depardiifen.'s Fublicaticiis division was tue
.„
•.-.





liaison office with the United States Government
Printing Office (0PO). All bureaus routed their material to be
printed at the QPO via the publications division. The Commerce
Department was a major publisher of bulletins, paaqahletSj circulars
and reports. It was estimated in 192?* that sbosi 75 percent of the
efcpartstent's appropriation w«s expended en publications.'
"
Neither too Bianpower organisation nor the budget support of
foe Division of Publications is ascertainable in the Hoover Paners.
In December, 1987 1 an outline of the secretary's office personnel
indicated tfcet there wffre 1J> eroployee* In the publications division.,
ttfes outline vae presented to Congress at the Congressional Hearings
on the Cojnmex-ee Department's proposed fiscal year 192? appropriations.
At these hearings, Thomas F. Mcheon, Chief of the Publications Divi-
sion , testified that 12,0.0 of the orcposed appropriation ". . , way
be expended for salaries of persons detailed from the United States
Government Printing Office to act as copy editors.*1*^ Thus, this
evidence indicates Utet in 1927 the publications division included
1$ employes* vith some augmentation oho GPO.
Hovever, six years before, in July, 1921, fccXeun had slatted
an internal departmental "ttonthly lieport of Absences" which indicated
-
that 33 ewployees were in his publications division/ " Also, in a
Harcii, 192* aeracrandua; to Hoover, HcSeou stated that dating the
fisc&l year 1923 there would be a 2C percent lutrenst in publications
division work which would cost an additional $22,000. not including
personnel costs."" Attaching a list of new laachinery and supplies to
I::




this memorandum, KcKeoa ciaiised that he needed $16,300 worth of
aaterifcl and new machinery to complete the V:?2? requirements. KcKeon
concluded hie 1922 neKOraadism wiUi a request for four clerks to be
detailed frets, the Buroau of icreign mi Doaestic Cordserca in addition
to the one he already had. KcKeon bad claiuod thi percent of the
publications division's l'>22 duplicating, addressing and Bailing work
was done for that bureau. Thus, in July, 1921, there were 15 employee*
listed in t . blications division and in Karen, 172?, the increased
woric load seeded to demand son aagpotsr, aaghinery and supplies.
Up to ..he tl&e of the December, ly27 Congressional Hearings on
the Cosaeuerce Department's appropriations for fiscal year 1929$
evidence was found that indicated any large duplicating section out-
side the public- clans division. At these hearings Dr. Julius Klein,
director of the Bureau of Foreign and Bofiiostic (taaoeroe, stutod that
he o—dad an increase . over the unseal year 1$£8 salary
appropriation for his bureau, under questioning about the incrc
Klo*n 3«ated It would be used fox* additional ampluyoes needed for
aultigra^hing and i.iiiueogra;>hiag work in bis bureau's duplicating
section. Klein told the Congrssaaon,
1 wight say, in nassing, that the work in tfiiat particular
unit of the bureau ^duplicatii^ section/ has iacceased
percent in the last~ye&r /T926/ ... Of course, we have to
draft men frcau other parts of the service bo help outj but
these xmlts have a greater record of overtime than any other
branch of the service. '
Dr. Klein then inserted into the hearing record a breakdown of
his bureau's administrative offices and personnel. This breakdown
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differed fr lor bureau organisation charts by shewing t duplica-
ting
• breakdown of the bureau's duplicating section was as
follows!^
Duplicating Section
gursau of Foreign and Powegtlc Cgwaaenc«
Salary
























It is possible that, due to the large duplicating work load
for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, a new duplicating
section was organised within the bureau itself or that the above
duplicating section, while funded and listed under the Bureau of
Foreign md Domestic Coraaerce* was merged with the publications divi-
sion for daily operations and administration. At any rate, the com-
bined total of 35 personnel (publications division, l£ and the
bureau's duplicating section, 2C) Kay be a mere realistic manning
level for the printing and duplicating function in the Commerce
Department. The department's annual appropriations for printing






o most important aspect of' the publications division and
the duplicating section, from t^e public relations viewpoint, is the
physical ability of the printing plant to mass produce "handot
material and circulars on short novice. Ihe beet account of the Caa-
fierce Department's printing slant resources is given by F. K. Cowell
in his 11/31 study of Government Departments and the Press in the
U.S.A. •#?
Cowell aialntained fcfeat the ''near printing** processes* such as
mimeograph, multigruph and rotoprint (offset), had given the federal
government a major publicity tool. He stated,
iieiying on these "near printing9 processes the Federal
Government Departments have created a machine for administra-
tion publicity which is not only relatively lmaune from the
scrutiny of the budgetary committees who have laid heavy
hands on printing appropriations, but is also completely under
Uieir own control and not centralised /sic7 la an independe,
establishment (the Government Print ing"*Qf?ice for Instance) .53-
The Commerce Department had by IS 31 developed the largest
"near printing ! * plant of the executive departments, according to
Cowell. After presenting a detailed description of the Gost&erce
Department's printing plant, Cowell ranked the Department of Agri-
culture's planl as a close runner-up in si as.' For fast production
-ureas releases ^«nd other handouts, the Cousaerce Department had
nine aai.*ograph machines available la 1#31.
As mentioned earlier, the manpower strength of the publications
division varied due in part to the detailing of editors from U*e GPO










Donald Wilhelm to Christian Herter indicates th© 1923 vol\*ne of
miraoograph woric, the support that th© bureaus gave the publications
division, and th© fact that the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Gca*»
sierca was the chief supporter of the press section snd mimeograph
machine operation. Vllhelm stated,
. . . th© Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coezuezce pays
for tl*e maintenance of the news room /press ssct±on7 and for
the mimeographing, it ich in one six day period footed r to
half a million words, nearly all for tne Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Camaerce, As a result, I urged Br. Sttretton
/director of the Bureau of Standards? 5 with the cooperation
of Mr. HcKeon /Chief of the publications division?, to furnish
the publications office with a nev mimeographing machine, a
new typewriter, an operator, sxyd a big supply of mimeograph
paper. At the same time, each of the other Bureaus were
levied for support for the publications office. «***
There may have been mimeograph machines located elsewhere in
the department besides the publications division and the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Compare© duplicating section. For example,
Dr. Klein indicated to Hoover in a «Tune, 1923 i&emorandun that he had
to the Kubber Association (a private trade association)
they install a mimeograph machine in the bureau's rubber com*
medlty division "at their ©aqaanse."''*'
In sunnsxy, the Commerce Bepartment's public relations organi-
sation was for the most part decentralized in the bureaus. There wee
a pr%a» office which coordinated the departasent-wide press contacts.
Hoover 1 s personal public relations assistants coordinated most of the
department's public correspondence and maintained gener&l supervision








day-to-day public relations work w s carried on routinely at the
bureau level by civil service personnel. Officially public relations
was not part of anyone's job Ascription, but in actual practice the
public relations function was decentralized throughout the department.
Delbert Clark in his book, Washington Pateline, referred to Hoover's
public relations team saying,
The press agents of Hoover . . . were little wore z\>m
information officers in the strictest sense. For the most
part they were not highly paid, highly trained ex-nevapaper
or professional publicists but civil servants assigned trie
task, or in sow© cases broken-down old correspondents grtte-
ful for, an obscure berth in which to spend their declining
years.^°
The Bureaus touching Business ...,.
The three bureaus tnat were mainly involved in the Caaseree
Department's public relations activities during the 1921-Utt period
were j (1) The Bureau of Foreign and Bomastic Coasmerce, (2) The
Bureau of Standards, and (3) The Bureau of the Census. Therefore,
this study is, for the raost part, limited to these bureaus. Hoover
stated in his teensoirs that he took the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce and tne Bureau of Standards "under wy own wing" and left the
operation of the other bureaus to Assistant Secretary of Commerce
Claudius H. Huston and the department's solicitor, Stephen B. Davis.''
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic CoMaerceWW> liiW i1W.i<llliiiilH||lW» i—n^MMM>Mili i < H.ilW.|«i WiM »,HHW>WilM»
As its name implies, this bureau was charged with the task of
supplying both foreign arid domestic trade information to American
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Hoover stated that he found the bureau in a "feeble" condition
in 1921. ^ As reported in the New Tork Times, he reorganised tne
b\ire«u into fifteen new eeramodity divisions to better serve Americ
business clients, whr were slre»dy organised *?lon# commodity lines.""'
The heads of the new eoianodity divisions were nominated by the busi-
ness coaaiunity. ^ Hoover also created a new Domestic Commerce (tech-
61
nical) Division to specialise in dc&estic marketing problems.
Donald Wilhelm, a department employee, wrote in The ^rld^
Work that the bureau reorganisation was a major innovative step in
the gathering and handling of business information. Be stated,
Mr. Hoover had developed an advantageous interdependence
of business and government in the United States* . . . But
his contribution , as X see it, is that he has established and
extended the sciance of fact engineering on a national scale
to whole industries and to industry as • whole.
Roover wrote to President Harding in June, 192? , about the
reorganization of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce which
63he described as part of "the constructive growth of the Department .
"
A year later, in June, 1923, Hoover again wrote the President regard-
ing the reorganisation of the burets commodity and other divisions.
He stated that there were now over 3$ new divisions and sub-divisions
tuned to the needs of different branches of industry. Loover stated
that the reorganization had been undertaken with the following general
missions in minds (1) To build up cooperation between the department
and American exporting industries- (2) To build necessary strategy
for the expansion of foreign commerce in each particular industry,
191 »
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and (3) 1o maintain an adequate foreign otsff of experts to obtain
results. Hoover concluded tn&t, "The whole operation h*s been one of
cooperation and service to industry <**ad coraaere©. 51
Following the reorganisation, the bureau's teasnington office
was composed of fifteen cossaodity divisions, nine technical divisions
and ten aduiinistrativs? Stflces. ' An outline of the bureau's r.asnlng-
ton and domestic field crganiaatiou is contained in Appendix D.
^roughout the United Status, the bureau j*aintaiaed district
and "cooperative" field offices to assist tn t&e collection aad dis-
semination of business information. The district offices vers maimed
by bureau personnel walls tae 'cooperative" offices were Banned by
employaes of the local chamber of cowaerce or trade association. The
bureau required ttiat St least one person in the cooperative offices
work full tiise on trade inf©motion «fttt*i's *a<i p*id Wo designated
person one dollar a year to provide* hia* with official status. The
tracks associations or chambers of commerce footed the entire bill
for the coooerative office's personnel in4 physical facilities. The
saue iafon&atioxi services tnat ware cnanaeled thjrofgtt the district
66
offices were also *vaila£>le fchrougli U># cooperative offices.
In iyl^ the bureau had first- &st.i*blished eight district offices.
The number of district offices stood Lao in 1982 and grew to a
total of 2> district offices by i>2y. 7 Tho 'cooperative* office
concept was created wniie hoover -<i*& secrwwry. As listed in Ap-
pendix l), there were ij cooperative offices in ly2Q, growing to a
68
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In addition to the network of domestic field offices, the
bureau maintained foreign trade offices. In Washington, one of the
technical divisi- >s the PiGgional Information Division. This
division was divided into 3 ,b-di visions dealing with the geographical
areas of Latin America, the Per East, Western Europe, and Eastern
Europe and Levantine. In I?l5 the bureau initially stationed coiu-
6°
mercial Attaches in ten of the leading foreign American Embassies. *
In 1^2? the number of foreign commercial attache' off ices MM 27 with
the number growing to a total of 57 by 1929. Hoover referred ao
71
these commercial attaches as "hounds for possible American sales."
In addition, tnere were traveling "trade commissioners*' who worked
in 'Washington on a soeciiic commodity group and traveled abroad in
search of new markets.
Since the initial lylS overseas deployment of the bursnu's
own commercial tttftdheJtj there had been jurisdictional disputes be-
tWM the State and Commerce Departments regarding foreign trade
72
relations. This conflict of --rests vas legally ended on /.arch 3,
ly27, when the Koch Act established the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
73Commerce "foreign service" on ji&ne:it legislative basis.
The tooal number of 4t tent employees engaged in foreign
and domestic field work is significant. In Ii?28 over half of the
employees of the entire Commerce Department, 9,709 out of a total of
7!,
1>,6>8, were stationed abroad or in stateside field oifices.
Former Secretary of Commerce i-iillism C. ftedfield had super-













In addition to the network of domestic field offices, the
bureau maintained foreign trade offices, In Washington, one of the
technical divisions was the Regional Information Division. This
division was divided into sub-divisions dealing with the geographical
areas of Latin America, the Fax East, v;£; stern Europe, and Eastern
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offices \£ille secretary from 1913-1919. He praised Hoover 1 *; efforts
in enlarging the bureau. In 1923 Redfield stated,
As reorganised and as further developed by my successor
with enlarged funds, this great comtasreial service is a
powerful factor in jtaerJLoa*9 foreigri trad© and has won out-
spoken praise and tee flattery .,of imitation from the govern-
ments of competing countries.'^
In his conclusions regarding The Growth of the Federal Govern-
ment l>lg-1932 > Carroll H . Wooddy has stated,
The change of greatest apparent significance was the
tremendous expansion of activities designed to control and
promote commerce and industry and transport on sea and land.
. . i govemmant activity in the field of cocaneree and in-
dustry mt much more extensive at the end of the period than
at the beginning. Outstanding developments in this field
include the unprecedented expansion of services to cvjoueree
perfors «d by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 76>« » •
ddy also conaaented tbet between 191$ and 1931 the bureau "person-
•y
nel increased over 90 percent and expenditures nearly 1,3-0 percent.
Special mention should be made of the bureau's machinery and
personnel involved in public relations. Appendix C cont&ins a descrip-
tion of the expanded duties of the bureau's press and editorial
branches. Before Hoover came to tee department, these offices had
7ft
been limited to parochial bureau publicity. ' As mentioned earlier,
these editorial and press offices bec»Ks the press information center
for tec entire Ccsa;»erce Department.
Frederick H. Fairer, Hoover's public relations assistant, was
directly involved in reorganising the bureau's press and editorial













contains the text of a letter from Paul J. Crogfcoi, head of the
bureau's publicity office, to Feiker regarding the Bay, 1921 statue
and past history of tlte bureau's publicity effort*.
The public relations role of Frederick H. Feixer in both the
Bureau of Foreign, and lk*i«e3tic CcftOHsree ami in relation to the elim-
ination of waste program in the Bureau of Standards was a signific
one. As a HcGraw-Hili Vice-President won leave" at the depertrant,
FeiKer had expensive contacts in tiie business press that could be
utilised to Mm department's advantage. Appendix F contains the text
of a letter thai Fei*er wrote to the editor of tlie i'loQravi-Hill. "Sales
Letter** in September, !$21. iois letter describes Felaer's duties
and observations after a few wonths at the department, in relation
to the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Felxor described his
duties as e (1) a consulting editor of Commerce Reports , (2) a
representative of the secretary's office in the corrwdity organisa-
tion, end (3) « general contact man with industry regarding eoraoodity
work.
In his letter Feiker observed that, *» . . , our buslines men
if they ere to meet future conditions must tfcink collectively as well
52
as Individually." Feiker called for more editors to con«e to
Washington end concluded his letter saying, "1 will only edd that
what 1 have really been trying to do down here is to make a tfsGraw-
Hill organisation in the GoverttPient. ,, r
the Director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
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nhe was a professor of Latin American History and JSeononics. He also
served as a con&ercial attache' in Latin A&srica. Klein was inter-
ested in and actively pushed his bureau*s public relations efforts.
He frequently sent Hoover special press clippings and other quanti-
se
tative feedbaci; concerning the bureau's publicity program, -
As laentioaed before, tlie Cossneree Department's public rela-
tions activities were dec«ntr;>li&ed at the bureau level. In the ease
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Couaaeree, there vol's several
employees vho had either Journalism or other related public relations
experience. Appendix G contains a brief rundown on some of the
bureau's personnel and indicates a 'Washington to Shanghai deceniral-
iaed group of eaplayees with public relations experience.
One of the employees listed in Appendix was John J. Karrinan,
the fonser Beaton Heraid correspondent. After transferring to the
secretary's office, Harrinan wrote a vnmoroaoAm. to Hoover concerning
publicity policy on March 29, 1£26. Appendix H contains the text
of the Karrinan memoranduia ufcieh indicates that Hoover had not Isid
down a written departoient-wide publicity policy up to that time.
In mmnuxy, Hoover's reorg .ion of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Ceaaaerce included; (1) creation of new coianodity and
technical service divisions, (2) expansion of the bureau's foreign
and dorit -ield offices and (33 the attairasent of legal status for
the bureau's ecflnercial attache' service. In the public relations
area, Hoover, with the assistance of Frederick K, Feiker, expanded
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The Bureau of Stend^rds was responsible for the testing of
materials for the federal government, the custod|y of legal weights
and raoasures of the United States, and was the site of a national
physical science laboratory used in standardisation work.
This bureau was involved in Hoover 1 © elimination of ind-s-
trial waste program in the areas of ''standardisation" and "sifcipli-
flcation« a An example of the standardisation wor*. was in the
elimination of unnecessary varieties of paring brick. In 1^21 there
were 66 varieties of paving brick produced by different m&nufacturers.
Ten of these varieties accounted for 83.1 percent of the total number
sold in lyc±* ine bureau worked with the manufacturers and distrib-
utors in simulating ;*> varieties of paving bricks Una* accounted
for only iO.G percent of their sales. In the bureau's simplifi-
cation efforts it developed a specification directory with ii?,.
items related to 6,600 caanodity groups, ihis directory was used by
the government In its purchasing of material axtd, therefore, had




jver** tenure as secretary the following divisions,
devc-ood to st«jdt*rdisation and simplification work, were
in the Bureau of Standards
8
(1) Building and Housing Division (1?21)
(2) Division of Sinplifiod Practice (1£22)




Public relations was an integral part of the work in tnese new
divisions, 'ine bureau had no direct regulatory authority to force
its st nd&idc and simplification proposals on the manufacturers,
therefore, it worked through persuasion. Hoover explained the bureau's
sstnod ox* gaining voluntary cooperation saying,
Our method in this field, as in others, was a study of
the particular subject, and a preliainary meeting of the
trades concerned. If they were interested, committee* were
created vhich developed rescusiendations. A circular was sent
out by the Department on behalf of the couiaii tees to all
members of the trade, both producers ml consumers, givi^tg
the recoMcenda lens and asking for acceptance, Wbsn ac-
ceptances were sufficient to warrant action, the recora.ienda-
tions were promulgated by the Department as the desirable
simplification or standard for the trade.
In addition to the regular Bureau of Standards employees,
there were "cooperative research assistants," supported by various
91industries, working in the bureau during the 1920s.
The public relations organisation of trie bure u w.m stimulated
by Hoover's assistants; Frederick «. Feiker and Donald Wilhelm.
WiihelEi studied the bureau's meager publicity organisation then being
handled (1922) by one man, Hugh 0. Boutell. Appendix I contains the
text of Viliielix's report on the condition of the bureau's public
92
relations machinery ad possible imprcvet-ients for it . Wilhelia
began his report to Dr. Samual W. Stratton, Director of the Bureau
of Standards, by saying,
v*hat I have been trying to do, and -mat the Secret.
and you yourself as&ed me to do, is to work out a pl'&n by






bushel and f^et the much larger share of newspaper and magasine
ibiicity (especially popular magasine new© publ'
its achievements clearly warrant it in receiving.
WUhelm's proposals to Strattoa included a call for closer
liaison with the Bureau of Foreign and Du&estic CoiaEierce press section
and a Bureau of Standards "news bulletin" to help fill the bureau's
information gap/
The bureau had two general classes of information, according
to wUhelm: (1) Technical information--which could foe handled by a
technical editor, and (2) General information—which could be handled
by a regular news editor. Wilbeia was a magazine writer and preferred
tc handle the bureau's periodical media contacts. In an October,
1922 memorandum to Hoover, Vilhelm indicated that he desired to "get
95
out fros under all news work."^ In regard to the bureau's technical
tnfonssation mad news for the daily press, Wilhelm noted that Dr.
Strattcn had, "„ . .at last consented to put a news man to work at
Standards and Kr. Randolph is at work, trying out t and since I can
probably induce the technical news editors to loan at their own cost
a atan to handle the technical material of the Bureau for the technical
papers
. . .
I /c^n? taite care of t'ie B1**"*8** in relation to the
I>opular periodicals. . , r Appendix J contains the text of I
October, 1922 memorandum from mihelm to Hoover.
The fact that Hoover took part In the shaping of the Bureau
of Standards public relations organization Is confinaed in a ilovembor 1,
1922 r.smorandum by vilhelia. This isemorandua Indicates that a meeting
cfeaq aws*;
Ml iS B -f






y&a held on the reorganisation of the bureau's publicity efforts with
Hoover, dtratton, Crogjban, Bandolnh and ^ilhela attending.
>sndix K contains the memorandum record of tho meeting.
IttQheln reported that the following routine work flow was decided*
(1) Bews and routine information would flow from Randc;
through Crogjhan's press office to the madia.
(2) Wilhelm would handi© for the bureau, "Prepared stuff for
planting in individual magazines vdth special requirements," and
"Work evolving from contacts wiUa editors i&o assigned their own men,
or with writers *fco do the work and take the suggestions to editors."
(3) Wilhelm was to handle the "field of magazine contacts for
07
the entire department. *"
la sunsi&ry, the Bureau of Standards infozmation organisation
was relatively small. Most of the bureau "news" was fed through the
press section loc&ted in the Bureau of foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Hugh 0. Boutell handled the bureau's ^news bulletin*' and Kr. Randolph
handled the news releases. Wilhelm worked with the periodicals and
recruited outside technical editors to work at the bureau, at no
cost to the government. By January, 1923, '.-Alhelm felt t he
98bureau's public relations machinery wfcs functioning smoothly.
Appondix L contains the text of a January, 1923 memorandum fros
t&lhel&t to Herter in which Wilhelm discussed the bureau's and depart-
ment's public relations organisation.
Bureau of tho CensusMill il I Mw ii i iui w>yil.»i i l|| j » —WW





Ihi However, in addition it had the resources to gather other
Bt&tj.stxcs that Wei's of veins to the Auuu j business m**n. Une ox
Hoover's goals in the elimination of waste in industry was to provide
90
better statistical data on whiCii to base business altifmlagv Robert
a. fcurray referred to the lack of sound business data gfrlMnfj
In -21 there also was too little quantitative info
aation asaUalfcaS on purchasing power and the course of in-
dustrial production. The art ef ©conoadc prosiest ic-.<tion and
statistic iu evaluation was still iu its Infancy."*1
as Hoover took over the department in the midst of a depression
,
he wanted to know just where American business stood in relation
past records and he found the quantitative data scattered throughout
Uie government sad private business associaliens in a disorganised
101
fashion. Donald Wilhelm reported in The '-grid's Work; that Hoover
found the 1921 Census Bureau "behind in methods" with no statistical
102
service of immediate use to industry. ' The Census Bureau did
conduct analyses or ma.ior industries but they were only vmblished
101
annually or at longer range rive-year intervals. "
Harold P. Stokes commented in the New York Evening Poet that,
••Statistics are unpalatable fare to most of mm Few people
relish them. Hoover eats thee* alive. rt a hoover was very much
interested in establishing * central clearing house for business
statistics. In a letter to President Herding in June, 1921* Hoover
called for a consolidation of federal government collection and pun*









lining iibout the decentralised "shotgun abroach" of the govern-
ment collection of business facto. Hoover cited as examnles of the
scattered business data collection , tha Geologic*! Survey (Interior
Department), the Bureau of tfines (Interior Department), and the
Bureau of Customs Statistics (Treasury Department) . As indicated
earlier in this study, all of these activities were transferred te
10t during Hoover's tenure <~a secret->xy.'
In hie June, 1921 letter to the President, Hoover had called
for a prompt and comprehensive monthly publication oi fundamental
business data to help h^lt previous over-axpansijn and over-speculation.
In Jul;/, 1921, the Census Bureau inaugurated the publication entitled
Wie ^ttrvey of Current Business, This monthly publication was issued
107
as a supplement to the weekly Commerce Reports . In Hoover's June,
1981 letter to the President he had indicated that there was a broader
public relations value to such a business publication. He ssid,
At the same time It /She nev publication7 gives courage
in times of depression as it tends to correct public psychology
by giving a properly weighted idea of the very large continuing
activities often overlooked in the midst of pessimistic out-
lOo..--
The public relations organisation within the Census Bureau was
centered around a new Survey of Current Business Division* This
division was the bureau's editorial arm, headed by a "special agent,"
L. Seth ScMitman. Also in the division was "special agent," Kortimsr
B. Lane, editor of the Survey < ' Current Business . 7 Lane routed
bis copy through Croghan's press section to the seeret^xy's office
••
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110£©r approval prior to publication.
She Census Bureau's expenditures arid personnel levels were
subject to a great desl of flux during the 1920s, thus affecting the
department* * expenditures and personnel levels. These Census Bureau
changes had nothing directly to do vita public relations and were due
to the hiring and laying off of temporary census field assistants.
These field assistants vers involved in special periodic industrial
census work besides the regular decennial census.
In summary* from the public relations viewpoint, the Bureau
of Foreign arid Domestic Commerce had the largest organisation followed
by the Bureaus of standards and Census respectively.
Department Internal Relations
In the deparUiont-wide internal relations role, Hoover es'Ub-
lished a weekly Saturday morning conference for "all important
112
Depexttfaant officers." Hoover's personal public relations assis-
tants were allowed to attend these conferences, but the record of
attendees indicates that the bureau worldjag level public relatione
personnel, such as Croghan, were not. These conferences were strictly
fX the record" end therefore, the only documents relating >e
topics discussed are typed lists of questions that were submitted in
113
advance for each conference by the bureaus. The questions were
addressed to Hoover and concerned either basic r*olicy or specific
timely problem. Public relations policy was discussed at these
departi.isnt-w.i.de conferences. For example* on January 6, 1?23* toe
list of conference questions included* "VouldnH it be practicable
I iM
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to establish an official central bureau of information?" Another
question submitted on October 19, 1923, was as follow*:
'resident Kliot has recent2y -written on the "Bli$it of
Standardization*" Are there precautions that lbs Department
of CosEierc© should take to dissipate this philosophy of Presi-
dent Kliot? Should publicity be given to the view that
standardisation on the average increases human power and
freedoro?H5
And finally, on October 3, 1925, the conference agenda included, "Will
you for the information of the newer members of your official family
asy something as to the policy of the Department on publicity and its
details as affecting our various bureaus?"'^ A handwritten note
alongside this latter question read, "Consult Croghan. Prepare
11?
written statements and have them OK'ed in advance." The author of
the note is unknown. The writing, according to officials at the
,
118
Herbert Hoover Presidential Library, was not Eoove^s. The author
of the note may have been Harold P, Stokes, Hoover* s personal public
relations assistant.
These weekly conferences were the only regular internal rela-
tions medium that Hoover used during his tenure as secretary. Evi»
dance indicates that Donald '-dlhelm asked Hoover to approve an internal
mimeographed department "house organ," but no evidence of such en
119
organ was found. ' Vftlhelm also triad to interest Dt. Samuel W.
Stratton, director of the Bureau of Standards, in ". . the practi-
cability of your startliig a little mimeograph sheet about the personnel
of the Bureau. . . , ?^' Ho evidence of such a publication was found
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in the Bureau of Standards papers, However, the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Cceanerce had its own BsiBeograpned newsletter entitled,
121
^Family Gossip For the Foreign Staff,* No internal information
organs wore discovered in the Census Bare
The Ccrorierce Departeient reeord from 1V21-1S28 indicates that
Hoover rebuilt his departeient with the goal of providing tii^ly busi-
ness information to assist in the elimination of industrial waste.
To provide a smooth flow of business infon&atlon, Hoover built a public
relations organisation with both a foreign and domestic reich. within
the expanded department's bureaucracy, he buried a decentralised staff
of both foraer newsraen and career civil service personnel wlio woz-i&ed
full tixae on public relations siatters.
On March !», 1$£1, Hoover had taken office declaring that his
222department would help foster a constructive spirit of cooperation.
Hoover demonstrated by his 1^21-1228 development of a strong Ccssaerce
Department public relations organisation that he recogni&ed the role
of persuasion in achieving the "spirit of cooperation."
Bfcf 1£26 Hoover had built his department into one of the lijrgost
executive departiaents of the federal government , In an address in
Seattle, Washington on August 21, 1926, Hoover discussed the coopera-
tive spirit in regard to harnessing the nation's water resources.
After touching on federal, state and municipal cooperation, Hoover
said,
. . , Hor a*» I about to propose any extension of Federal
bureaucracy. I yant to see aore local responsibility. Kore-
over, we are a democracy and taust proceed by persuasion.-
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•Wr* Sttlllxan, Our ""imcs The Twenties. Vol. VI (flew To:
0), 1&.
^
"Cabinet fcesbera *&k© Up Duties la Varied Scenes," Kew Tor's.
Tlcas, Rap. t. 3521, p. 1.
""Outlines Hovrar's New Trade Policy," How Tc-r;y imm, Mar. 3
i?2i, p. ;.
' "
'Math Annual .Import of the Secrew.ry of Cogaoerco (Washington,
^Ibid .
See Herbert Boyvser, The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover, Vol. II
(He* lork, 1952), 62-63 for - wore ceUdled"o^BJa© oiHIeV/ver'* goals.
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^Hoover, Kawoirg , Vol. II, 62.
^Ibid., l£«
Ibid
. , 10; In 1913 a new DepsrU.ent or LU>or -was created to
odminister the labor interests (32 Str.t,, 82£, 6).
17
'Ibid., 36, 71-72, 1 . >r a briuf but devuiled view oX tfce-
sharp conflict of interests botweea Secretary of Agriculture, II. C.
Wallace and Uoovor see Jas-.es H . 3chidler, 'Herbert Hoover and t
Federal Fan* Board Project, 1921-192 iJ," friasissippi Valley Historical
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* Hardly Kills, "Herbert Hoover and the Sbc~
Hoover
jfe
pcra * Seerst&zy t*f Cosasierce Official Filo, Box 7': -»
.aneoua ly23-1928" foldor oeoUdoa & deparUsent ©rganlsetl
pension of he Corrsaorce Department, fl Herbert Hoover Preaideatial
Library, West Branch, lonej Aneesaliin !Io. ITS (April, 1910)*
"^Carroll H. WooddV, TheQrcwth Of The Federrl Qoverriaept 1915
1932 (HewSork, 191b), 173/1^T5o7166, ift, XylT ~
F. K. Cowell, "GoverrsRent Dei^rtifcawts mad the Press la
f«S.A.," friblic Adrdr.ls* ration, • 1), 216.
"Miscellaneoi
chart? also see lilted States Da-i^y , Oct. lU, 1926, p. 1 for author-
ized Department of cW»eree orgamft&tian chart. Hereafter "Secretary
of CaKrarce Official File" is ciisd as "SOCOF."
Hoover Pagers, SOCOF, Box 06, "Wilhela, Donald" folder,
Meraor&ndum, 1). k7ilhelm to H. Hoover, October 30, 1922 sad Hemorandu»,
unsigned with no addressee, Hot. 1, 1922.
^covei Papers, SOCoF, Bex 12J, "Feiker, F. M. Official 3tste~
Bente to r^sss^ folder , Hemorcndura, P. «T. Craghan to F. M. Feikor,
Kay 28, 1921. This document indicates the dspartranVe publicity,
prior to Hoover's secretaryship } vas limited to the raeager efforts of
the editorial division in the Bureau of Foreign and Basestic Ccaiueree.
^oover Papers, SOCOF, Box 83, "Reorganisation of the Depart-
neat of CoE^roe" folder, Letter, H. Hoover to JL B. Fall, June 8, 1921,
r>t£
"•
^oc^sr Pagers , 30C0P, Box, 123, "Foiker, ?. K., Bureau of
Census11 bolder, IfenorBeidun, F. M. Feiker to R. Hoover, Koy 27, 1921,
hoover Papers, SOCOF, Box 76, "Croghan, P. J. 1921-3
folder, teeswrWSsii, J. Klein I ireaus, Aug. 2, Box 8
"\&Xhs3jn, Doncld" folder, D. s«ftiholjtt to H. Hoover, Feb. 16, 1922.
^ 7Hoover Pffyra , SOCOF, Box 86., "Vilhela, Donald" folder,
HauaraiKiu&i, t, Shih&lk tc H. Soever, Oct. 30, 1922 t cJ Box I
"Surface, Frank K." folder, Korarandua, C. A, Berter . P. Hopkins,
. /, 2521 and homorandaa, C. A. Herter to F. K. Sarfaee, Oct. 15,
1921. All these memos regarded the hiring cf personnel specifically
for public :ions vcr...
^%oorer Papers , SOCOF, Box 86, "tfilhetai, Donald" folder,
Latter, D, v?ilhelr» to C. /.. Ilerter, Jl». 19, 1923; Sox 239, "Publicity4 '
folder, tfoncrandum, K. P. Stokes to J. '.i'JLUver, hem 19, 1925, Box
L, Motion Pictures 1926-1928" folder, Letter, 0. Akerson to
r., P. J. Idsr,
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Memorandum, &. Hoover to W. Kullendore, June 12, 192
•^Frederick M. Feiker* Feiker ?^>erij, Herbert Hoover Presidential
Libre t^. 'iris' Branch, Iowa (Eer**,£ter ci^ed as Fslker Papers) Box X
uX$2l" folder, Letter, F. K. Feiker to A. W. Shaw, t% 'S 1921 jasntiona
the 310 to £15 T**** day. Howuvar, in the s^ne fw&dar is nt-
SMHit" in 1 1 agent in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Cowerce
dated Dae. 20, V/2.1 with a salary o*' per annas. In the same box,
a192?lx folder :is & atRsaraadus, C. Hastings to F. M. Feiker, Feb, 3 3
1^22 luliaetlng that Feiker xma still a special agent in the Bureau of
Foreign and IkiaiesVLc Coaaaerce at that date but h&4 H , . .discontin-
ued. , services as Assistant to the Secretary at .-;2,750 per annum,
in the office of the Secretary effective at the close of business
January 15, 122?."
^Hoovar Papers, 30COF, Box 73, "Miscellaneous 1923-192J."
folder, Hssorandun, J. Klein to K. Hoover, June 21, 1, LLse see
Fel^r Papers, Box 10, "1£22* folder - teent
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folder, a Letter, L. B. Holland to F. K. Feiker, Hay U, 1923 indicated
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survey of rav materials.
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^poyer Papers » SOCOF, Boot 83, "Corrcnerce Personnel" folder,
indue. J. J. K.-\rr>yian to H. Hoover, no date, regarding his
transfer to the Secretary's office; md Memorandum, Administrative
Assistant to tie Secretary to H. P. Btokes, Kay lit, 1?26.
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ccraitvee of the Ooswittes on Appropriations, House of Eapreesnt^tives,
on L^epartsaent of Coaaerce Appropriations Bill for Fiscal iear .
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Tyalfth Annual Heport of the Secretary of CaiBaerce (Washington,
B.C., l#2ii), li.
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^Xbid.
Hoover Papers , SOCOF, Box 83, "Ccsraaerce, Division of Publix;
tions* folder, Monthly Report of Absences (July, 1921).
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1923.
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The 1920s was the era of close government-business coopera-
tion. Both the Harding m& Coolidge administrations were strongiy
pro-business. The growth of private business associations zavd their
close relationship with the government had received a major advance




The government at Washington, in recruiting the national
resources in that tiiue of emergency /Porld War l7, found it
difficult to deal with separate industries and individual
business concerns scattered all over the country. The Council
of National Defense, the ^fer Industries Board, the War Trude
Board, the Food Administration, and other units asked of-
ficially that trade asaoc i 'rations be formed in K&ny industries
in order to simplify the relations with the government.*
Herbert Hoover received his initial government experience in
civic and business sssociation relations as Food Administrator. In
that position, he used various civic and business associations as
a channel for the grass-roots promotion of the dcanestic food con-
2
eervfition campaigns. Thus, it is not surprising that on March 1
1°21, only 15 days after assuming the office of Secretary of Coheres,
Hoover clled a conference of business leaders including several
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leaders that an advisory ccemilttee would be formed at the department
from the business community. Tbis committee was given t -« coopera-
tive mission or insuring that the deoart; ent « a organization and pro-
grama met the business community needs. ** Hoover stressed the
cooperation theme in his opening remarks to the business loaders
saying,
This Department . . . wishes to assist wherever it can
to stimulate and assist this cooperation.
Some oi Uis economic difficulties arising from the war
»ill no doubt solve themselves with 'suime, but an infinite
amount of misery could be saved if we had the sane spirit. .:
cooperation in every coresanity for reconstruction
that we had in war.
Thus, Hoover beg&n his peacetime economic recovery crusade
with an open invitation to business groups to take an active hand in
his department's internal and external relatione. The Commerce
Department, in Its efforts to stimulate collective business action,
spun a complex web of relationships with various civic sad business
associations including i trade associations, chambers of commerce,
labor unions, bankers associations, professional societies and
6
various other private organisations* These close relations were
open to public vie; and natural under the provisions of the Commerce
7
Department "charter."'
Hoover was a steadfast supporter of the majority of the
a
business and professional associations. He often praised the
associations for their promotion of constructive civic projects and
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toe establishment at' business codes ox ethics. Will* on tire 1928
presidential campaign trail, Hoover noted that voluntary govemaent-
business cooperation was a cnec* against coercive government intrusieji
into private business. He further stated,
Seven and one-half years ago I introduced this relation-
ship between the Department of CcMoerce and industrial,
commercial and civic organisations of our country for the
promotion of natters thai were of public importance. Vie
co-operate with these SMcclstloiuOL groups in promotion of
foreign trade, in furtherance of economic and scientific
research, in improvement of nomas sal in scores of other
activities, imring this period hundreds of committees have
bo&n in active co-opemtion with the Department of Commerce,
not under compulsion * . . but merely because the govern-
ment was willing and ready to assist in bringing together
the elements of any movement that would promote public
welfare. . . ,^ ;
In the ly21-192d period the Commerce Department cultivated
v
special relationships with the /arierican business community by the
use of the following general public relations channels
:
(1) Conforences/^eetings
(2) Special Business Press Relations
(3) Public Speeding angegements
(u) Cooperative busiiwass representatives "detailed to the
department
(55 Ose of private associations* journals, newsletters or
(6) District Office liaison
(7) Direct mail advertising of dep rtment publications
During his tenure as Secret asjp of Commerce, Hoover's depart-
ment held about 3>0u0 conferences. The majority of these conferences












and meetings involved general business topics such ast product
simplification or standardization, distribution of goods, unaraploy-
12
»ent, tr^s agreements, etc. Hoover's persons! brend of conference
tactics i,re discussed in Chapter I? of this atucfcr, under the topic of
the 192i Street and Highway Safety Conference.
An example of the tyoe of confsrencQ/coasLiktes actions in the
Commerce Department during tide p&riod were described by Dr. Julius
Klein in a December, Iftl atasicrandWk to Hoover. alein bad attended
a coniei^ence with the Commerce Committee of the American Bankers
Association. The bankers had explained their iS( m from the
foreign tr»ds situation due to "drastic curtailment of information
15
services by the big Hew lecfe banks." The cooperative program
worked out bstussn the department and the American Bankers Association
included:10
(1) Liberal department U3e of the association* 8 monthly
bulletin (2G,QC0 member circulation). Klein told Hoover that the
association desired an article f!over your signature" upon such a
topic as nHow can the Department of Commercs Help the Bonks of the
17
U.S." Xiein added the comment, °If necessary the committee is
prepared to give us ample space in two or three successive issues
for any propaganda which we might care to launch through this ©odium. "^
(2) The association would provide the dspartasnt with a list
of all banks having an interest in foreign trade which could b« used
for direct mall of questionnaires > etc. Such a list, according to
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(3) l£he association would assist in extending the circulation
of Mm Aspartneat's Costsnerce Reports. Klein noted that eoisa 10 000
Sirs • bed been mailed to bfiiks advising then to subscribe to
CoRBRerce Repp*-;
(a) the association ouggeeted the estsblishrsnt of a Financial
and Investosnt Division in the departissnt. Such a division was later
established in the Bureau of Foreign and Vwaatlc Ccnnercs.
(5) Ihe association offered to lobby for the department in
gaining Congressional appropriations and reorganiaation legislation
favorable to the Ccaranerce Dep-^rtotent,
(6) The association suggested the transfer of the Inter-
/jaerican High Cowrdssion to Coraierce.
(7) K. E. Ailes. President of Riggs national Bank, i&shlngton,
D.C., was appointed as the association's liaison asn with the depart-
nsent.
It should be noted that most of the conferences, such as the
above one, were overshadowed by the larger national conferences t
Hoover called regarding conaaercial aviation (1??2 k\& 192*0 and
ccssriercial radio broadcastins (l922~l/<iS) \ however, these aro&ll
special interest group Resting* were the gr^ss-root foundations of
the dapsrttsant's public relations programs. For exanple, in the
product simplification progran a progress report for the first half
of 1927 frota the Division of Simplified Practice indicated the
following actions*19
jxjajTi:* a to tax*
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(1) Confereneaat Revision Hi (Revision of afe-ndards)
General 17
Preliminary 3g (Initial to possible revision)
Total 70
(2) Promotional Work ; Meetings addressed 36
Others attended 16
Total $2
(3) Publicity* 5^ S55 HoUSSw/
. ,
y*^ „?u Papers Patera 0£§£ns
Sdit-oriols 29
Articles 233 ^<2 lj,
'iotai 282 371 13
iha gaoar.'u coiu'ereAce/cuuKitetee coordinator at tha Commerce
Department dux-log the l>21-192o period vae Edward £• Hunt. Hunt was
a former editor of tha American Magazine and had worked for Bocver In
the war-time Belgium Relief progim. Hunt had baan on tha Committee
on Elimination of Waate in Industry of tha Federated Aaarlean Snglnaer-
2.1ing Societies. He was also aeeretiriy of the President's 15*21 Con-
ference on Unemployment. The conference's administrative offices ware
in the Commerce Deportment And Hoover wia the; conference chairman*
As conference taerataxy^ Htint rc" m <apai*femant>a coordinator of
tha standing coi efl of the uneaiploysietrt c;*mf©ranee.*' Corres-
pondence fr ' : 9W*1 personal assistants to Hunt twttbsata that he
oparatad from various locations Including: the American Relief
Administration (New York Oily), the Federated American Engineering
Societies (Washington, B.C.) and ffete Commerce Department offices of
23the President 1 ® t^.iplqyjneni Conferenca.
I SOTPi
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Hunt* s rvapczisibilities apparently included keeping track of
tbo entire Ccaaasrce Dep?rta,ent conference and standing CQ&nittee work.
In a Deces&er, l$teo report to Hoover, Hunt lndiceted that there wore
a total of i±3 striding committees from the business coaaaunity co-
operating with tae departiaeaat . In a msaericai breakdown, Hunt cut-
2Llined the coawaittees as follows*





Building and Housing Division (Standards) .
Division of Simplified Practice (Standards) 12$
Total 31 3
Duri;% the ly2i-i/26 period, the department bad a close rela-
tionship with the National Conference of Business Paper Editors, the
McGraw-Hill Publishing Cctspany and the A. w". Shaw Publish 5 ng Company.
The relationship with the Rational Conference of Business
Paper Editors wets gained with the assistance of Prederick H. Feiker.
acknowledgement of the assistance rendered by Feiker m& the editors
was »ade in the 1921 ropori on the National Conference on Uneraploy-
sent. ' Hoover was enalnuan of the conference and Feiker had headed
a subcommittee that gathered post-war business data via questionnaires
circulated by the Rational Conference of Business Editors.
A series of monthly meetings between the do ont and the
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shi&igtcn on April 12, 1921. bo meetings continued durl--\g the
period Hoover was secrstiry and were held In looatic nit the
United States. Feikar had returned ioGraw-Hill Publishing
Coapaiiy ir* January, 1922. After serving at the Camaerce Department
for nine jaonths. Hoove? wrote Faiker a letter in October, 1922, re-
girding a business edit ore' seating in New Sork City. 4" In the letter
Hoover indicated his viow of tho HatloiiSl Conference of Business
Sditors* ^eatings Baying,
They /Reeling^ have been veiy stimulating to the heads
of the various bureaus in the Department and I have gal&ed a
great deal of understanding and profit front thexa c^yoelf °
vex coasieated to ?ei*or that the editors had been ina%r&<mvUl in
20
"assisting . . . better organization of the Depa:rtsf*ont . " • After
resaing his regrets at ml being ;ihj.e to attend en upcoming meeti .
Hoover asked Fei*er to,
. . . arcpha&iae to thaw the isgportauca which X place upon
the dose coxr^iun rU&ent of Ccastexea
and their work, and again assure them «na& I ^ looking •
ih&z for -v^^,.. i struetive action
A special liaison ecrafcittee fra.; the iUvtioaal Conference of
Business Paper Editors was fenced to work wi'c.h the depart and
Hoover 1 a office sent a ausoorancUnt to Una heads of each bureau re-
jainding then that the secretaxy was anxious that every possible
facility be rendered to tne editors 1 ccmaittee in their raqowste f<
ilinformation.
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In September, 192k, & series of 15 special reports were pre-
pared for the National Conference of Business Paper Editors. These
reports were requested by Baetorandun from the secretary's office to
the heads of the varioxis bureaus arid special departiaent projects.
Hoover had also established close relations with the KcQraw-
Hili Publishing Company partly through his association with Frederic:
H. Feiker. KcGrsw-Kill in 1921 w*s one of the i&sjor publishers of
technical and industrial journals. As indicated e&rlier, Feiker had
voted the KcGraw-Hill Sales Letter to reach the specialised editor
audience with CcwRierce I)ep&rtrsent information. James H. MeOraw,
president of tfeGraw-HUl, wrote to Hoover in Septes*>er, 1921, while
Feiker was "on leave" at the department. McQraw personally offered
his cunspany , s resources ie disseminate hoover* s appeals. McGraw
i
wrote,
Personally I feel that the bus mess papers of the country
have not done their full duty in interpreting government, and
particularly the Departiaent of Ccamerce under your management,
to industry. I have felt that inr. Feiker 's contact with you
and the Department in his uor*z at WMhlngton would give hixs a
point of view and bring us somethiag that is mue^ needed. I
have been a bit disappointed that engineering and industrial
oditors h«ve not done isore in recent Months in the my of
constructive effort growing out of their contact with your-
self and o^h©r ijfjp©rt*nt government officials at the C&pitoj
Along with this strong support from McGraw-Hill, Hoover had
another major ally in the specialised business press. Tne Chicago
based publisL*jr of System and Factory magasines was Archibald ' .
Shaw. Sh&w had been chairman of the Conservation Division of the War
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nactive in promoting standardisation and simplification procaduras
within American industry.''' ' iisactly how and when Hoover and Shaw
beca&e acquainted cannot be ascertained in the Hoover Paoars, however,
to© papexs do indicate that Hoover and Shaw ware friends in the l°20e.
assisted Hoover in setting up s»eetings of business editors end
had alloyed Feiker as the adi'cor of Factory aagaaine before Feiker
transferred to HoGrtw-Hill in l?!^. 3^
geovaf t>wice as^ed Shaw to eua© to the department as Assistant
36Secretly of Cuuiaerce, but Shaw turned down both offers. In fctarch,
.., Shaw turned 6omi the first offer saying, ". . . tsy interest is
more largely in working with yoa than it is in entering the official
37life of governr/ient."^' However, Shaw did ecu,© to Wsahington in April,
1921, to temporarily assist Hoover. It was daring this service that
Shaw a Jt-naaantal in flllfliHlm Fredoric, W* Feiicar U) ta*.e a
38
"leave of absence" frou McGraw-Hill and ccaaa to the deparfcaant.
Another indies lion of Shaw's influence with Hoover is found
in a Kay, 1S>21 telegram from Hoover to Shaw asking Shaw to come back
to 1,'aahingtcn for the following reasons t (1) Help find a director
for the Bureau of Foreign and Doaieslic Ccr&ercc, (2) Help organise a
trade statistical service, (3) Help gat the dep*JttAont ! s appropriation
through Congross, and (L) Provide "general counsel and comfort."
Public soeaidng engagements were regularly used by Hoover and
his departnaat coll«*igu«a to opxaad the "cooperative spirit" within
the business coMaunivy. Hoover par' Bally appeared on tne speaker's
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the Chaafoer's platfora in hew Tork City In 1?23, Hoover Vptie* on the
subject of "Holding on to Prosperity." In this speech heover touched
on the growing inteirdepe^idence and complexity of American society.
He then re&inded the audience of the relationship of ^oveiment and
business aai the final factor in ihe fsWNf&i for* holding on to pros-
parity--mi erased public opinion. Ho saijd,
/^ho govensnent acta7 ... as the greatest contribute*'
in the deteffiuinatAoa of""fact and at cooperation with industry
and commerce in th© solution of its problems. Such strategy
in oar country ciust be consu&t&ated. by frank discussion by
advanced public opinion and understanding with full millas
tion of ccsiff-on goal/^
Hoover regularly sent Feiker, KJLein and other department officials
into the field where tbey gave speeches and responded to Iocs!
businessmen's questions.'
In a 192k report to Eoover, Klein outlined the results of his
bureau's latest public speaking tour- iie stated that s trmr ma testa
had gone to the Hew England states on a ten~d.:>y speaking tour, Klein
stated, WA plan was . . . »ade fear a week's traveling ' eh&utauqua' by
a quartet of our stars vhoee fields happen to be of partleelsr interest."'4
The speaking trip hnd included* Bridgeport, Springfield,
Worcester, Providence 3 and Boston. Klein reported that the speakers
hed received "splendid publicity*1 due to the careful advanced planning
of the Boston office ana the "traveling quarl eV bad opened up an
entirely as field foi trade prcststiea twrk« Re conelwdsd that thoy
would have to turn loose similar drives in cutting cities "tributary










Cooperative business representatives were detailed to the
»i«nt to *4*sist in promoting various programs. For exacple, in
a represent ^xive ox the America Hanufacturers Hardware Associa-
tion spent several months in the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
ihii* stationed there, toe representative worked on the
of resolutions by his association ccr&isnding the bureau's
work and suggesting tlus "necessity for further appropriations to be
it.
used on hardware probls»e. M
Ti^e Coiiaerce l>epari**ent routinely w&& the private information
organs of chambers of ccraaerce, trade associations and other groups
to voice department policies. For aau^ple, Hoover was a contribute?
to tne Nation 1 © Business which is ths public infoii&ation organ of the
+n*mtmmmm * mwmmmwmhmmm*
**©er of Corawce of the United States/'
soever received letters fron such oiigaiiiiit.trone am the Rational
>iati Manufacturers offering its monthly infoxmtion organ,
leg (circulation, ?5*000) to Hoover and his depart-
i&ont, "... for any undertakings which way strengthen the Department
Li
and generally promote American busl-tess at nor* and abroad.""
The Association of National Advertisers; Inc., which was an
info Station clearing house for 320 of the nation's largest Mfftfae-
turers, wrote to Hoover in Hay, 1£21, stating that the infonaation
Kateri-.i received $gq» the Ccmerce i)eparu»snt exceeded that seat b
Uic» other guvorn«eiit depart .ients. The letter also stated,
We are averaging in our distribution to members a thousand
iteftS a month, and about seventy-five p9r cent o£ these, items
consist of information froci the Department of ConKeree.*45
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The departments district and cooperative offices were active
channels of personal contact with the business oawuoitv.''' For
exajsple, the San Francisco district office activities were reflected
in the September > 1923 issue at Sunsweet Standard, a monthly prune
and apricot growers association organ. The standard reported,
Leonard B. Garry /sic7> district Asaager of the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic CoMsevee . . . was a caller at
headquarters last week. Kr. Garry /sic7 offered noiixing
lass than the services of more than**, thous nd counsels ?
trade ccevdssionsrs, and cutssnercial attaches stationed in
109 countries throughout the world to aid the prune and
apricot growers in marketing their produce.
The report also quoted Gary as saying, "The department wants your
association to feel that the resources of Dtfaehington are at your
51
cofitaaad. 1*^
The district offices were active in coordinating public ap-
pearances of visiting departisenfc officials. The administrative
procedures of the Bureau of foreign and Doaestic Coiwerce included
a standing rule (dated Kay 22, 152$) that specified thai all person-
nel traveling In the field (foreign or doaestic) had to send an
advanced itinerary to the field office shea in the local area.^
This u&ncting would allow for local plairxing which could include
publicity activities.
Another bureau rule (dated September 15 $ !>•*-,? } concerned
press interviews and stated that, "Infective publicity should have
an i&portaat pert in all . . . visits with District Offices."^
appendix K contains the text of this latter rule which also specified







that bureau officiala who expected to 'be interviewed by trie preae
should clear their copy in advance with the press roeau
The department's use o£ direct nail circulars to advertise
Cosaaerce Keporta was mentioned in collection with the iteerican Bankers
Association (page 69). The den&rtraacit used direct nail aaivertiaing
I
technic|"jes for several other publications.^'"* The quality of the
lt»s direct mail effort is indicated by the following
the) Mational Preservers Association regarding a aubacripticjft
circular.
It is refreshing to see a government office departing fro»
the iron-clad, unattractive prinUtd form and making use of an
<e printed circular such as usualiy is found productive.
It is irserely another sign that in^de^llrsg with your atapfeHMi
we are dealing with baaineaettsn.^
Comerce Departs** jEn^les
on© of the basic Casmierce I -sent iuethod© of neasuring the
effectiveness of its progra&e w*is by a count of the number of in-
quiries handled by the departstont.. The records of the Bureau of
Foreign and 0oaeetic Cosaraerce during tiie period 3#£l-3$20 are rapra-
iantative of this quantitative method of evaluation.
The introduction of a systaltic accounting sysiuu. regarding
the nucibar of Bureau, of Foreign and Bosnestic Ccbgaerc* inquiries t-
a&oth
. novation initiated during Hoover 'a tenure as seeretary.
Hoover ai^e^tad to gauge the cost effectiveness of Ui© bureau. The
basic *aetncd of cost evaluation was: (1) To keep a detailed record
of the nuatosr of inquiriee handled in Iriaahington eat the field offices
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and (2) To send follow-up questionnaires to those buslnesss*cn vho
received dspart»ent assistance requesting a "price tag 1 on the resuxv--
57
of sales th*-1 . could be traced to the particular assistance
d.9 I7«t'l-ly^3 CoMaerce Departoaxtt cost effectiveness method
was generally labeled "Dollars and Cents Besults" in the inter;
reports that Klein sent to Hoover.'* In a Ju3y, 1922 report U
Hoover, Klein stated tl he toral 1922 fiscal ye-tr inquiries handled
by his bureau (including field offices) then stood at $8?,a93. After
eking allowances for his bureau's appropriations that were not direct-
ly connected with answering inquiries, Klein concluded that*
. i • the taxpayer is paying about $L.7> to en Die us to
answer each query—a very low figure in vlev of the fecrt
W:at so large a portion of the replies uade by the Bureau a,
i*s*iodictely translated into very considerable siass of none;.'.
In the September, I92h Special Report Do* 1, prepared for the
National Conference of Business Paper Sditcrs, it was pointed ou'
that a survey of 3,700 businessmen, who had received department assis-
tance, indicated U»at an average return of ,&27 was aade en each
inquiry serviced. The total business obtained by the bureau J a assis-
tance daring l?2>*2h, according to the report, was |jS£,u)o,0Q0. i'his
was an ajsple return to the taxpayer for the *2, fro- ,000 be invested
the bureau that year, according to the report. Finally, the rep<
stated tnat the branch offices (district smd cooperative) handled an
average of 5,697 inquiries per week in 1921 and were then (Septenber,
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The public relations value of these "Dollars &n<& Cents" restrlts
not lost In the departcsent's publicity planning. These results
vera skillfully used in persuading »uefc special publics as Congress
in regard to appropriations and the farmers in regard to the depart-
61
meat's assietanc© in the marketing of foodstuffs.
Comerce Separtitient Publications
the C<xar.ercc Departaent was a Major prodnscer of reports,
bulletins, pamphlets and circulars. The department's publications
were sold during the 1921-1928 period by the Superintsndent of Boeu-
assets, United States Government Printing office for e nominal fee.
In 1921 the Commerce Department's publication sales (less Coast and
Geodetic Surveys and Navigation charts) stood at $61,581.37 *&*& by
15^8 the ssles had more than tripled standing at $238,1' 3.15. The
Government Printing office did not involve itself in direct promotion
of specific publications but the Commerce Department bad its own
"sales canpaigna" which will be described later in this chapter.
The Commerce Depart* <ent »s expenditures for printing and bind-
ing represented the aiiount of money s^nt for the publications It
used internally and those i#iich It distributed gratis to the general
public. In 1921 tha departments printing sad binding expenditures
were $36h,?; 7.17 and by 1928 these expenditures hid almost doubled
(less the Patent Office) standing at $717, 36?. 31.
^
The various divisions within the bureaus of the department
prepared 5nit rial materiel concerning their areas of authority. Vhen
ready for publication, this materiel was cleared at the bureau level.
a*
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It then either went directly to the publications division for forward-
ing to tho Governraent Printing dCfHM or *• ***• editorial division in
the Bureau of Foreign and Dosteetic Covoaere* if it was to be included
in Coos&erce Eenorts or toe Survey of Current; Business.
The CoE^erce Bopnrtaent's publications included*
&) {taygrc* Beports (6k page* and coves', weekly)
(2) The Survw of Current Business (*&©nthly)
(3) Cowyiierce Yearbook' (700 pages, annual)
C*) ^SKSi Reports of the Secretary ©f Coyaaerce
(S) The Monthly Siswsary of Foreign Cossasrce
<6) The Statistical Abstract (annual)
( 7) Bsgional Handbooks
(0) Trade Information Bulletins
(9) Spselal Publications
(10) Circulars
Coesaerce Beports was the major periodical publication of the
department. It was edited in tee Bureau of Foreign and Boasestic
Cam»e,ree md received inputs from the entire department. Cossserce
Reports had been a daily panaphlei until Septesfcer h s 15=21, when the
new weekly maga&ine format was instituted, 9 The new Etaga&ine re-
flected the reorganisation of the departsient. In addition to new
feature article sections under the comodity and regional division
headings,, there was a new system of block-type news swraa&ries which
eeuld be read at a glance by the busy businessman. As proof that the
readability and content of Qammm Beports ij&provod, the masber of
Uvnih ^m t&Ufr nMtt IX
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paid subscriptions nearly doubled between June 30, 1#21 and June .
66
1223, increasing fraa );,?6l to 9,071. Another 5,000 cog?!©© were
distributed fs*ee by the department to trade papers, libraries, eham-
bers of ©oewerc©, etc., for & esesl circulation in li/23 of about
15,ooo.67
^k* Survey of Current Business , a monthly bulletin, was in-
augurated in July, 1*#1. The Bureau of the Census edited the survey
which contained xftonthly statistics on avwr t@G items, snowing gcbh
pariso?*o by months for the past two years end &&&T2& thereafter b
to 1913. if figures were available* This bulletin was issued as a
supple ent to Commerce Beports.
In 1922, Hoover introduced the first Ccraaeree tearboofe, 700
pages, illustrated with maps, charts, and a complete statistical
nsview of the economic year.^ The first edition sold 3,200 sub-
;
scriptions and by 15#3, 6,Kx» subscriptions were sold.'"
The Bureau of the Census reported that in the month of Jul?-,
1921, it had issued the following types of publications s five state
bulletins on composition and eharaciertstics of the population;
seven state bulletins for agriculture, three, for drainage, two for
irrigation and one for manufactures. The report mentioned that .
bulletins were "in the works. ^
The Ccnmeree Department conducted an active sales campaign
for many of its publications including the use of stickers for
envelopes and advertising circulars. In a I#25 memorandum i









In view of the fact that ail of our publications are now
on a sales basis, with no free distribution except, for strictly
official and exchange purposes j the staff is put on its mettle
to turn out really salable bulletins, and our press room is
kept on lit toes to get oat the most effective publicity. The
falling off in sales in any publication iiassediateiy encourages
the Government Printing office to suggest curtailed editions, 73
Klein also mentioned wie "constant drive for new Coiaaerce Keports
subscriptions. " |tv In the Commerce Reports sales campaign Klein*
s
bureau had conducted a direct mail solicitation of tne railroads
suggesting the advisability of having copies of Conferee Eeports
on the reading tables of club and observation cars. A similar sales
7 t>
campaign was waged against hotel proprietors.
In the rush to get the business information to their audience,
the Commerce Department did not wait for the publications to roll off
the government printing office presses. As the "commercial intelli-
gence** reports came into the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
they were combined into mimeographed digests which were tnen mailed to
76lists of over ll,6uu addressees. These digests were produced weekly
and in some cases monthly and printed in the Commerce Department*
8
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own "near printing" plant. host of these digests and circulars were
76
also used for the preparation of press releases.
General Press Relations
»«l Mini " !! » 1
During the 1921-1V28 period the press mi the medium with the
largest public reach. Iho motion picture »rae next in public coverage,
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The Departasat of Camwerco used both the daily newspapers and
the general interest periodical press as vie main publicity channel*.
The special relationship that the department had with the specialised
trade and business press has been indicated. The departments press
relations were centered in the press section of the Bureau of Foreign
and Da&estie Ccasieree, headed by Paul J. Croghan.
Donald Wilheiha described the distribution power of the press
section as farther reaching than any other departmental agency. He
pointed to the Bailing lists with thousands of newspapers, periodicals
individuals "kept alive and up to date41 with an "incredible"
I
reach. This reach included the aajer foreign Isjoguage newspapers
31
throughout the United States.
ffee publicity techniques used by the Cawaerce EeparUaeax
included t (1) A Weekly Press Feature Gervice, (2) Press fieleases,
(3) Press Conferences, {k) Controlled information ttleaks, M and
(5) Press interviews.




a page of live, up-to-the-ainute infoxtaation regarding
82
all the important aspects of the world's commerce for ten cents.*
The ten cents was charged each week for a special delivery staiap.
In * i)eceiaber, iy21 iseBoranduB to the district and cooperative offices
of the Bureau of foreign and Dcnostie Cosjaerce, 0. P. Hopkins, assis-
tant director of the bureau, stated,
lw latest fad in the newspaper world is a weekly Depart-
ment of Ccfcaaerce page. It started with the Hew Xt ornsl
' Caroiwe about three weeks ago and has since T" "aSaST

















on to the Key York CoBsusrcial , ths Chicago Journal of Commerce
,
Wi0 plgv*l*-»j Plalja Dealer and the Waghin^on Hers-lcT" bon-
cisely, the iJepartBtent of Commerce Is offering a full page of
interesting and important information for use Saturday turn-
ing to any paper that want* it*£l
By the end of 1922 the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coifsaserce
reported on this technique of advance release of business information
via the feature service. The report stated,
By the issuance of advance proofs, full-page publication
of these reports is carried once a weea; by over iaily
newspapers and periodicals reaching a circulation in excess
of 10 millions of people weekly.
®
u
In 1926 tne A. W, Shaw publication, Systea isagaalne, carried
in each issue a regular feature entitled, "liisl Washington Offers
Business this Month." The material was compiled frost the Commerce
Department* s feature and other release services, The .System magazine's
format included a box insert with e ch Month's feature stating, "It
Department? is the business man's department of the govern-
it so ooaplotely staffed that you need to spend nothing for many
services and varied types of information*" '
The departments press releases were considered to be divided
into three areas t (1) Newspaper Service, (2) Trade, agricultural,
86
and technical press, and (3) Specie! stories. The press section
issued five regular weekly press releases
«
(1) "What the world wants" (Released each Kondtiy) A service
devoted to brief announcements of worldwide trade opportunities based
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(2) "Foodstuffs around the world11 (Belonged each Tuesday)
A service that covered food product troi© opportunities.
(3) "Foreign notas on wests, fats, oils, and live stocit"
(Released each Friday)
(it) "Trade and crop notes" (Released each Friday)
(5) "Weekly business review" (iSalessed each Saturday) This
release was tne same as tae feature service which was son in advance
to the subscribers.
A flood of otaer releases flowed £ren the Caviares Dopurtttent
each week. In tne June 1$, 1922 issue of Public aslstioaa, an organ
of Ivy L. Lee and Associates, aa article enc-ilied "Capital's Publicity
Output pointed to Uie Coutaeroe Department as the moat active govern-
Kent voice *•« . in telling the public what it is doing,
J. Frederic* tfssary in his 1°31 article, "Uncle Sua 1 * Bal^hoo
lien," labeled the "... Federal Goveraatot as the graatest propa-
ganda establishment in the world." Digging into the specifics of
the tea-pound pile of government press releasee on his desk, Essary
coiiii&ented,
Hone among the executive departments matches the Department
of CajajMQii i.i tae gwee*> of its press aer/ice. lairty separate
releases have ccsae in a single day from Census, Mines, and
Foreign and Domestic Coheres Bureaus—an average of ten frcsi
each. This superior publicity machine was created back in the
days when Herbert Hoover was head of the Department. ... He
developed in it a degree of efficiency unequalled by acy siiai-
iar organ of exploitation in the history of goyeraaeot. It
is still operating on the momentum he gave iWV
Hoover held periodic press coafexeacea during the 1921*1928
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period, however, the Hoover Papers do not indicate any adherence to
a regular schedule of such conferences.' On March 8, 1921, the
New YorK Times carried its first assessment of the new Cabinet members'
i ' mmmm».m~ I i -"
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press relationship. Hccver was elmcst skipped in this initial press
with only a brief mention that he was at work on his de-
partments reorganization. Hoover, up to that time
s
had held no offi-
cial press conferences. However, most of Hoover 1 s fellow Cabinet
members had hi -ess conferences. Beth Secretary of State, Charles
Evans Hughes , and Attorney General, Harry ft. Dougherty were tsJoan to
task in the Sew York Times 010x7 for "restricting news publication1*
93
and "initiation of a policy of secrecy* respectively.
'throughout his years as secretary, Hoover enjoyed a personal
popularity with the Washington press corps, but this relationship
was not the result of Hoover's formal press conferences. Instead, it
was the result of the Informal "background" Nestings that he held with
the pre;*s.
Hoover complained that reporters went from his press confer-
ences "mis-stating facts" and violating the confidence of some of hi©
Tm&r\Kz» yj The formal conferences aggravated Hoover because of the
reporters' confusion over wht Tmkiwtes he made "on the record" and
those that were in confidence. In April, 1921, Cretan reported to
Christian Herter that following Hoovers press conference Hoover had
called »osm of the reporters aside and suggested that they form a
committee of their peers to control the mis-statement of facts and
violations of confidence. v ie newspaper men later held a big
,v.
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"powwow," according to Cregfaan, and selected a five-nan cce*&ttee with
representative* from the Federal Trade Inforftation Service, the Hew
lerk Herald, Mew Yorfc Sim, International Hews Service (Hearst Papers),
end the Associated Press. The duties of the cowaittee. according to
Croghan, were? (1) lo pass on eligibility of nen who desired to
attend newspaper conferences held in all department® except State,
*ex, Ravy and the White House, and (2) to twee steps to correct those
she "wendei fren the path of fair play" in publishing stories regard-
ing Cabinet officers.
Hoover »s concern over the reports of his press conferences
was reflected in an August, ly21 nejaoranduc. from Croghan to Christian
oft
A, Herter/ Croghan reviewed the "rules" that were used in the
other departmental and Vfcite house press cenferenees. He pointed out
that the White House was the only place where direct quotations were
strictly confined to printed statements Be then advised Berber
against such a policy at the Cocaaeree Bepart&sent and suggested the
alternatives of i (1) allowing attribution of statements to the Con-
merce Department, or (2) allowing attribution of statenents without
any source Raised, or (3) refusing to answer the question. Crogh
Fron what 1 have observed Hr. Hoover doesn't seen to have
any trouble in side stepping "loaded*1 questions. . . Iho
Department of Commerce is one of the youngest departments • . «
and the adoption of hard and fast rules would probably tend to
deprive it and perhaps the Secretary of some of the popularity
both now enjoy in press circles.
-tKllMfc orifc
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So official department, policy regarding "rales" when talking
to the prese was found except for Bureau Circular Ho. 21, "Preen
Interviews," dated April 16, 1?23. The text of this document is
contained In Appendix N. The circular states that all statements to
be attributed to a Bureau official or the dep&rteent must be written
dam a*id approved by both the official ond Croghan. The press sect:
was also to be notified by telephone of all "b-ckgrounders* (i.e.,
interviews or discussions between reporters and officials for back-
ground information and with no attribution to the official, the
bureau, or the department).
In a short one-line iaemoranduia from Hoover to Croghan on April
23 > 1923, Hoover or^ared Croghan to "Clear all future statements."
Presumably this order meant Croghan w a to "clear" everything through
Hoover. In regard to Hoover *s press conferences, the policy of writ-
ten questions -nd answers for the press was still being dob ted on
Kay lii, 1925 » when Croghan sent a SMBorsndtBa to Hoover stating that
toe press was "peeved" at the Attorney General because he w-s going
to require all questions and answers to be written at his next press
IF?
conference. "*" Croghan again stated his personal advice against a
a policy for the department.
Despite the fact that Hoover disliked the uncontrolled press
leaks from his press conferences, he himself used the controlled
leak in his informal meetings with the press. Douglas Cater st.--.ted,
The leak in the fona of selected news privately passed tc
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In more resent tinea, Herbert Hoover , Sr. , while atill Secre-
tary of Coheres. wss an accomplished purveyer of those jour-
nalistic tidbits.103
Hoover's neve management is illustrated in the ease of private
versus government construction work in 1$23. Hoover was engaged
a "Better Hones in .America Campaign. B Briefly, th© goal of this
campaign was to "stimulate''* MM Americans to bu- their own hastes.
The problem was that the builders were making more money on govern-
aent contracts sad thus favored building government office buildings
and other projects rather than wording on orivate homes* On Larch Z }
1923, Hoover wrote to President Harding the following letter regarding
the construction problem
... It is taspossiole for the AoVdnistration to throw
out direct warnings without reactions that are in themselves
dangerous. ... In order to get this matter in front of the
country in a vey that can do no damage and might do a great
deal of good, I am wondering if you would address to me a
note, somewhat in the enclosed sense, to which I shall reply
and leave it to Welliver /^arding's secretary/ to give putjK
licity to after you are gone /ffarding was going to Florida^.
My reply will be Constructive, showing the volume of con-""
struction going on, and reeonioending that public work should
be retarded so as to protect unemployment and keep the
Government out of eanpetiticn with private construction as
much as possible. 1
The next day, Harch 3, 1- £1, Harding wrote to Hoover the
following,
. . . The atitfiinistration, in one way or another, has
the direction of the Congress to carry on a very consider*
able volume of construction work. I would be glad to have
the advice of the Department as to the policy which ought
to be pursued in view of the present economic situation
. A .4.-.. ,.: ;',.-' •• * ...."
Ml M












in %he balding industries, with a view to detenaiae how isaes
to speed up the construction program to shieh we are com-
mitted.-^
Hoover officially replied to Harding'® request en Bareh 17,
1923, with & letter tm& attached table of tfete. A Comsserce Department
press release, "For use Monday Morning, K&rob 1° » 1923, M contained
both the request and reply. Hoover*© March 17th letter concluded.
From fcbe above it would appear tfeet the buildirig and
construction necessities of the country are being taken ear*
of so far as labor, material sutmifecturing, and trunsperUvto.-
facilities permit, m& that the addition of Ctovermeni projects
at the present time will not &M to the production of awt-eilal
or to the amount of employment in the country, but would in
feet mean simple displacement $f construction that could 'be
undertaken at private hands.**
In his press relations, Hoover's most effective channel «as




correspondents during his service as Secretary of ConneresV ' These
interviews were "off the record" backgrounders shea* Hoover was free
to talk about un& subject and "leak" any information that ho wanted
to. Paul X. Anderson referred to these Hoover interviews saying,
... it became the custom of a group of correspcndentB
... to gather several afternoons each week In Hoover's
office. There he talked freely not only about his own de~
paruaent, but about the departments of his Cabinet colleagues
und about the affairs of the Presidency. ... He was- the
best "grapevine" in Washington, and a perfect gold mine of
^graveyard" stuff. . . . Gradually . . . an impression per-
vaded the Washington press corps, just &s it pervaded their
editors arid the Am«riaari pubii* tt hoover Josew mo:re abi
the affairs of the govensMoi &nd the actual condition of
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Hoover's favorable relationship with the Washington press
corps served to protect his depsrtjaent frax, unfavorable publicity.
For ex>;aple, when the Hearst newspapers decided to do & sorties of
stories attacking the govezmeut dejx^tg&ents io* *tHeged bura&uc
"r&t tape" and other problaaa, the CoKbaroe Bepartinent was left out
oi* the series due, according to Paul 4* Croghsn, to the departasnt's
good relations with Hearst's Washington bureau. Those good relations
23be attributed, in part, to Hoover's value as a "news source.""
In addition, Hoover Met influenti**! Triends in the executive circles
of tiia pryss. For example, George K. LorJUser, editor of the Saturday
Svenina Post , received his introduction to President herding . ugh
his iriend, secretaxy oi Cocaoerce Hoover.
Hoover's press relations were not all on the pleasant and
friendly oide. In 192* Hoover u*» BttMg &a.& difficulty with en
Associated Press reporter by the name of Hiller (first MM unknown),
iiiller was taking advantage oi Hoover's infonaal relationship with
tne press by bailing into Hoover's office without en appointment,
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secording to hoover, and generally asking trouble. Hoover finally
wrote a letter to the Associated Press Washington Bureau Chief
concerning Killer and indicated nis feelings cenceroiiig good press
relations, hoover stated,
If 1 felt for a moment that the natter was merely one
dales was anaoyiiig us I wjuld not put it up to you, but as
I know the Departoeot is dependent on its usefulness to t)
country solely tnrough its ability to get fntalMJilM to the
country, 1 feel that to have the A. P. representative at odds



















Hoover -,*as on the receiving sad of a ranker of complaints frcfo
tlie press, Be was s&tsefesd for the "• « , thoiusuunos or words of
mimeographed , ... isaaed oy goyerisaeuo . . . p. . caliy none of
till
ukich gets m general pubixt-- r of t
Ifeeron rel»gav.pa (?enu3$lv*nia) termed Uiis flow of ecvermen'. pre*©
115
releases as "waste." Hoover replied L * editor tfcsi If he
withheld • -erial fi . pmi he would reeaive r<aqfl Mints
and that ha .pled to reduce ,.;sel*s© 4 .ion oi" the dapart-
Stent's prest; £•*&>**•#•
In response to the dep-» want's public relations policy in
regard ^^» a*** m (see appendix H)j RetMHMr w^ charge^
&n "iadirec » of fanBTt^vliJT ia Ma puces* relations ',. cli«n
11?
L. Daley of th. , Corj .umI
- . i policy that re ant aaploysas to re-
port to a central offlcn all conversations •; C l«&r
stated ta. this rn^or'i^xg of pro*, corar n tendency to
penalise the init— Live of rep*.iters ond was a rcvarsal of the de-
psrtttsnt's avowed policy of publicity,"
-JuS the if: )f
the publication Q tag .# oolii Usui bacicground ffcwa >*is
dspartiaent. Hocver dofer/ded axe order saving it vua cUsigncdi (1)
To Insure aaai all statesmen*© &ade esyubare ill -tie departtesnt were
approved, ^ en4 open equally to toe entire prose, axid
(2) I'o prevent aasle^diiig jflfgrn^lLffai txm irrespcixsible ssajftifi












censorship was over untrue mid irresponsible stater ent,s and ae drew
the line bot^roen *economic fact.'' open to everyone and "econcrdo
opinion" which jsuet be expressed by raea who ijave the responsibility
solely for the protection of public and press. u
Hoover was very sensitive to the praas and relied on a daily
press suaasary and clipping services for hie evaluation of wie press
*i **^ "l
results of the dep&rtj^ent'a publicity campaigns. In addition,
Croghan'a preaa aection provided detailed periodic ouanariea of the
departinent'a prema results as compared with thoae of the other exeeu-
tive departments. It appears front these ecsrjp&risons that the
CoMaarce Department was very sensitive to its publicity standing as
123
compared to the Department of Agriculturu ' s standing. Id a t\
Memorandum regarding the department's press release exposure, Klein
stated,
. . * the space filled by the releases of this bureau
during the six months ending Sept. 30, 1925 ware 119,971;
column inches, or more than enough to put eighteen column*
of type up and down the Washington Konument every six
months.^
Other press publicity reports wore sent to Hoover with the
12 cj
"Dollars and Cents" v&lue of the free press exposure. ^ The daily
press summaries were not iiereiy passive managsRont tools. Hoover
and his personal public relations assistants regularly used these
summaries for infcraoation cm which to base letters of praise or cosi-
lyplaint to editors in all parts of the country. Again, x&is feed-












Hoover was not s&tisftod with the publicity power of the
l)epartnev*t. Curing the 1921-1928 period he regularly em-
ployed the service© of &upton A. 'Ullidnson, Inc., « publicity fir®.
The publicity activities of the Wilkinson firm are particulas?ly evi-
dent in the Better Homes in Aaerica caaipaign and the Rational Con-
Terence on Street and Highway Safety csanpaign, * These particular
activities are covered in C&spter VI m
Congressional helatiovia
Hoover* s personal prestige said the eciistant Coonerce Dep&rtoent
flov of press releases shoeing "Dollar arsd Cents" results assisted in
gaining the Coniaerce SeparUoagb a steadily increasing Congressional
appropriation in a period uLan the other executive departments were
forced to settle for limited budgets.
thus, if the gauge of r^eeeosful Congressional relations is in
the sIsmiBB of appropriations that ft departsaeut receives, the Commerce
Deparbi&ent had extremely cordial relations with Congress during the
1^21-1928 period. W. Haw-Ley Sills described the reason that Hoover
kM stta la spaa ttsi t* JM Qst^pMPBienal grip en apprefgCsMcof
•sarins*
... in part, it was the prod'uct of an attractive and
tisisly rationale, one that Hoover and his publicists used
repeatedly in appealing to the President, the Budget Bureau,
the appropriations coEsrdttees, the business community, and
the general public. Their bureaucracy, they kept saying,
was different. (tallica the typical variety, with its ta*-
eating propensities, red tape, and rigid controls, this new
species paid returns on the »©ney "invested*' b^ generating
new expansion m& new rvrmim, delivered efficient and
jo Mil hr im &
M *%
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business* iiice service, end functioned under "responsive" and
ecfcjpei .on, who understood national needs end "co-operated"
insteat ' "meddling."^
£n sample of the cooperative lobbying of the business ecrramity
in frtheXf of the Department of Commerce was reported by L. B. Gary,
manager of the San Francisco District Office. In April, 1/2!., he
wrote to fclein,
. , . as soon as the business people out here heard that
there was a likelihood of cutting the Bureau's appropriations
they got in touch with the California delegation of Congress-
men. I know that acre than a hundred telegrams went out
supporting our appropriations and that letters of cordial
compliance have come in from each individual California
Congressman.-^
Hoover hired & former Congressman, James R. KacLafferty, in
1£2£ as one of his "personal assistants.^ II sea be assumed that
HssLafferty's contacts "on the Hill" assisted Hoover and the depart.
wmai in Congressional matters. In 1926, the Congress became an active
partner in publicising Hoover's department by passing a special "Joint
Resolution" providing for the annual printing of 1*0,000 copies of the
Commerce Yearbook to be distributed by Congressmen and others gratis. '
I'Mle Hoover was not free from Congressional attack, he car. be
considered to have successfully influenced Congress by & combination
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The purpose of this chapter is to outline two of the Commerce
Department's 1921-1928 period "cooperative" public relations cam-
paigns and to provide a brief description of the department's use of
motion pictures, radio broadcasting and exhibits. The public rela-
tions campaigns included t (1) Better Homes in America (1922-1928)
and (2) National Conference on Street and Highway Safe^y (192U-1926)
.
Better Homes in America
One of Herbert Hoover's basic beliefs was that,
A primary right of every American family is the right to
build a new house of its heart's desire at least once. More-
over, there is the instinct to own one's own home with one's
own arrangement of gadgets, rooms, and surroundings.
1
In 1921 Congress had appropriated $£o,000 to establish a
o
Building and Housing Division within the Commerce Department. In
his reorganization of the department, Hoover placed the new division
in the Bureau of Standards. One of the goals of the Building and
Housing Division was the "creation of public interest in home owner-
ship."3
Hoover discussed his plans for increasing the construction of














k analq &hi faeam/aelb '
#^r proposal ... is to detenaiae what can be done to
ameliorate the building situation by stimulation of voluntary
action, particularly *aauugsi local cconuaities, endeavoring
to bring various ej-ejaents in the problem together for some
mutual adjustuem.
Br. John R. Dries, & Harvard University professor, was chosen
as the head of the Building and Housing Division in June, 1921.
Grise 1 division spent most of the latter half of 1921 surveying the
construction trades on une&ployaent rates, iaateri&l and labor costs,
etc. Questionnaires were also sent to ?G0 city health departments
asking about general housing conditions including overcrowding, etc.c
In August, 1921, dries sent Hoover a Kemorandna on "Prasotion
7
and Contacts with Local Groups." He stated,
J. endeavor to sex, forts Che necessity for coasuiaity
effort by general publicity, issuing statements on percentage
of hc&e ownership, -une shortage of bouses, the effect of an
inactive construction industry on business, the loss free*
season... :L*ucxdvixy, and the like. In a great xaany cases we
shall have tc rely on national associations to initiate group
activities.®
Ories also listed the national Federation of Construction Industries,
Chamber of Cora&erce of the united States , and the National Congress of
Q
Building and Construction Industry as cooperating associations.
the Coroaerce Deportiaent opened its Better ilcstee publicity cam-
paign in February, 1922, with the release of a housing letter that
Hoover had sent to President Harding. The letter stated that there
was a housing shortage of nearly a million hoses due to the suspension
of home building daring the war. Hoover pointed out, in his letter,
that 100 local building conferences had already been held throughout
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the country to stimulate new home construction and several industry-
c ,ees were at work cm revision of building codes sad
other related construction topics,
Also in 192? Hoover &nd Mrs. William B. fceloney, editor of the
Delineator (woman's magasine), cre&ted a volunteer civic organisation
i
j
called "Better Homes in America.*-"- The financial support for the
oi^aniaation came from private sources. Although officially a
private organisation, Better Homes in America was from the start a
semi-official appendage of -toe Commerce Department. Hoover stated*
"The purpose of the Butter Homes organization was to support the
Departmental ideas." * The Better Homes mission was to act as a
national home building information and organization center, 'ihe in*
formations!, material disseminated by Better Homes in America was aimed
primarily at local women 1 a clubs* These clubs were encouraged
mobilise their eommunitles behind a nationwide Better Homes education-
al campaign.*"
Appendix contains an outline of the national and local Better
lamas in Aiuerica organisation* The national Advisory Council of
Better Homes in America was a source of inspiration to local women's
clubs and a source of inter-group liaison and contacts for the nati
al headquarters . The main job of the national headquarters was to
conduct direct mail campaigns to recruit local Better Humes chairmen
and then to assist these & airman with guidebooks on organisation of
local campaigns including suggestions for publicity arrangements.
The headquarters also sent "field agents" to visit state women's club
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tional leaders, etc., to stimulate interest in
the movement. One stats superiatendent of home economics education
was stimulated to use his monthly newsletter to public school teachers
17
to request cooperation with Better Homes in Ataerica. '
The annual fecus of the Better Hoses in America mcv&asat was
on "Better Homes **sek» u The guidebooks end other material sent •
by the national headquarters were designed to assist in organizing
this special week's events, /appendix ? includes excerpts from the
Better Homes guidebook provided to assist local ch&iimen in Better
Homes x/eek planning. The women's clubs were encouraged to interest
local businessmen in building and burnishing a modest home to be used
ae a demonstration exhibit during Better Homes Week. A sample program
for tne weed's everuu is also included in Appendix
Tne Better Iioe»ae in America organisation was incorporated as
-
-
a non-profit educational organisation in December, 1>23. This
action was the result oi the growth of tho movement and the need of
a full time staff to keep out commercial intervention in the Better
Homes feiee£ exriibits and demonstrations. The gre?-*Ui of the Better
Use* activities is reflected on page 11$ of this chapter wl.
tent nine the number of local eomudttsss participating in the period
1-1928.
The Better Humes in America, Inc. organisation continued
operations until lj/35. At its height the organisation contained
9,000 local cansittees with a membership of 30,000 people, mostty
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t-Ujr Hoses campaigns were as follows t
(1) Inter-departjaentel Federel Oroverresent Cooperation* In
addition to the dominate Hand of Hoover and the Coisfiserce I)epartiBent,
the Better Hasee in America campaign received aetive support frow the
Children's Bureau of the Bepartaient of Labor, the Bureau of Education
of the Department of the Interior, the Bureau of Home Economics of the
Departaaent of Agriculture, and the S&ctensian Service of the Department
of Agriculture , Through this official federal help, various state and
county government officials were also recruited to assist Better
21
Homes.
An example of the high level official support Better Homes in
America received was demonstrated in Washington, D.C. June L, 1$2
At Roovar's request, President Warding took part in the official open-
ing of a Better Hones Week eo&ibit nouse. The house had been privately
built on federal park landQbgr special m lastion of the Congress)
22just behind the Troumxry Department Building on Sberickn Circle. In
addition to the President's appearance and the location* the house
had one other built-in publicity value. The house was designed after
the cottage on Long Island, H.T. that had inspired John Howard Payne's
song "Kctse Sweet Home." In 1923 the centennial celebration of "Komi
2*i
Sweet Hone" was being observed. J
(2) Publications i Better Homes in America, Ire. advertized
both its own and sever*1 govenswf, ions relating to hose
building, home ownership, hoae economics, etc. fcora than 250,000
copies of the CoMserce Department pamphlet "How to Own lour Own Haas"
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were sold in t* Hoover recalled the help of the Batter Haass
ia*wement in sailing tit* dsoartKStf *s TTubllentlons saying,
In the Pep&rtiaent ve prepared under skilled hands Mtw
shrple pamphlets telling how to locate, acquire, finance* 8*4
build a beat* , As a result sropaga&d. &§fcter Hoses,
the Public Printer sold millions of them-
(3) Publicity organisationt The Better licsaes in Aaerise
annual headquarters publicity budget r&aged f.- 12,&x;
to ;./« Before incorporation in Bace&ber, 192 3 « Better
Haass publicity was coordinated by Marie Heleney and the lajiUae&tor
WWHWlll »IIH» I
st?ff in Sew York City. After inci i, Hoover hired the Lupton
27
A. UiX-iinsoB, Inc. publ? fixa to coordinate ial publicity.
The "outside" publicity arrangement with Wilkinson lasted from Deecsv
bar, 192 ,i, until Becewtoer, 1?27, when the Tim **as let go due to a
lack of fund© ia the 1923 budget for "outside publicity."28
Since the beginning of the Better Horses campaigns in 1922, sil
Better Ecraas national publicity was cleared throggh- Hoover* s office
at tee Caaaerce Bapartnenb,
''J Hoover maintained his publicity super-
vision in Sew lork City by having the Dei the Wilkinson
fiisa clear prtpomd releases tl &• jNatt&l . slief Adsinistrslion
offices inBewYork. l.is American Belief Afcainistraiioa (JUR.A.) was
rlvate2y funded European Belief organisation that ball .en over
the \tovk of the war-tiiite Food Administration with Herbert Hoover as
chaiman. Hoover's trusted A.K.A* ttcl ce agents" were Ttl.
C« Page, A.K.A, secretary and George Barr Baker, A.E.A. publicity
director. The A.K.A. staff > 'when necessary* cleared public:! . veri&l
rs









through Hoover 1 $ public relations sMdetsnts in Washington.
Ttei mil , puhlicix soled through both new.-- KW
end p. .he specialised pericecal© included? Child Welfare
iim, the public infonaation organ of the Congress of Parents and
•I'e&eheraj C«ap Firs Oirle swgasinej Jovaml o£ Boa* Bcoacittioa i £ed
32
Cross Courier j juxshitset sud l&glxsagrj The &aeric ate,"
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,«svsr, the local csj««ittuea» were publicity sge&vS tor
Better Bones. The aatioatu heec- . ,rs would send the cccsaittees
"packaged press release*** imd eftar edding the local angle, the
committees would t*»»* the releasee to the Xoc&l wodi&. In 3
H&rie Heleney reported on the wDoll&rs arid Cents" results of the
$#ap&i(gL, &u&tr the topic of publicity ebe reported,
1,015 Cflpmittees reported ?.,191 no^s Golnmns of T*dblicity*
Xtlftdng 1, i . sea not reporting, we
Id have a totsi of 1,031 ceteris.- ete of $
per colut&a, (the price paid h t only committee is -de the
sdatake of paying for its "otilicity) would amount to $10,000.33
} iSdueation&l Links Schools were actively recruited t
urtio4$ata ia the ik. Jotaes 'deck* for a»&ipl®, a Better Bouses 1
publication- Boy-BuHt Hc.us.os, described how vocational training
classes could build &&all educational cottages which could also be
used by girls* asm eeono&ies classes la teecniug kogsa&iklng subjects,
toother Better liases' publication, v^ i '^m to Teach Civi









Ra&e 90. 3 (cooking and dgct z)
ng)
^ning (c&rpent d scale »ode2* of bouses)
:*use plans)




Wnglifih (haae library, essays)
tears . (games in haae)
Klocuiivax (five~*daute speakers)
isle (ho&e auate)
Civics (relation of iadlviduta, ftwUft Bi'—unity, etc.)
CliO&iei. -.tisepticSj Kill)
ftotssy (£Lowsro, shrubs)
(nans life in other lands)
xsnory (houte lix'e of famous nsn)
(5) American. Institute of Architects? The Building and Housing
Dtf • ares Department, found ir. its research tjiat one of the
problems In £• i of zaodest iaoaae to build new Iiomes w&s
the leek of liMR^ensive.. sound house plans. Therefore, j me s*
l&ted the A i Institute of Architects to organ' e Architeot's
Standi House Service Bureau of the United is. Inc., a limitecV
dividend ration. This bureau published A Plan Book of Sciall Botaas
v&dch eorrtMned r:;r: is for modest hones and sold for 2$ cents.
(6) Audio-visual aidst The Better Howes in /jnerica head-
quarters offers - local comittees. The
Paths' Hotion IPicture Company- producad a sHort subject fila on house
plans, based on the plans of the Architect's &ull House Service
Bureau, Another film entitled "ft -'est Bees* was produced by the
General Federation of Ifcsaen's Clubs. This film showed President
Harding enr he 1023 Better Horaes ~&ek cuapalga. In sdditir







topics were offarad to local comitiees and In 192? a series of pix
lantern slide presentations were made available by the Better Homes
in Anerica headquarters.
(7) Feedbacks One of the nost important elements of these
Better Hoses cat^paigns was the attempt by the national headquarters
to acquire "peat-campaign reports" fraa the local Better Hones
chairman. Questionnaires were sent by the headquarters to local
ch&iraam and also included in the Better hotiss in America Guidebooks
the Hoover Papers include Better Hoses in Jnerica Guidebooks with
descriptions of prise winning lets! campaign results, but there are
no docia&ents containing the questionnaire reply rate or other indl-
37
cations of reports received.
(8) Prizes * To stimulate local Better Homes activities and
the return of post-campaign reports, the national headquarters
offered various prises ranging from $500 to $$G. These prizes in-
cluded awards for: (1) Type of damonBtrnticn home, (2) Caaspaign
organic i ion and coeiriunity support, (i) Campaign features and
(a) Results. Special awards were given to cosBunities with less
than 10,000 population ^tvi to school practice house demonstrations.
Herbert Hoover headed the awards comittee which also included Dr.
John M« Gries and Mrs. William B. Moloney.
(9) Better Homes in Aaerica Budget t As mentioned earlier, the
Better Hones organisation budget was raised fro:: private sources. An
example of the appropriated VJ2.1 Better Home in iii&arica budget is shown
on the next page. The figures in parenthesis are those appropriated
•-
-!•» Be
tmtU lo eAnMaito Mtaf*t *&ok tdf t» arc- nteadbt*^ (v)
aiJLU
nil
for cert&in item© in 1^2$ vhich wae the second year that the movement
was incorporated with an independent executive staff.
Better Homes in America
Budget for 1^27
Rent $ 2,600.00
Salaries (Staff and Clerical .... 3£
Supplies and Equipment ....... 2,7
Postage and Express 6,3
Telephone and Telegraph
Multigr&ph and Mimeograph 1,500.00 ( 2,000.00)
Travel . . . . .00 ( $,000.00)
Field Agents . . 3,000.00 (3 DO)
Prizes 1,600.0c- ( 2,000.00)
General Expenses 1,200.00
Preparation of Special Publications 3, Of*"'. 00
Publications (Printing) 6, (12 ,000,
.
Publicity t Uy (12,d00.0u)
Tot&i IT£*8>0»& ($&L, i ,0)
(10) Scope of Belter Hones .Activities 1 Finally, the Better
Hones in America movement was involved vitto s.uch more than just
construction of houses. Hoover endorsed the opinion of George W.
Wilder, publisher of the Pel.1jaca.tpr , who st.vted,
The movement for Better Homes mesne not only the houses
but the furniture in the houses, the books in the houses,
the things in the kitchen, better bsbiea, and everything else
that pertains to matting a home a home as distinct from a
bottaa,**
It is difficult to iae&.sure the effectiveness of the Better
Homes in America campaigns in the context of the above definition of
the scope cf Better Hones* activities. Nevei^theleas , the number of
dwelling units built during the 1922-1928 period along with the
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taloan fror. the Annual
Reports of the Bsceeutive Director,
Better Homes in Aaerica, Inc., to the
Board of Directors, E^ <arg
fl
3QC0F, Box 1*1, folders % years.
















r# M« Bodge (tarsi Un reports,
Hoover, Banoirs, Vol. II,
m general public relations factor stands oni r ... the study of
the Better Hordes in Anerica campaigns and that is the careful national








boa ..• :.j . .-. ) :. :>-»••...•* :- icm*&p**
mt resulted in careful planning sr.d pl&cenent of these jnateri-
als to best etIsolate local corammlty action*
K&tional Conference on Street and Hls&m/j Safety
is first national Conference on Street and H !#•<.
(called by Sec ) was hold at the Washington, B.C. head-
quarters of the ChaRsber of Commerce of the Unite* as, December
35-17? 1721. The purpose of the eonfsrery-is together
(see Appendix • nany official and seni-offlclal civic sad business
groups union bad an interest in traffic safety, Tho conference pro-
vided a central "pool of experts* who drew up s "cooperative plan" of
action to be followed by the individual states, cities and towns
throu
; b United is.
Colonel Alvin 3. Barber, executive secretary of the Chareber of
Commerce of the Halted States, was appointed by Hoover as Conference
Director end Frnest Groe' ry o* the Rations! Automobile
Chamber of Ccs«aeree, w^s selected as conference secretary. In a June,
192k speech Berber eTcplained the pttrfos* of the upcoming conference
saying,
It is not a Conference designed to engage in elaborate
researcat*e > ©r loag c aed studies. It is to bring together
and put in useable forr< the knowledge which already is in
existence table in the winds of mm- Its aims are to
secure agreement upon the great bulk of watters of importance,
wit i*aitiag to m perfection in every detail; to elim-
inate lost motion and waste of efforts to arouse and direct
e great, volv. ; r in otic-port ox
«oveeientTLX rxtaXie* mine.T^
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the December, 3&2k traffic *4'«^ conference wm planned yiU*
gre*it c&re fay Hoover and his Conference director, iference
itself vm atoost an anti-clistax to the prior coisatttee work whii
had begun la ipril, 192a. Theodore G, Joslin, President Hoover's
secretary, described Hoover's conference 'Notice ae follows;
(1) Prsp- i program to Use last detail bttTexe ear. he
conference.
(2) Rsdace contemplated action to written words.
(3) List ecsssunity leaders and call to the conferexv
(L) Outline the situation and produce a written document.
(53 I* the docunsnt is acceptable, then produce a stataaent
for pub: on (pre$>ared in advance, rather than leaving press
Statement to be worked out among conferees),
Joslin also stated,
lie /Soover? left nothing to chance. ... In these con-
ferences . . T he always talked straight to those about hfoa,
not dictorialljr but in an inf .sisr, covering t,
r>ertinent infomation he had assembled, seeking to impress
them with the conclusions he had reached. « • • A cum.-
observation daring his service as Secretary of Ccesaerce vsas
that he rarely made his remarks directly to those with whoa
he was, looking. SaaatisBSS he wold seem to be speaking into
space.&
Appendix d contains an outline of the organisational actions
that Hoover and his associates took in regard to the national Con-
ference on Street &nd Highwcy Safety. The conference "tactics"
Joslin described can ®Bmr&U$- be cenfixsaed by tJia A|*pendix Q outline.










ware 'hammered out in the eigfct committees listed in Appendix Q. The
two ccBuiittees of the most public relations interest were* the Peblic
Relations Cew&ttse and the Education Gorsnittee.
The Public Relations Committee was » late addition to the eras-
mittee list which was originally organised in April. On June 6, 192
Hoover sent a letter to George h. Graham, Vice-President of the
Chandler Motor Car Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Hoover stated,
In connect Oevelopfcaut of the Conference on
Street and Righwtgr Safety, there has ccme to ny attention the
need for some special consideration oi the question of public
relatione involved. There espoci&lly appears to be need of
ascertaining and preparing a etatei ent showing the activities
of different public, semi-public or private agencies working
on various phases of the problem, either devoting themselves
particularly to this question or giving it attention incidsnt-
ly to their other activities. Other phases of the problem
will appear as the stucty develops ... X have come to the
conclusion that a special cuisditse to be *aoun as the Com-
mittee on Public halations should be established. ^3
The public relations committee came from a late start t
leading position us overall steering cuunittes of the conference.
"
Four days after tl.e above letter was sent to Graham, Col. Barber
ely stated,
• . . there is a Committee on Public Relations which will
report on two subjects. First—the organisation for proper
control of traffic fund traffic safety which the various states
end municipalities should adopt to meet the heavy responsi-
bility tftich rests upon them, and second—the part wiiich the
so*sjsjre£4ve organisations end tcseslttjens sec plsy to rtsvslpfi
ing public opinion and promoting the adoption of the measures











'.tin*, the public relations eobaaittse had the job of ©wrylag
the conference's message to the local comaunities and providing plans
and infonaatiGn to Mobilise public opinion behind traffic safety
The people charged with this task weretIS
Public Relations Committee
George X. Orshar.
K. J. Gonaley . *
J. P. Barnes . .
John J. Boob^r .
Lewis A. DeKLois
J. K. Saton . i .
Benjamin 0. S^mon
Elliot H. Goodwin
C. I. Hitchcock .
Thomas H. MacDonald
Ernest H. Smith .
L. R. Ames . •
A. w, Whitney • •
Pyke Johnson
W. W. Clood . .
Alvln B. Barber
• •
. . Vice-President, Chandler Motor Car Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, Chairman.
. American Hallway Association.
. President, Louisville (Ky.) Railway Company,
American Electric Railway Association.
. President, Sationel Association -sicab
owners. Washington, D.C.
. President, National Safety Co-ui.. ilsiing-
ton, Del.
. Jmerlcan Ilutual Alliance, He** Tor)..
. Registrar of ftotor Vehicles of Pennsylvania,
President, S&stern Rotor Vehicle Commissioners*
Conference, Hsrrisburg, Pa*
. Vice-President, Chaster of Casmerce of the
United States, Washington, B.C.
. President of the Insurance Field, Louisville,
. Chief of the Bureau of Public Beads. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.
. Oeneral H&nager, American Autcnobile Asso-
ciation.
. North Carolina Highway Commission, American
Association of Highway Officials.
. National Bureau of Casualty and Surety
Underwriters, Hew York City,
. Bational Automobile Chamber of Commsrce.
. Cossaittee on Education of the conference.
. Director of the conference ( ex-officio)
•
The public relations (scnseittes recommendations, along with
those of the other seven committees, were summarised in a conference
findings booklet. The public relations ecmmiitee recommendations wre
mainly concerned with "stir. $* local comisunlty actions











relations step* outlined in the conference findings booklet aw
described on pages 12ii-12!? of this chapter.
Copies of the conference findings yore sent to the press end
Bailed to those groups that requested copies. The Hoover Papers
contain no records regarding distribution lists of the conference
findings. The public relations cowaittee published a special booklet
entitled Questions &nd Answers Based on the Heport of the National
Conference on Street and Hi^tway Safety . This t8poci-st siaed" booklet
was designed to assist the averege ci-iaoi In developing his own loc
traffic safety catspaign. The forward to the booklet was signed by
SUUot H. Goodwin -«&o was the "Cbaiawi, SubcoaKtii,-tee on Publicity end
Speakers Bureau, Public Relations Camitts*."**' The booklet contained
traffic safety statistics and answered such questions as; "Uiat part
can women's organisations ploy in the effort to revise the accident
rate downward?" and "V&at obligations have local organisations in
sealing with the problem of accident preventions M
One of the objectives of the conference was to encourage the
adoption of a nationwide aotor vehicle code regarding traffic laws
and vehicle safety standards. To gain public support for such a code,
Hoover created a public demonstration of the problems encountered by
the notorist under the old laws. Hoover stated,
In our work to promote its /codecs/ adoption we sent an
autoftobxle from Mm* York to ;>au Franeieoo and another from
San Francisco to New Tork. The driver of each car had orders
to follow scrupulously the laws of his own state and t.uaici-
pality. One of than was arrested eighteen tiiaes, the other
twenty-two tiaes, for violation of laws v.tiich differed froa
:-..-.; wb& '•- • •. 'vv>.-
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their own« The two met with sixteen actual accidents and
avoided scores of potential ones only because of their driving
skill (and quick breaks from home state laws).**?
The planned use of press releases for conference publicity i3
indicated in Appendix K. The press release strategy seemed to be
generally as follows:
Date(a) Area of promotion
April 19 , 192l> .... Initial release of steering committee
meeting and conference plans.
May Releases concerning appointments to the
seven committees.
June, July, August,
September ...... Releases concerning comparative listing
of cities status regarding traffic safety
and suggestions for what can be done
about it.
•ctober Pre-convention buildup, Speech by Con-
ference Director, Announcement of
Conference Dates.
November Lupton A. Wilkinson, Inc., publicity
firm, hired by Hoover to assist in pre-
conference publicity (Nov. 5th).
Advance release of Committee Reports
(to be presented at conference).
December ....... Continued advanced release of Committee
Reports, Conference program announced,
Opening Speech released and mimeographed
findings released.
February, 1°2£ .... Post-Conference Results announced.
In connection with the press relations of the conference, a
special report for the National Conference of Business Paper Editors
50







srnsst Greenwood, conference secretary, asjt *®>.„&i *i» to include
£l
plsntv'' of concrete illustrations" of the traffic safety prooiigss©,/
On ftovejnber >, *$§fej Hoover received a telegram from the Mew
Tor*, based public ist, LegAen A* Wilkinson, regarding Ifes conference
publicity plans. Wilkinson St.-tad,
WIS SKSKS TO KB AS B3EAL T2K5 TO ISSIE SAFSIY CGHF3R2B'
KAXftXCoS mBIGB tf&HfS PflfiClJftgfiD £AhUT Si SUSHBti (STOP) PBQPSE
AXVAHCfi HE2RAJLDIHG- OF GOfFSI^ J, AID CABHTIHa POWER OF
SXQtOHS a&JQSG CUK?£H^iCii A*D l£U m : ^FaE&KCi,
PUBLICITY (SOT) PI&&SE AD? HKTHER IOU ASS 2M '
13 I&8A &U3 \8GM 1 I ABE (SfyP)
Hoover was in California when he received the above telegram and he
wired his personal assistant, Harold P. Stokes, ti*e following reply
to Wilkinson's request*
FEZttSCE (STOP) I IffiMK IT WOUtiB BE A GOOD USA TO EHPLOT HIS
ran a® (m out tm comz^m $mm& *m mm puaucjanr
AS LIVEIX FftaaXQN AS POSSIBLE B&QKB THE CO&FSBItSCg TAKES
puca (stop)^
The press releases outlined In Appendix R were issued V the
Comarce Departtaent, including the ones concerning the advance release
of eossdttee reports in Sovsnber and December, the exact role of
Wilkinson's fina in t&e conference publicity cannot be determined from
the press release dcounents. 2n addition to the Wilkinson telegr
and Hoover's reply, the only evidence connecting Wilkinson's publicity
firm to the conference publicity is a docuiaent that Indicates Wilkinson
provided a newspaper clipping service for Ernest Greenwood, conference
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MP. Stokes to Greenvood, contain**! a list of charges for clippings.
Stokes indicated, that Greenwood should send a check for the due amount
"payable to m©.*'"
>
-' The Commerce Depnrtisent had Its mm internal slip-
ping service, therefore, this latter clipping bill fru» Stokes could
have concerned either & charge for Ccssasrce clippings or soRte other
£6
outside clipping service. nevertheless, newspaper ng feedbacl-
was used fry the conference secretary.
Hoover's nail esxi be used to gauge the local results of the
ccnferarjce public ty. For eayraple. a letter from the secretary of the
California Public Safety Conference described a "safety pledge card"
Smnpfign t hi ;Joint3y sponsored hm Women : # Division of th*
Califoral* Development AssVrt a Autocalls Club of Soutliem
Californi.-, the Califurnia State /oxicsaobile Assoc, ttj and. the
"Police Department of California. "-*' In another letter, the San
Fmieiaco Postmaster indicated that he had been requested by the
California Public Safety Conferer«ee to put their slogan, "S.O.S.
—
Safety or Sorrow—Dr5ve and Walk Carefully" t>n his letter cancelling
Asshines* This request was finally turned down by the Postmaster
OenerU.'s office in Washington.^ Buss publicity efforts are illus*
of the WSPQ- Atlon mustered at the state aijd loo^l level.
Secretary Hoover conducted his own "direct »all" campaign, to
promote the conference's work and stimulate action. For example, he
sent a letter to. the superintendent of every major school system in
the United States calling attention to the recocwsndations of the
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on education. The school superintendents ware requested by Hoover to
integrate the stuffy- of traffic safety into ths schools 1 program. ^
The conference's coEsaittee on education worked closely w~
the public relations eomedttee. The rscoaBsndations of the comities
on education included the following steps to incorporate traffic
safety into the curriculum of elementary schools*
(1) Integration of safety subjects In citizenship courses*
(2) Integration of safety and accident prevention topics in
such fundamentals as arithmetic, geography, history, reading, nature
studies and art.
(3) Use of safety material la educational contests.
(h) Organisation of school~boy safety patrols and junior safety
councils.
(5) Use of Action pictures and dramatisation to promote safety.
(6) Talks on safety by local traffic police officers.
Program suggestions for higher education, including secondary and
college, sere also included in the ccsmittee on education receciaenda-
tlons.61
The joint public relations and education ccKisdttee's recom-
nendations regarding toe methods of educating the general public vers
outlined as follows
i
(1) newspaper and B&ogssine public!
(2) Posters in public places.
(3) Kotion pictures and lantern slides.
(!.) Radio talks.
(>; Schools for Motorists including both men end women.
(6) Safe driver 1s clubs.




















(10) Plans for reaching parents through school children.
(11) Special campaigns.
Thoro was a second fiaticsial Conference on Street and Highway
Safety hold In the v-Jashington headquarters of the Chamber of Ccn&erce
the Unload States, Earch 23-2£, 1926, This second conference was
coach like the first 1a organisational structure. At the opening of
the second conferenee^ Hoover stated that he had enlarged the Ccssait-
tee on Public Halations and instructed it to act as the conference 1 s
steering cowr&ttee. J As the conference's steering coEsaittoe, the
CcBcdtiee on Public MUtlons bec&ae the central coordinating bo^#
charged with putting the other comities 's receaasendations Int.
plan of action. This action plan was to insure that tiirougb public
and local contacts, i>\£>Hc opinion wee directed to traffic safety
nrogra&s.
The cost of both of these safety conferences was borne by the
individual conferees and/or participating private organisations.
However, publicity support use provided by the Conraerce Departssent
during the 1921*1925 period, other department personnel were diree
involved in the daily conference work. For aaearcple. Director of the
Census Burer.u, Winifflr, K. dtemart was the ehaiiman of tlie ccs^iittee
en statistics.
Iloover did receive complaints about the conference publicity.
!The edi^yr of __he Hews , Coffoyville, Kansas, wrote to Hoover in
December, 192ij, eonpl&lning about the cost of tie conference in
and the rasuber of press releases received on .jf©renco. '
I oJJ













Harold P, Stokes answered the editor's letter stating that the con-
66fsrence hud T > Federal Government on© panuy. 5 ,»kes
ulso wrote thai tfe* department attempted to limit the distribution of
press releases to editors who aad requested ih& information, in
contrast w. . conference's policy of sending out press re-
leases under the Commerce Department's name, the ly26 conference 1s
press releases were sent out by the chamber ox commerce press service,
The ly2c Hationai Conference on Street and iigavsy Safety was
«notner example of Hoover's crgajv onal ability in gaining the
cooperauion of & number of scattered local, state and m. groups.
Ihe actual general confererace in i)scomber, l$2u, was neither the begin-
ning nor $*e ond of the safety crusade. Committees were organised
before the conference and conferees were requested to take the safety
with them and form voluntary safety ecssaittees* Hie
nucleus of these local committees was emlsioned as composing the
6'"
seme groups thai, took part in tne national conference,
footion Pictures
While motion pictures did not have synchronised sound until
7 » the Commerce Department did use flists for foreign trade educa-
tion as early as 1$22. be department's interest in using silent
motion pictures to promote trade began in 1918 when Secretary of
Commerce William C. Redfioid requested a small appropriation for
making films. This request and a later 1919 request for $69,000,
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la August, 1921, following Hoover 1© reorganisation of the
Bsrsau of Foreign and DeraesUc Cosaserce, a email matitxi picture sec-
tion was fo2i-.a*d within the speciality cosnodity division. This
section was involved with the ecomanie aspects of the isotion picture
industry and Its relation to iiaport and export problems, foreign
file ecstpstition, etc. The section was not involved in notion pic-
ture productions. *^
Hoover indicated, a* early as Kevwsber, 1$21, his belief that
notion pictures represented na unique field for the sound education
of oar people, nU Under Hoover's leadership the dspartasnt
jrj
involved in laotion picture production in January, 1922,' ** Hoover
did not ask Congress for production funds. Instead, ho "borrowed*
Martin F. Leopold, a Bureau of hines fila coordinator, from the
Interior Departroent. beepsU set then sent to private industry to
induce the companies to finance ration picture productions in coopera-
tion with the Conmeree Departoent. This method of cooperative
government-industry filia production had seen practiced by the Burses
ft
of Mines as ear3y as 1913. Part of the Bureau of Mines Congression-
al enabling Act specified that the bureau would produce and distribute
education:! filas visualising the various phases of the Mineral and
allied industries.^
An April, 1922 report indicated that the Coneeree Departs*©
was involved in three filias, The Story of an JELectric lister," "The
Story of a Vtetch" and "The Btory of Coapressed Air." These films,
according to the report, represented a private industry inveetasnt
:>*&& &
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of about $25,000 and a government cost of $250, • A fourth film,
"The Story of an Automobile, n wae listed in the departments annual
1922 report. u
Leopold acted as the engineer~in~eharge of the film productions
with a final Board of Review consisting of & representative from the
Bursal of Mines (Interior Department), a Bureau of Foreign eav& Desies~
tie Commerce representative, and a cooperating member of the motion
79
picture production company.
The titles of these "cooperative" motion pictures included the
Departeent of Commerce Seal and the words , "This picture is produced
under the direction of the United States Department of Commerce in
cooperation with (name of company)." The films were distributed
foreign trade attaches, schools, chambers of commerce, etc,, through
the Commerce Department and the Bureau of Hinss distribution center
in Pittsburgh, Pa, Bfcr November, 1921, the Bureau of Hinee had a
ilogue of 15 educational films and distributed them through 23
On
district offices in addition to the Pittsburgh office. The Ctmaetm
Department also had its own district and cooperative offices t
distribute films from.
By April, 1923, the Commerce Department ' s "cooperative" film
prods* had halted, due to the ccranereial exploitation of the
films in domestic use* In an April letter to the Secretary of the
Interior, Hoover stated that he had ordered the Department of Com-
merce Seal and name removed from the films to be shown domestical









of the Interior that he understood t .,a companies using the films
had suhstiva^ed th* Bepartsieat oX' the Interior Seal end xusis in tlis
titles wi\,b pemissien of thai depArtaasnt. Hoover stated, ^ own
ittprssslon is tnat if. ia undesirable to aHov the Gcveraeent's nose
w be used in these c.:ses. !: A Sep-usaber, l?2.i wnaoz'tt&m £r<m
Julius Kiftin to Leopold confixwed that the dspartifiettt ml ou
motion picture production businsM,
Owing to the constant friction created by our efforts in
the notion picture field em. .*e lack of results so i'ar as
the foreign end of the work is concerned."3
.ile the dep-ruiisri;. was nca egfcivuly encased in notion picture
ggpductxons iron. flcptesbcr, 1$>2J 5 until Jul^ , Hoover dad encourage
the private production of filfias thav publicised causes he was inter-
ested .in. For exasple, in a Jura, 1#25 letter, Hoover congratulated
Fred Levy for inducing tits Keith Chester interests and First National
Pictures, Inc., to produce a fil» on street and highway safety,
Rocver cccwsnted, "If these two great interests cany out your sug-
gestion, as they apparently intend to do, it will be more than helpful
focusing public opinion on the situation. ***
less than a month after this letter was sent, on July 1, 1925,
the Bureau of Mines was transferred to Hoover's departatent. * Thus,
the Casaerce Department was bask in the motion picture business.
1^26 Department of Ce**aerce list of Bureau of Hines filiac included CJX
titles (an increase of 36 films since a Moveidber, 192k Interior De-
fy
pertoent list) with $ fHas in production. In a report on the
•.mm , .--. jmM - : . ':o..;. r.- ~^*~ -' c*
.0 Ink
Ml . :.






calendar year 192$, the Bureau of Mines lifted lh '-'cooperative* f13m
as produced or in production, The private Investment in these
filas, according to the report, was t$§»?$l*22 with the cost to the
government listed as $5,600. ' Seme of the 1926 film titles 'were?
•The Story of Steel," "The Story of MM Kescican Oil Industry," "The
1 1
1
Story of Copper* and "Through Oil Lands of Europe tad Africa,"
In suEan&ry, the Dspertnent of ticmmr&Q was not direct!;
volved in motion picture production, with the cooception of tho
Bureau of Kines wcooper».ti we" fi3jns. The Hoover Fctpsrs confirm the
fact that Hoover was Atmre of the educational value of films and %
the use of film for trade pMSStloS was attempted in 1922 but was
stopped in September, 19c 3. The Hoover ;j*Pjer£ do net indicate the
reason \&& the use of filras ceased except for the letter frcet Hoovex 1
to the Secretary of the Interior which indicated ccsaaerclal use of
tbe fUns bad caused Hoover to withdraw his departosnt's ftUa produc-
tion cooperation.
Radio Brcads&sting
During the 1?21*>1?28 period radio broadcasting was just begin-
ning. From the first sounds of a few radio stations in 1920, the
msaber of stations had increased to 671 stations in 1927. Ab
Secretary of CcBBaeree, Hoover was shsiysd with Use responsibility of
issuing licensee to these stations em& was -well &wars of the ssifctiMsV
ct'tion potential of the new roedlwi* He called Rational Radic Con-
ferences at the CeanorBe Dspextasct Is
.
, 192k and 1925 to
assist in gaining the voluntary regulation of the radio industry.
'm%
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HKBy of Vmm *m*mmm* rsqwMwifrUaos vers ix*orpow*sd ia w*
Bedio ict of 1$>2?.
A» early *** 3#22 Hoover indicated nia ia-Brest la using toe
sew radio sodium to <fts*s»in&te eoonoaLC u the pwtolic.
Be steted.
Aside froa en*e9Pt^di»eaWa£ad this is of tope ©—the
now cleans of cofiKonicution ^adio/ promises greet econauic
v&luae in the dissecdnatica of agricultural, trading, in-
dustrial, and shipping iafoxiaatioo of a type th&t »uet bo
proagpt and uaivers&l to bo of i*s gre&iesi valued
In !-__; tho CofiBoroe Dopc*rtoaRi. initiated a weekly r&<"
brcadB&st service.' ^ This service consisted of too lasillag of cdiaoo-
graphed radio digests of econoiaic news. In a paugahlet prepared far
e K&roh 1, 3923 agricultural editor*s conference, tho re&i:.* service
was outlined as follows*
The Washington office, every district office, 1
nareber of the cooperetivo offices of tho department are new
utilising radio broadcasting stations for toe regular dis-
semination of info. - m. on foreign and domestic business
conditions. Those digests are usually included in the evening
nrograas of the broadcasting stations. * . .
There wss no listing of the stations that carried the Caafasree
Bsp&rlBjant'e n*di© service in the Hoover Papers . However* ia a July,
2$<~j mamrm&m to Hoover 1s office, Paul J. Qrofgrni pointed out that
he had received reports fro® the Hesspbis Ch-'jaber of Gosperce and t
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Hoover's staff was aware of the alternate radio coKsamisationa
when the press channel wee occupied with non-ecwaerc© news.
In an undated ra«norandun to Chriets an A. Kerter, Croghsn stated that
a "coal letter" that Hooker had wanted to get press publicity on, had
been crowded out of the newspapers by the Teapot Dome scandal. Croc
suggested they use radio to publicize H©over fa letter, Cragh<m
I can arrange to put the item over in good shape by _
1 am sore X can fix it up ... to send it over the entire
country. Hundreds of thousands of people could be reached
this way.25
bMbits
IIH II I II II
During the 1921-1928 period the Cosstsrcs Department used
various displays and exhibits at public meetings and conventions.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coraaerce reported In 1 at
field officos were experiencing a greater demand for exhibits. The
bureau report stated that one of its esaiibits was entitled "Export
Services, Step by Stop" and showed the business man how to submit his
request, for information to the department and what services the de-
partment offered.
Another exhibit sponsored by the Chemical Division of the
Bureau of Foreign end Domestic Caeiaeree was displayed at the 1:
Textils Exposition in Boston and the national Laundry Owners 1 Exposi-
ft at Providence. The theme of the exhibit showed the reliability
and value of American <$es, as contrasted with foreign <$r*s«
..-aofi ofx&
8 * ^. ©aw x&;*r t^J^tW
tni mi *
•:
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So raoord of the exact number of «Bfiiibis,a uea ktspt by the
Ccarawe Beparteent during this period* but several aa&ilblta are
antlonad in the annual report© of to Secretary of Cctaserce fr
15>22-1#28.
The largest Qoesmixe Itopartinsnt exhibit during this period was
diaplayad at the International Sesquioatttenri ^position in Fbil*»
delphia, Pa. ffem «Ju33r 22 to Hovesaber 30, i The eo&ibit eoirereG
37,000 acnsar© feet of apace, had 25 attendant and included every*
thing froa laicroocopic pieces of material to ocean buoys and *»il-.
tM
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of Distribution, rt Department of Cctauarco, Bureau of Kinee, July, 1926.
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w See C, K. Jansky, Jr., 'The Contribution of Herbert Hoover
to Broadc&sting," Journal of Broadcasting (3w«aer, 1?57), 2idL-21*9.
"^See Herbert Hoover collection, The State Historical Sociei
of Wisconsin, Hose ConRunications History Center, Box 1, 0,3, Kss
&AF, 192? Statement given to Boston Transcript corrsspondeiv
^oover Papers, SOCOF, Box 76, «CrogJ»a, P. J., 1#>1-1«?2S«
folder, Heiaoranchx;a, P. J. Croghan to E. Sesstt, July 3, 1 nd
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Status of Public Relations Function
During the. l^l-l^f* period open bureaucratic reeognitit
the public relational staff function was just beginning in the
eaoecutive departments of uie Fedoi-oi Governeant. However, the esttaJ.
day-to-day practice of government public relatione by specialiaed
information offices and government employees we evident In
As outlined in Criapter II of tnis stuoVf « full time public relatione
staff (irrespective of depairttkontai organisation charts) was at
in the CoBaaerce Department during the 1920s*
An import^ft question concerning this i*erioci in the evolution
ol' Federal Government public relations is "Why was the public rela-
tions function kcamouflaged* in many ox the erossutive dspartasnis?1'
In the case of the Censers* Department, its "charter" called
for the promotion of foreign and domestic cosmsree and yet a brief
look at the department's organisation chart would indicate that the
public relations function was (by emission) camouflaged in the .
In tibs Comnerce Department's case the answer to the above question
contains fear bM*ic elements;
(1) The function was still relatively new as a spec: ,®d
sesrtrdstrativa aid to a peacetime Aaerican Govein&ent and the World
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dap&rtEaanfc recognition of the function's use.
< The low public profile of -toe Coeserce Jaepartfaent*s public
relations staff may bavo been due to & fear ©f Congressional restric-
tions on the hiring and maintenance of a public relations office* The
depai1aaent*a Census Bureau bed been one of the executive department
bureaus to erne under Congressional criticism in 3£1G due to t
hiring of a »pres» .-agent.**1 Bight years before Hoover assumed the
office of becretexy of Cosaaorco, the Congressional Defieiency Appro-
priations Act of 1913 wwp passed vLth the statement that, "8© raoney
pparopriated by any act shall be used for the coapeneation of any
2
publicity expert unless eyseli'iesUy appropriated for that purpose,"
In 19^1 Hoover u&s also faced with the t%*o year old (193$)
criminal statute that forbade gcweraaont employees to engage, direct-
ly or indirectly, in operations that could be deduced at influencing
BSwbsvi of Congress with regard to appropriations,* The eenbination
of these two Cdtggwssion&l limitations ai governaent public relations
activities may nave forced the function underground in the Casasree
(3) Hoover's decentralisation of the public NQ <.* function
to "eajaoufliige" the f'unction die to the lack of & central
departiaont public si office* This decentralisation wsa I
intended to bids the function but ms the result of s (a) Hoover's
own personal manegement philosophy of appointing competent toen to
head the bureaus and letting them handle public inquiries .inine
to their areas of responsibility wtUi general public relations
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me*rri&ion from his office, (b) the technical nature of the infer-
nation handled fay the departaaent's bureaus, and (e) the utility of
having the department's press office within the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic "jrsierc© where moat of the department's "news" originated.
(a) In the final analysis «f this question, the Coranierce
Oepartijent*a public relations staff was open to public viav due tc
the continuous flow of dapait^onWii pros© roleaaea and other public
infoiitation material, This material could be traced eft the depart-
ment's press office or other sources but Congress did not stop tho
department's publicity operations and in fact assisted in the publi-
city effort by passing successively larger Ccssaerce Bepartiaeni ap-
propriations during the 2<?2os.
This case study of Camaerce Department public relations leads
to the ratosrtsnd&tion that a similar detailed study of the other
executive departments be made in o-xier to provide more insist into
the po«t-w.j:, 1920s evolution of Jeder&t a^veraaent public relations.
This period in the evolution of government public relations has been
neglected until now.
Coordination of Public Relations Policy
The coon ion of the Conraarc* Department's public relations
policy' during the* 1921-1928 period was exercised through Hoover's
personal public reletlot* assistants. There mm no dsp«>xiwent«wi<!t
public relations policy decumsnt in the Hoover Papers, Tho only
written policy was contained In Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
circulars, therefore, it Ktust be assumed that Hoover's public
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relations policy was generally passed out orally sad via individual
wsjoranduns. Some specific sereanples of Hoover's pubHc relations
policy (through his own words or those of his assistants) are as
follows:
(1) Use of Hoover* 9 name on press releases t A se^randuro fros
Rarold P, Stokes tc J4 Cr ?d,
In preparing press releasee Secretary Hoover should not
be stoned except -ubox. t directly
to him, Vihere practicable* announcenent should be xa&de on
3 authority of ti is De • of Ccnaerce rather than on
that of individual bureaus.**
.) Press-agenting de ..Lest A jseraor. fros
John J. Horrlnea to Paul J. Croghan stated that an article in the
Mere - United States DajJy bed bem too undignified for "our
staff." The article was concerned with the subject of simplification.
Acccix?. inan, the article approached "the category of press
agenting." Karrinsn instructed Cretan to look into the nsi -*d
discourage 3;ich trestoent of simplification or any other departswnt
act \u
(J) Handling of inquiries t A Bureau of Foreign and Doweetic
Cowaerce circular concerning, "Bequests For Xnfoxnetion Available In
Another Dep^jrtjaerrt" stated,
Ab a general matter of principle in cases of this ©
(this inquiry was from the seere-' sf an important trade
Association) , Hr. Hoover thinks that we should wake an effort
-et the inf.
, if them is ri >ility of tt being
found in scams other Government department, rather than sug-
gesting that the 1 inquirer should himself apre,
each & dsp&rtasni
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(u) UiBcluiiuxD of "bad" government news: Thirteen days after
Hoover took office as secretary, he wrote to President Harding sug-
gesting public asmouneement be made of the financial probieas of the
United States Shipping Board. Hooves- stated,
It seems to me important for your own protection and the
protection of the administration that the deplorable financial
situation of the Shipping Board should b© brought into day-
light as quickly as possible, and that it should be broug
out in such a manner as to admit no dispute frem the previa
mdministration . *»
Hoover indicated his adherence to this disclosure policy by the
advice he gave President Harding in July, 1923, before news of the
Teapot Doaie scandal was made public. Hoover recalled in his Memoirs,
Harding asked: "If you knew of a great scandal in our
administration, would you for the good of the country and the
party expose it publicly or would ytu bury 4fr!" Ky natural
reply was, "Publish it, and at least get credit for integrity
on your side.
(!?) Politics and goveiTnent service < In a January, 1926
Memorandum to Julius Klein, Hoover stated,
It is possible that out of ssesl and personal loyalty
some of the members of your Bureau are engaged in political
activities. While I have had no specific complaints, I feel
it is desirable that you pass out the w ..oning
all employees against any possible suspicion in this matte.?.
| Final Bvj Lw.,,, •
In evaluating the Cousnerce Departments public relations activi-
ties under Herbert Hoover's leadership t&e conclusions are divided i
the areas oft (1) Research, (2) Plannii^, (3) Cowoinication and








Before going into these areas it is important to note that
Hoover and hie department operated in the 1922-3#28 period when there
was a pro-business climate of public opinion due to the rising pros-
perity and high rate of eraployment. Americans had turned from the
war and refort s ox" President Woodrow Wilson to the Harding "normalcy"
and Coolidge-endorsed attitude that the business of America was
business. In this period Hoover came to the Commerce Department
with the popular reputation as a great humanitarian sngineer.
Bis service as Food Administrator had given him war-time management
and public relations experience. Therefore, Hoover's personal pres-
tige was at a high popularity mark culminated by his election as
President in 1?28.
Hoover's personal philosophy of the democratic govensaent^
role as the educator and stimulator of private group and citizen
action led him to a natural reliance on public relations techniques.
In 1917 Hoover had stated, 'The difference between democracy and
autocracy is a question of whether people can be organised front the
bottom up or the top down." Hoover believed that post-war Amer
needed increased business efficiency and an elimination of general
human problems through cooperative local action. Both the Better
Homes in America movement and the national Conferences on Street
and Highway Safety were examples of national organisations (at the
top) with the Bdssion of organising public opinion at the bottom
local level. The use of private funds to finance such public relations
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is an teportant part of Hoover's contribution as Secretary
..
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As an engineer Hoover desired the facts before undertaking a
I of action. The ly21 Building and Bousing Division Surveys
indicated this search for facts before going to the public for support,
Hoover's public relatione research tools included: government-
OltissB eomdttees or conferences
,
questionnaire surveys and letters*
These tools blended a tew nay coirsamications process into the depart-
ment's public relations programs. Evidence indicates that when Hoover
sailed a conference or committee he may have already studied the
problem end arrived at a recomsnded course of action. However, the
Committee on Public Relations of the Conference on Street and Highway
Safety demonstrates the fact that the citisen-ccss.ittee's role covld
be influential in public relations planning.
The post-campaign questionnaires used in the Better Homes
campaigns to ascertain the degree of local participation was also an
advance research tool for the future campaign planning.
Hoover often solicited expert advice by letter before reaching
a decision which became a foim of advance research* However, during
this period there was little evidence of research designed with the
intent to gain information on public attitudes or other public rela-
tions data. Hoover and his associates salsify relied on newspaper
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judgement, ine Ccssaerce Departoent had the advantage of both world-
wide and nationwide field ofrices to assist in gathering surrey data
and the resources of the Census Bureau tor storage sad analysis of
such cua,a. Hevertneless, the use of the above tools appears to have
been limited to specific public relations campaigns with no periodic
survey plan for public relations purposes.
Planning
Both the Better Harass and Street and Highway Safety campaigns
show that there was a great deal of coordination and advance pO sg
in the department's "cooperative" public relations progress. In both
of these campaigns the national organisations c&refully planned and
disseminated guidebooks and "question and answer' 1 booklets 'which
integrated the national objectives into a localized, flexible plan of
action. These campaigns show the high level of sophistication in the
departaent's ly20 public relations prcgrasa.
ftsy^g^foa
The Comerce Departaent's 1921-1928 public relations activities
were aiaed at several publics including: (1) Business-industry, (2) the
press and radio, (3) the Congress, (a) various eivlc groups, end (5)
the general public.
To assist in reaching these publics Hoover used the services of
an outside* coasaerciai publicity fim. Shi Lupton A. Wilkinson, Inc.
publicity fi«a was used to promote such government sponsored activities
as the President's 1921 Ifastftployuent Conference (Hoover wm chairman),
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uthe Better Kotaas in .America cssspaigns, and the National Conference on
L2
Street and Highway Safety. This nee of the Wilkinson fins indicates
Hoover's understazsiing of the power of public opinion and the need to
hire mxpm%B to olsn and cultivate that opinion through skillful use
of publicity.
Xne financial support of the Wilkinson firm's operations is
not clear in tee Hoover Papers, but the evidence points loward tee
use of private funds and the involvement of the Aaerican Bel
Adi-inistration (A.E.A.) in supplying part of these funds. BessMSC
of this elaaent of private support, it cannot be said teat Hoover's
hiring of tee Wilkinson publicity fina was (strictly speaking) the
government hiring of an "outside" cosntercial publicity agent, although
the publicity results were probably tee same*
(1) Business-industry! The Conoerce BepartBient's close
cooperation with the busteess-industry cciaaunity is reflective
the general "era of government-business cooperation1' that was prev
lent in the 1920s. This cooperation was especially essential in the
Com serce Departaaent with its Mission of promoting commerce.
The integration of former business men into his departasat
and Hoover's personal relationship with the trade and business pr^m*
to his ability to gain tee cooperation of the business cosssmity.
of Hoover's major business channels of eosniunlcatlcn was via the
Chamber of Commerce of tee United States. He used its organs and
organisation to mobilise the business ceraramity behind his dspart-
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communities. Hoover also had access to many other trade and business
associations &nd their internal infoasation organs.
(2) The nress and radio: Hoover and his Oeparte^nt were skill-
ful users of the press and radio as channels to the general public for
department information. Hoover used the press as a tool in gaining
public opinion leverage to force through policies that he believed
be in the public interest. For example, the press was used in Hoover's
battle against the twelve-hour work &j$ and eighty-four-hoar work week
in 1$&2% Hoover first got President Harding to call a fctoite Bouse
Conference of steel manufacturers on Kay 18, 1922. Hoover attended
this conference and tried to convince the steel company leaders that
they should voluntari3y abolish the twelve-hour day, however, the
dinner ended Kith bitter discussion and no solution. Hoover then
stated,
I left the dinner muen disheartened, in less than a good
humor, resolved to lay the matter before the public. The prwut
representatives were waiting on the portico of the unite House
to find out what this meeting of «reactionaries was about, I
startled them with the information that the President was try-
ing to persuade the steel industry to adopt the eight-hour
shift and the forty-eig^t-hour week, in place of the twelve-
hour day and eighty-four-hour week. At once great public dis-
cussion ensued.-"
Hoover was too skillful in his use of the press to stop with this
initial naws leak." He also stated.
1 stirred up ^ friends in the engineering societies, and
on November 1, 192 \ they issued a report which endorsed the
eight-hour day. I wrote an introduction to this report, eulo-
gising its conclusions, and got the President to sign it. we
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One important element of pross relations vaiich is canii-fiied
in this study „j the department ' 5 concern with press release "timing."
The press release schedule of tho &$ta National Conference on Street
and Highway Safety ecafir&ed this planned timing of releases. In
September, 1H?, Donald >*?ilnelm had written to Hoover concerning a
statement for the press end noted that it should be released on
Sunday or Monday morning because, These ars the best occasions &1-
During the 1921-ly£6 period the Comraeree Dspartnsot was a
major sourco or pross releases and Hoover hi&self vug a respected
govareiaent (background) n&« source for the Washington press corps.
The press corps during this period v\s for the most part a cooperative
and compliant ch&cmel for government information, tilth little news
competition from the other executive departments, this favorable mass
media-Hoover relationship materially assisted the department in access
to the nation's press and radio.
(3) The Congress: Part of Hoover's public relations program
was aimed at Congress. His use of publicity concerning the depart-
ment's "Dollars and Cents11 results paved the way for steadily increas-
ing Comerce Department appropriations during the 1920s.
(Is) Various civic groups t One of the most striking character-
istics of the 1920s 1 public relations record of the Commerce Department
was the voluntary mobilisation of national, state, and local clubs,
groups, and. associations behind department sponsored public relations























such as the Federated ttasn's Club of iUaericA to gain amtii to the
stu.v*« arid local affiliated leaders hud were then solicited ami organ-
ised tc influence public opinion on such issues as Better Hones and
Street and Highway Safety. This use of private or semi-private pres-
sure groups to "sell" government infonaation and policies is a ita&^or
trademark of the Cow&erce Departasent public relations program under
Herbert Hoover,
{$) the general publics Thus, Hoover* s access to the rsl
public was gained through a combination of liaison and voluntary
cooperation of the above special publics including s business-industry,
the press-radio, Congress, and various private and semi-private pres-
sure groups. The net result of this cooperation was a favorable
climate of public opinion in regard to Hoover and his department.
BrsjLuai/ion
The Casaerce Department's public relations evaluation tools
during this period included* press clippings, questionnaires, letters,
and the use of the department's services.
Hoover's daily press suwaaries were often s ii>-diviaod into
sections rinall ng with a particular issue or campaign. For example,
daring the street aad highway safety campaign a special breakdown ox
1?
related press coverage ui& outlined. As aaantioned in Chapter IV,
post-campaign questionnaires were used to evaluate the success of the
Better Boats* ca^p^igns and letter feedback was used in the Street and
Highway Safety campaign to report state and local actions. Finally,
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the number of inquiries handled by the department (and the results)
was Hoover*a most publicised evaluation tool. The public relatione
evaluation methods were tied to specific programs or cassp&ign© during
the 1920s,
Conclusion
8c matter lAwtner you meaaure Koover'e public relations success
by the amount of CosseTce Department appropriations, sales of publica-
tions, press coverage, amount of "cooperative" civic group invoiveriasit
,
or number of inquiries h?tndled during the 1921-1928 period, the result
is a most favorable one. The favorable Hoover and departmental status
in the marketplace of public opinion was influenced by a mature public
relations program based on the department's services ®a& results* The
final "sale" of the department ' s public relations program was made
only after research and two-way communication was blended into a
planned de-centralised government information program.
Hoover's role in shaping the Commerce Bep&rtment's 1920s public
relations organisation and program vas a major factor in its success.
Hoover realised that there ws« a need to engineer public opinion
toward solutions of the problems of the day* He realised that the
tide of American industrialization had brought with it a new inter-
dependence of the American society. In 1926 Hoover stated,
A century of science has given us powerful tools of
-duetion and distribution. In organizing and applying
them we have developed at times great friction with the
sec id political instincts of i pie. But I believe
that we &3Kt gradually adjusting the industrial system to
-.
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these instincts of industrial freedom amd equality of coper-
tunity and that the friction is beca&ing steadily less. . . .
We are making progress in oar own #g> in the fundsi&entiil re-
lat ; :£ industry and coiaaerce to its employees, to the
public. And to the government.18
Boovei- applied his engineering discipline to the practice of
government public relations and by 1?23 declared the maturity of the
oublic relations function stating,
With the growth of specialisation in business^ contact
with the ultimate cons'janer or purchaser test hecop* more and
more coEiplex. Bqyer and Seller no longer hsve the personal
relationship that prevailed in generations pessed. Public
relations—publicl ty md advertiaing~haa become an eacaci
science.•& (Italics Hxie.
)
ver 1 * stateaant that public relations, publicity and ad-
vertising, hid Decode "an exact science" aas neither valid in 1923
nor is it today. However, Hoover's engineering of public relations
In the 1921-1^28 Coismerce Department led the practice of government
public relations into a new era of planned application.
;. •:•; -
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S£5*> Wl g«S. Coda, Vol, 18, mc. 201 (191?).
^Hoover's use of his cm private funds to pay the salaries of
sobs oi hid personal public relations assistants cannot be directly
attributed 3 1913 Congressional restriction. He also paid the
salaries of ou-.er personal assistants including* tfiXttsn liullendoi-e,
Aicnard Jbnaett am! Paul Clapp, The Hoover Papers do not confixs& any
relationship between Congressional restrictions on hiring of "pub-
licity experts" and Hoover* s hiring and support of his assistants.
See Hoover, Ksmoirs, Vol. II,
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"Better Homes in Ansrica, Dec,, 1923-li&a" folder, letter, C.A. Herter
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Fuel Administration Publicity Department Document*
The purposes of the publicity department of such an
agency of government as the Fuel Administration are presum-
ably:
First, to distribute promptly and effectively the orders
and formal announcements of the administrator, and
Second, to promote cooperation between the Fuel Admin-
istration and the public in carrying out the program of the
admini stration o
The attainment of the first purpose is, of course, a
simple matter; attainment of the second purpose requires a
clearly defined policy and sympathetic as well as intelli-
gent carrying out of that policy.
It should be the aim of such a publicity department
not only to give to the newspapers what the Fuel Administra-
tion wishes to have printed, but also, so far as compatible
with the public interest, to give to the newspapers whatever
information they may want in addition to the matter put out
by the Fuel Administration on its own motion.
It is of great importance that the publicity department
should be in a true sense an avenue for the communication of
information. It should not be a screen between the newspapers
and first-hand sources of information.
While the publicity department should be used to relieve
responsible officers of all unnecessary work in dealing with
the newspapers, it should not be made the exclusive point of
contact between the newspapers and the officers of the Fuel
Administration.
The head of the publicity department should be a man of
-tried discretion who can be entrusted with all the information
at the disposal of the administration and relied on to impart
to the newspapers only such information as can be given with-
out injury to the public interest.
His work should be to answer questions as well as to
give out statements, and to answer questions intelligently
he must have as full a grasp as possible of the facts with
which the Fuel Administration is dealing. Where he lacks the
necessary information he might undertake to supply it by sub-
mitting questions to the proper officials of the Fuel Admin-
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at stated :ives of
newspaper associations which c j conferences
would afford c, amity for putting directly to the head of the
inistration or to his de; e occasion ;
.
, the
questions to which newspapers wanted first-hand \ - r-s.
It would be useful to . .. ; bion t ze general
stated conferences
s
occasional c. ..noes between individual
representatives of i : tant publications and one or another of
the officers of the Fuel Administration on matters of unusual im-
portance.
Al i iters originating with the Fuel Administration should
be distributed to all newspapers in order to avoid any charge of
favoritism* On. the other hand, in cases in which individual news-
papers uncover exclusive information, their enterprise should be
respected and the Fuel Administration should not issue a general
statement covering the matter n to their attention by the ques-
tion of some individual new ..is should not be done, at all
events, unless public interest seems to demand it, and in that c
the need of general distribution should be made clear to the paper
which originated the matter*
*Source, Hoove.- ..ary of Commerce Official File, Box
83, "Reorganisation of the Department of Commerce" folder, Letter,
H. Hoover to il« 3. Fall, June 8, 1921. Above document attributed
to letter written by Floyd V.r . Pa: Aeld, Fuel
neons was an a
i strati-
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Descriptor, of the activity die
Sendee ana visioi
The Press Service is 1 the
ious bureaas i .visions of the D ace
and the trade daily press* All : ation
emanating from the Dex m for
mination from the \ alley and, :.' iorsed there-
in, for release to ; ieals ar rs.
te press room also pre' r for tion,
and . x ,r of speci; . 3ss service. 3 it-
self dev« i. in the past ' ;, such as weekly abstracts
of cab" . Draic surveys , conde 3 of C. ts,
digested commercial leasting, trade opportu-
nities, special weekly resumes of automotive, foodstuff and other
commodity division news, etc.
Representatives of press associations and of individual
trade and daily newspapers call daily at the press room for com-
merce news which is given them in most instances in mimeographed
form, and multlgraphed sheets of commerce news are mailed regid
ly tc over a thousand journals, many of ^'.Thich publish it in spec-
ial "Department of Commerce pages.
"
Special articles on the activities of the Department of
Commerce and on foreign trade generally are prepared in the press
room*
\ "0? in "ion
3 main function of the editorial division is to edit and
revise material published in C sports, >graphs, cir-
culars and other publications of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
rce and to advise the various other divisions of the Bureau
in regard to preparation of material intended for publication,. It
also edits copy for special multigr. and mimeographed circu-
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(3) Chicago, i: (3)
) Dcs Moines, Iowa (9)
(5) Detroit, Mich.
(6) Galveston, Tex. (11)
(?) Houston, Tex. (12)
(3) Jacksonville, Fla. (13)
(9) Kansas City, Mo.
(10) Los Angeles (15)
(11) Louisville, Ky. (16)
(22) Memphis, Tenn. (17)
(13) Vlnner Minn. (13)
(140 Mobile, Ala. (19)
(15) New Orleans, La. (20)
(16) New Yo: .Y. (21)
(17) Norfolk, Va. (22)
niladelphia, Fa. (23)
(19; Portland, Oreg. {2k)
(20) St. Louis, Mo. (25)
(21) San Francisco, Calif. (26)
(22) Seattle, Uash. (27)





















































Sources: ^W.y. ; 3 g., S0C0F, Box 73, "Dr. Klein, 1925-1928"
folder, Prac
;
3s For Domestip ( ash-
irgton, D.C., 1928"), 15-
^Hoover Papers
, 30C0?, Box 7^, nlliscellaneous, 1923-
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2 ' 28 , 1921.
Mr. or: JA
I'll "t o giv< little revi :r press service
and of our sources of info: >n, as pi i.
r has " uncertain* On
more icasion :ed on the rocks of
riations." ;o that if we
re to . it ""as ' e Bureau's work be advertised
i also in that connection it s . vitally that strenu-
ous efforts be made ations with the "Al-
mig] j u to fores' re interested
in cur total e. ins was put in charge of this
work. I sue:. ;o.
Up to an il so coming of Mr. Hoover
my wo: lated entirely to t Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. I the Secretaries Office
and less .: other parts of the it.
During these years I think we wore the only Bureau in the whole
Department which made a special effort to interest and attract news-
per men. T. Te gradually cultivated their friendship until now every
big news service also osentatives of m . iportant daily papers
and trade journals call here every day.
The bait used consists mostly of discarded consular and attache
reports, reports which otherwise would be filed away and in many
cases represent simply wasted effort. Every year the Bureau receives
ndreds of reports. They tc\ n every imaginable subject. Some
of them are excellent and ready for immediate use. Others are worth-
less, while still others require very careful handling to avoid ser-
ious trouble. Quite frequenti receive a report the contents of
which is of importance to American business, but because of the
circumstances surrounding the procurement of the inforr.ia.tion by the
foreign representatives or perhaps the political or diplomatic as-
pects of the situation covered, it con not be published officially.
erican business is not deprived of the benefit of these "delicate"
reports mainly because of the f
:
>ns we have established
with the press. can conse-
; ;ned with-
out what is called a "No

175
basis, i.e., t! rce of the inf be c Lsclo3ed.
Other report: "* publication
"Commerce Reports" are of limited
group. ' per men.
.
- in a can be i of any
value >ver is now \ . Commerce
iloportc" or role or by
pers, or 3 best pro-
cedur i in each c
In addition to the fo: 50! or men with various
special and ;; . orts from
various angles.
Dver a new ope published covering some foreign
investigation, each as be, in Poru or electrical goods in
.ca, for ercample, I prepare two statements. One for the
iss, prepared in an effort to ere at and make sales. This
;ice must carry a p nd be ablicity is to be ob-
tained in the g ; ress. T ly obtain the com-
plete report and publish It „ second statement is
known as a "selling letter." t direct by mail to the firms
we know are interes sommoc
Every morning all cables arc released to t .-ess.
" have been rec Xx_press contribut ion from
the other Bureaus of the Department.
_A few days agp_yhe Censu.3 I ~ui_with -copies
of v;>^tover_j^tat^m.:-' s. These last two ser-
vices have been 0^ considerable aid, especially the Census material and
I am sure the cooperation thus extended has already reacted to the bene-
fit of the Department.
Formerly we received some of our best publicity through speeches
delivered by the Director of this Bureau. We have not had the benefit
of this for sometime.
This, I think, covers our principal news attractions.
fever, - have other duties.
It is my job to answer questions asked by the men who call here.
It is often necessary to . ret reports on foreign subjects which
are not under:/ • x 1 ast a_o^. sapei interviews







statements, News ite to Bureau every day
for i: it ion on various sul sr the subject Is doubt-
full it is up tone to pas.: id to take responsibility
for any reaction. I also ! despondence with, publiohc..
and editor 3 seeki: king to be listed for this or
•c, in a special or
feature story t !1 for pie, it is ay
job t- i it c ;cs. To-day the
Washington Herald repre.sentati ich to base a
story favorable to the Bureau and its work. I frequently have occa-
sion to not only collect material of thi cite the story,
ith the coming of Mr. Hoover roy work has increased to a great
extent. Where for) received a comparatively fev/ clippings
as a result of the Bureau* a pub! j are
averaging about 200 a day. e have to be gone over and the more
important ones delivered to the Secretary ! s Office,, In addition we
read and clip about twenty caste:. le duplicate clippi:
are filed here "oy subjects and this is quite some job,-
In addition, I now r to keep in touch the coming of
various trade committees to the '. at and with other similar
developments in order to be able tc the pre .d, Tney
to know who is com:'. i when, what the 11 about, wha-o
was done, etc. This has , a difficult task but wo have managed
to ke_ t ,e
..
.
:ly sat: sd so far.
of newsIn regard to myself. While I not had a great deal
experience and realise that I am still vo~^y much a "minor leaguer" in
.e publicity game, I th ..o have 'oeQia fairly successful in making
3 Department better known and in creating and maintaining the good
will of the press, I have become deeply interested and would be glad
to continue the work in so far as my ability permits in whatever








Sc .:? 16, 1921
Dear Mr. Cockrell:
I vri.ll try to ans T. .e questions yc >ur note
of September 6th.
.:sn I came to " on I started to . .;/ of
what happened every day, tut I have been so busy af1 le first
few that my diary has work is as many
sided and as colorful as in If. 1 have had the oppor-
tunity of working elo: ,;ver in car. his
oians i see of service to industry.
This xrark has;
;
Ding up the Lis of the organi-
zation to c lis ideas a len to do the work.
The most in lis new v to me has been
ant doing on a 1- of the t are
done every time that :n of one of our
journals to an ir ry or est for an industry.
The principal task is to give the men of astry an understand-
ing of the service the Department proposes to render; to ask them
for their suggestions; to mould their suggestions with the Depart-
ment policies into a plan a n to go into lie industry itself
to induce a ten or twelve the 1 dolla .. a five or
six thousand dollar job as see of public service.
In adoption to this work of reoi nation involving all an-
gles_pf the question, 1 have been ii .n such odd /unreadable
word/...as she up the on of the Department to the fall
letting of contracts; helping Congressmen to understand that we are
looking for experts and not jo' iters, and getting one Department
to do something for another Department, when under ore. circum-
stances the Departments have not the having very much in com-
mon.
Specifically the three Departments that I have had most to do
with are the Bureau of Census, .u of Standards and the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. In the Bureau of Census we have been
working to make statistics timely, to get out monthly figures which
show the trend of business in industry. This work has been accom-
plished by assembling a unit in the Bureau of Census under the direc-
tion of a competent economist. Dr. Surface, who is in charge of
"the Monthly Survey of Currer lin^ss, issued by the Department of
Commerce as a supplement to Co I cou3.d be a page





four n it issues hat ti
L such statistics, £ is concerned, ha
been issued annually c
:
le Bureau of : - com-
pletely reo: p to bot .losophy of
trade promotion. Dr. Jul in, fc Ln charge of the
. tic
Commerce, more recently head of sion c .at the
Harvard School c dnistratio: n released by
Harvard on an indefinite leave of 2 to bee: - )i rector
of the Bureau. who are re-
^nsibie and responsive -;ches of industry and
. consists in se .sources of the Bureau
of Foreign and Danestic C both in . "fices
and in its six ' . contacts abroad, are made useful to men
of industry interes ;.
asses of 1 here which have never seen the
light of day b e of the : of men to 2 ;ret the material
to industry.
In connectio 1 this hs 1 in hand a program for
development of a publication. Cc
.
which for twenty
years has been talked about as a possible :ly has been made a
weekly. The approval given the first two numbers has been an in-
dication that it is now filling "the long felt want."
I hope our papers and all other paoers see in erce
s weekly not a rival, but a basis for more interpretive
service to industry. The material for C_ is
released ahead of time so that it can be used by the trade and
nexispapers
.
In this work I am acting as sort of consulting editor of
Commerce Reports . as a representative of the Secretary's office
in the commodity organization and as a general contact man with
industry with regard to this commodity work.
Dr. Stratton, Director of the u of Standards, and I
have been consulting on the best plan to carry out Mr. Hoover's
general idea of systematizing the relation of industry to the
Bureau of Standards. The Bureau of Standards had hundreds of
contacts with industry. In some cases an industry literally has
asked the Bureau of Standards to establish its standards, its
specifications and almost the routine of its production program.
.3 other extreme are industries who want not to do with
standards. In between are all varieties of relation involving
the services of the greatest Government scientific laboratory in
the world. The problem is to systematize and put into effective
use this wondi .hetic under-
star- of its Lon to industry and to
see that it functions r , and estab-
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aids to men of i;
actices is as
useful a function of Gov. iy.
If I continue to tell t . b i i
I would fill : things
that come to no i is con'. snt
department whose essential aim is to : ."irst
is that our business m itions
it think col \y as '
to Washi s to be c rather
than til seme of josed
a pro and then cc
program is no good. Sec it of this
i of thing must get into 01 s. Ou to cc.
to Washington of'tener. Not on! siness men.
I am impressed with the fact the ole s , at 1 : of this
administration., is to approach -the problem of rtal relation
to business from the practi point of view, not
forgetting that the so-called practical busine i sometimes over-
looks the public's . of view. As a conseq le place is full
of suggestions particularly to an editor or but l trained to
get impressions and interpr , . ;e all the i
specific facts such as this s that I noticed in the C ; figures
3 other day that there were 14,000 men in ntry who aid':
ing but c ichinery, up to the g of a trade promotion policy
for sc . .rticular manufacturers which goes i; heart of
ing and selling between thi - i and some other natiorio
nee this letter is personal to our own men I will only add
that what I have really been trying to do down here is to make a
raw-Hill organization in the Gov. it.
Yours very truly,
/signed F. M. ^eiker/
Assistant to the Secretary





(1) Co P. Hopkins, Fir eau:
had been in n au in 1911
as an editorial clerk; later ~czc def of t L orial
Division and while in ion organised the- publicity
work of ireau under that division*
(2) Louis Doneratsky, Issists Lrector of the Bure
He had worked for the :efore cc
to tie Bureau in 1905 as a d Jose. .
Brandes, Domeratzky "played 1 publicizing
the activities of the De~ to Foreign
rs. and other periodicals,
(3) Irving S« Paull, Chief of the Domestic rce Division:
He had been irtising and sales executive with such clients
as the Union Pacific System and c railroads.
(4) John J j, Far Eastern Division:
He had been the Washington Con for t ston Herald
(I915-I92I) and joined the Bureau" in 1922.
(5) Louis E. Van Norman, Commercial est, Rumania:
He had been foreign editor, Literary Digest (1900), assistant
editor, Review s (foreign dept. , 1904-OA), editor of
Ha-pion's Business (1915) smd served on the War Trade Board during
World War 1.3
(6) Howard H. Tewksbury, Special agent, Automotive Division:
He had joined the division in 1923 and was in charge of publica-
tions and publicity.
(?) Viola A. Smith, Assistant Trade Commissioner, Shanghai, China:
She had been the assistant chief, woman's division, Information
Division, Department of Labor.
Source: i,Jho.*g, "Who in the Bureau of Boreign and Domestic Commerce
.published, Herbert Hoover Presidential Library).
o
Jos:" . -andes, Herbert
,
Hoover and ] nlomacy
(Pittsburgh, I962), 8.
S0C0F, Box 83, "C rce Publicity"




OFFICE OF THE SEC
29, 1926.
Memorandum to the Chief
:
From : Marr Irian
.
Subject: Publicity Policy.
>uu.d you cere to set forth at one of the
Saturday Conferences some guiding principles which should
be followed in the publicity work of the Department?
.is question ha3 been proposed but 1 have discouraged
it on the ground that no definite formula could be
devised. It might, however, be helpful to Mr.. Croghan
in his relations with the several Bureaus to have some
general principles of an educative character laid down.
Here is a suggested memorandum on the subject:
I
This question repeatedly comes up in connection
with specific publicity problems. Vihile no general
formula covering all our publicity problems seems possible,
there are certain principles which may be generally
followed and certain dangers which can be minimized or
avoided.
Departmental publicity' may be regarded as having
three objectives,.'
First, the dissemination of useful information
which has a direct bearing upon, the operations of commerce
and industry.
Second, contributions to various campaigns of
education intended to improve existing conditions either by
modification or elimination.
Third, the maintenance of departmental prestige
in order tEat when public problems or emergencies occur
within the jurisdiction for which we are officially responsi-
ble, the opinion of the Department will be given proper
weight in the public mind.
lie rigid formula can bo given for the content of
publicity material 01 hod or pe of its
dissemination. Generally speak: zing publicity




categories WQ should stick to factual matter and deal
with°it without editorial bias. in handling information
of the second category editorial treatment is more or
less necessary but it should be conservative and kept
well out of the field of prophecy. Publicity of the
third category, that of maintaining our departmental
prestige, does not lend itself any formula. It is a
matter of showing that we are active, efficient, and dealing
with our problems en the basis of broad national interest.
Practically everything that we do falls into this category
so that it may be regarded as over-lapping the others.
It is well to remember that in the mechanics
of publication the Secretary is likely to be held personally
responsible for anything and everything given publicity
by the several bureaus. Obviously it is impossible for
the Secretary to personally edit all such statements for
public consumption. Hence the Secretary is dependent in
many instances upon the accuracy, good taste and discretion
of his associates in the various bureaus.
Of course, affirmative publicity is always the
more effsctive. ho organization adds much to its own
prestige by deriding or criticizing adversely other agencies
in similar work. It, therefore, is advisable to avoid
adverse criticsm.
The element of time and of timeliness is an all
important consideration in publicity. A public statement
made at one time might be very useful in accomplishing a
minor objective but through some strong public attitude
existing at. the time might invite resistance of such
character and scope that it would seriously injure the
prestige of the Department. Of course all information affect
ing commerce has more or less spot value which requires all
possible speed in dissemination in order to -make it effective.
Ho general rule can be enunciated for campaigns of
education save perhaps the very general one that most
campaigns of education have to proceed very deliberately
in order to be effective. Usually in handling this kind
of publicity any obvious attempt to drive public sentiment
into line precipitously usually invites reaction through
a mobolization of all the forces of resistance and with the
frequent result that the entire movement suffers set-backs
if not actual defeat.
The character of the audience to which a particular
publicity drive is di '3d is most : .-cant because it
affects both method and scope of dissemination. For
ex. j, if you are dealing with a problem which involves




the best medium for dissemination. Obviously highly
toclinical or colorless factual materia], docs not receive
much publicity in a press devoted more or less to
sensational treatment of news. A certain amount of
popular treatment seems, therefore
,
permissable but it
should bo dignified and neit speculative nor prophetic.
Some of the dangers to bo avoided are
1. Creating. impressions of personal publicity
as an objective.
2. Press agenting the Department instead of
disseminating useful i: lation.
3. Giving publicity to factors affecting
situations which are highly speculative in character.
4. Offending other departments or foreign
governments and needlessly agitating organized sections of
public opinion in the United States.
5. Participating indirectly in political dis-
cussions v/hich have predominantly emotional aspect.
interests.
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What I have "been trying to do, and what the
Secretary and you yourself ashed rue to do, is to work out
a plan by which the Bureau could he haled out fron under
its bushel and get the much larger share of newspaper
and magazine publicity, (especially popular magazine ^t-u^-o
publicity), that its achievements clearly warrant
-it in
receiving. I know that the Bureau does get a large
share of recognition in technical periodicals but I am
convinced that it does not get at all the share of newspaper
and popular magazine publicity that it is entitled to in
view of its day-by-day and year-by-year achievements. In
these thoughts I believe you have agreed with me. Of course,
it is perfectly obvious that in the nature of things in
Washington it is possible for a governmental agency intrin-
sically to fail on a given job and still seem to succeed,
by use of the best possible presentation of its case; and,
conversely, it' is perfectly possible for a governmental
agency to succeed gloriously and yet seem to fail. Of
course, in this thought one has to consider not only the
public, but Congress as well. And the more I see of the
Bureau, the fine personnel you have, and the enormous
accomplishments you make, it seems to me from every
point of view desirable that you should have a much larger
share of recognition. But all this is merely by way of
prevision about things it seems there is general agreement
and against which I personally believe there can be no
sound argument.
In terms of a rough or zation chart that
I have been bit by bit worki rg out, the Bu. -esents
a •problera_tha_t_ is in a sense unique . On one hahd~ybu~have
,lB.r/:cG-.a]'n.Q.un.t_oX-iLe-chn i c
a
l in format i o
n
_ whi ch in the nature
:he case shoul d be haniiled by__ai^echnic~aT~m an . " I'h i
s
information goes to the technical pres3 and includes material
for technical ejyjjjor-ia-l-s-v-
There is also a larg er, and more fruitful
,
ppgterrt_isJ—s^t-r-oam~jQ.f informatio n that should_run_ f rom theP
"
Bur eau s t
r
aipht through tog^e__daily press and~t o the
popular magazines and_t-0—f_e_ature writers and editors f or






Of course, it can "be said that the Bureau is reachi:
these fields, but I think that it is not reaching them v/ith more
than a small share of the material that the Bureau can offer,
which again is the premise that we started with. I might add,
and know this also is simply a corollary of my major premise,
that although I have ashed, I suppose, no less than 20 or 30
feature writers, magazine writers, technical writers,' and the
run of ordinary reporters, I have yet to find one who did not say
that the Bureau is a gold mine of information that does not
in adequate measure reach the public. .Some of these men are
extremely hi tter
_
about the Bureau and 1 . my_
i 5"t.s_les-t__one or mo re__o.f thorn r.ut loose__s omotim e in a -public^
. :ajq^__on^th^ ^ureajL^th_P-t may co;r.e most ino pp c ' . T 3 . e
_chorus of their compla,int_al\7ay_s is that oes no t
send, out what they want, or enough of what they want, and th"a_t_
when _thev ro to the Bureau looking for what they want, they
^cannot ret it_
>__
As I see the situation, some new provision to meet this
current need and opportunity is in order.
Because the Bureau has a large amount of technical
material which can be handled adequately "by no one except
a more or less trained individual, the whole matter of the
T-'urcauJ_s_joubJmcJL_ty cannot_ easily. bc_l if.te d out bo dily and
mtered ei ly„Jiexe i n _what 3 would tile, logical
distributing for t namely, the








e under I.'r . C ro~han_.
1he logical reason why ordinarily it should be lodged there is
that this Bureau has a distributing power that no^other depart-
mental agency, especially one so far out as the bureau of
Standards, can possibly have. It has, and is using right
along, mailing lists with thousands of newspapers, periodicals,
and individuals. These are kept alive and up to date, and
their reach is almost incredible. Moreover, all the newspaper
men and feature writers, as well as the representatives of
e technical press, round up at the news room here. They
come every day, and your "Washington newspaper man has so much
material thrown at him that it takes an almighty strong
attraction to make him come out of his way. It is because Kr
.
Croghan's office is the largest distributing center for the
entire Department that I have been interested in tryingto
ascertain if your news "bulletin could "be made a kind of liaison




the news ."bulletin .were developed, as
.
you urged ag__deiilr => , i t could still he made to serve in









(a) The idea that I "brought up last week at the suggestion
of j'r. Hubbard, would be helpful. .„As soon as a new line o f
research is__^^
L
rjted i_3_sjbatement a ; _i t s ; >ose and
. pej'tsliaiuljd. he hffl4jful_. It would also be "he. il if from
j time tl'.esc statements by the men in charge of t"
research work, or by you, were forthcoming, as these also would
be helpful. probably is entirely practicable so to phrase
e statement as to make clear to anyone that the work being
done in this or that direction is not complete, is merely in
process, and that, therefore, there can be no point in inquiries
ing sent to the Bureau. These- analyses would also be useful
to the Bureau a'3 a record, llr^iuimard -po inted out, and clearly
they would co n stitute a / y wpan a to get arounri t.hp awjjil_
.delay_s of the Government Printing Office and r^et info rrat ion
to those who need it in time for it t o_JpjLJi£--J^ig_£reat e s t value.
(b) hen a research has been accomplished provision
should be made to dramatize the accomplishment in the most
effective way. lror instance, if the gasoline test should succeed,
then on a given day at a given hour, notice should be sent out
or posted by ] rr. Croghan's office. You yourself and the men
in charge of the research should receive, I should suggest, all
the correspondents who may be interested enough to go to the
Bureau. This is the usual procedure in Washington, and it has
the advantage not only of dramatizing the event, but also of




(c) The possibility of letting the correspondents know
more about you personally, and about the division chiefs, and
about the scientists under you, however disagreeable this may
be, would also work to good ends, I should think.
(d) I have often thought of the practicability of your
starting a little mimeograph sheet about the personnel of the
Bureau for your own use and with a view to such personal mention
about them personally as the technical magazines especially
are always looking for.
(e) ixr. Boutell felt that ' it would be practicable for
a.dvance sheets from an enlarged news bulletin to be sent
as rapidly as they are ready to Mr. Croghan's office for dis-




Then when the bulletin appears, since the confidential
nature of the bulletin need not so much now be reserved since
the war is over, have a hundred or two hundred copies of the
bulletin sent to Kr . Croghan's office for distribution here.
(g) A very large interest could also be aroused by
distribution with adequate copies of the many ne photographs





(h) A much larger spread can be secured for the publications
o'f the ^ureau and a good deal of attention c; be given to it
work through the Commerce Reoorts of the bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Dr. Klein expressed his willingness, if this
idea meets with the approval of the Secretary, to use in the
renorts mention of your publications on the back cover, and
reference to them and to your work by the respective commodity
divisions as the occasions arise. You may have noted that the
Bureau protects from foreign usage a large amount of semi-confi-
dential material by using a simple code, so that only inquiries
from American firms and individuals are answered with the semi-
confidential information 3 ought.
A plan like this would serve pretty well, I should think,
as a kind of base on which to build. Supplementing it, clearly
there should be someone with a lively news sense assigned from
ITr. Croghan's office to cooperate with Hr . Boutell and his work
in connection with the news bulletin. Mr. Boutell is strategically
niaced to supply someone from here with suggestions that he
himself can work out or carry back to the newspaper and feature
writers
.
It would be highly desirable if it were possible to cstabli
the tradition that if another governmental agency, or several,
allocates research to the Bureau, then the Bureau reserves the
right to make announcement concerning this work. Of course,
there are situations in which this would not for various reasons
be practicable, but the tradition would at least operate in the
long run toward a larger flow ;of material from the Bureau.
strengthening tne news Duiie^m ana one service xnat one bureau
gives technical and trade periodicals. It would greatly enlarge
the public reach of the Bureau by opening up a flow of material
to the popular magazines and the newspapers. If then Hr . Boutell
and the departmental representative could tie in their plans
together and make a point of giving a rather boisterous welcome
to those writers who come here about the Bureau, or go' out to
the Bureau, I should think the results would soon begin to show.
Again, this plan is premised on the supposition that you
and the other men at the Bureau are doing an almighty large and
wonderful lot of work that the public knows next to nothing
about. One test that I have watched with a good deal of interest
is the reaction that is secured when I tell about some of the
things that the Bureau is doing to editors of big periodicals
like the Saturday Evening Post and the World's Work. These
editors are perfectly amazed and almost automatically want to
have a hand in giv credit where credit is due. *t was the
same attitude of theirs that has in the past secured for the
'Forest Products Laboratory, in distant Madison, such a large






years ago for the Saturday lilvening Post and they gave me, and
I suppose they Gave every writer, a reception that certainly
worked in the long run to the "benefit of th laboratory. Yet
two or three laboratories like the Forest ducts Laboratory
could be housed in the Industrie.! Building alone, -and the sum
total of that laboratory's achievements is to those of the
Bureau of Standards about as one to one thousand.
I need not add, I know, that I am very eager to work out
such a plan as I have suggested here, the same plan that will
get for the Bureau, both in the minds of the public and in the
minds of the administration and Congress, all the recognition
that it should receive.
Cordially yours,
Assistant to Jlr . Hoover






COPY October 30, 1922
[0 TO THE SECRETARY
From Donald Mllhelm
Since Doctor Stratton has at last consented to put a
news man to work at Standards and Mr. Randolph is at work,
trying out, and since I can probably induce the technical
news editors to loan at their own cost a man to handle the
technical material of the Bureau for the technical papers,
le I take care of the Bureau in relation to the popular
periodicals, I can serve best, as you said Saturday, as a
personal assistant to you with special attention to the con-
tacts of the whole Department with the magazines, if I can
now do, what I have been trying to do ever since I came on,
i.e., get out from under all news work except waste elimi-
nation. But this solution brings up questions of policy
such as these that follow:
1. Must not there be a central clearing-house for
all Department news? The newspapermen will not go out -to
Standards: even by posting a notice inviting them, Mr. Crog-
han and I could not get any to go. The forty odd news re-
leases that I have got out of the Bureau in addition to the
magazine stuff, I have routed on through to Croghan. If
there is no supervision from a central office, I doubt, at
this stage, if the news releases will keep coming, or be
presented as they should be to go out as official.
2. Fisheries, Census, and other bureaus have little
news to offer, but by their logic that is all the more reason,
if they are to get any recognition at all, why more than
ordinary attention should be given to these bureaus. In the
present set-up the publicity bureau is sustained by the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce and is expected accordingly
to put its energies on Foreign and Domestic Commerce releases.
3» Mr. Durgin and Dr. Gries want me to continue the
news as well as magazine work of their Divisions, for one thing
because they do not want the control resting with Standards. I
should like to continue- this work for the time being because
I hope, after the turn of the year, to get over the concerted
program of editors that I described, and attempt to make the
waste elimination program a good deal of a national issue.
Does it not seem '. some alteration of the news poli-
cies of the Bureau of Fo . rce is necessary,
and shall I go on supervising, as Drs. Stratton and Brown have
asked me to do, the set-up at Standards until Mr. Randolph has










In nferenc Stratton, Ifr. Croghah, and Mr.
dolph and myself this mo: . >n tho question of reorganizing the
blicity of the Bureau of ... generally, Ilr.
.e the
j is entitled to know what is going
en at tho Bur t a Congressman who re catemont about some
y two hours of
ng; tb .. mcL strengthened greatly,
accord* . .dation of October 50, attached,
- no7/s should be rout. . in fro . uadolph, rather than
from Randolph t'. n.
S retary said : the news . a Bureau
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with special iuirements.
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/ Department of Commerce 191
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON
January 19, 1Q07
MEMORANDUM 20 MS. HERTE3:
FRCMj Donald Y/ilhelra.
Attached is my file of correspondence
with tho Bureau of Standards. It may "be that this file v/ill
interest you and Mr. Mayer. Burins the last fev; months,
after I got the Bureau situation finally organised, the news
releases have -jone straight through to Paul Croghan, while
the magazine ideas have come to no. Meanwhile, the appoint-
ment of Randolph at the Bureau of Standards has "oeen extended
for another three months on the recommendation of Dr. Brown
and everyone dealing with him.
I'm sorry that Mrs. Goodwin cannot
find in my folder of the Secretary's file, and I cannot find
in my files, any copy of the memorandum that I wrote to the
Secretary a day or two 'before he called Dr. Stratton, Mr.
Groghan, Randolph and me in to a conference. I think, how-
ever, I have a copy of this memo in my files at home. In
any event, it made the following- points: That all tho news
publicity of the Department should for every reason be
cleared from one office (that is why the Standards' stuff
is sent to Croghan); that some of the-.Bureaus do not get
any publicity; that these warrant all tho more attention;
that, therefore, some special effort should be made to cover
these other Bureaus; that the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic /
Commerce has caused the other bureaus to solicit more news
publicity; and, finally, that it would be a fine thing if
the news publicity of all the other bureaus could bear some
proportionate ratio to the publicity of the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, which is highly effective and by all
means should be sustained.
One of the difficulties in this suggestion
was that the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic, Commerce pays for the_
maintenanc e of the news room,gjid^£Qr--fee-m-i-iaeQgr_aTDhing , which in
jme__sjx^day^_erjj>djE^^ words , nearly__all
for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. As a result,
I urged Dr. Stratton, with the cooperation of Mr. McEeon, to fur-
nish the publications office with a now mimeographing machine, a
new typewriter, an operator, and a big supply of mimeograph paper.
At the same time, each of the other Bureaus' were levied for support
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for the publications o fficc.
rhinhing out the situation on the type-
writer, it would seem that the next stop in order is to try to
find some method of either assigning a man from the news room
to the other, rather neglected, "bureaus, or getting someone in
those "bureaus, as is happening to some extent in Census, to fur-
nish the new z room with everything available.
"hose points may be interesting to you
and Mr. Mayer (Croghan, of course, is already familiar with
them). It would be a fine thing if the news organization
oould be developed further, to cover all aspects of the Depart-
ment and clear everything available in the only logical way,
through a central news office.
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T OF CC :CE
BUREAU OF FOREIGN . 3TIC C :CE
i
>FY Se; 3r 15, 1923
Supplement to Bureau Circular No. 21,
of April 16, 1923.
PR-
Division chiefs, field officers (commercial attaches,
trade commissioners, etc.)? and other officials of the Bureau
who plan to visit District Offices, where they may be called
upon to give press interviews, are requested to prepare their
basic copy before leaving Washington, in collaboration with the
Press room.
Effective publicity should have an important part in
all such visits with the District Offices. The idea of the
above is simply to get the strongest possible team work of all
our publicity resources into every such tour.
As indicated in circular No. 21 of April 16, 1923, state-
ments which m.3.y be printed on any other basis must, of course,
be regarded as unauthorized and entirely unofficial. They can
not be asc]"ibod to or involve the Bureau or the Department either
directly or indirectly.
By direction of the Director:







April 16 8 IS 22.
Bureau Circular No* 21.
PRESS INTERVIEWS.
(Superseding Bureau Circular No. 21 of December 15, 1919-.
)
In view of various difficulties that have arisen recently, it
seems neoessary to define more clearly the relations betv/een mem-
bers of the Bureau's staff and the press. The intention of the fol-
lowing instructions is not by any means to hamper our relations with
the presa» but entiroly to place them upon a footing which will pro-
tect fully the prerogatives and interests of the Department and that
of the press. Pleaso observe the following instructions:
(1) If the interviewer desires to quote a given Bureau offi-
cial or in any other way to fix responsibility for a statement
upon the Bureau or the Department, the proposed statement must
be in writing and O.K'd by the officer who has boon interviewed
and by L!r* Oroghan.
(2) There is, of courso, no objection to visits from now's-
v paper men with any members of the Bureau if the purpose of the
interview is not to secure an authorized or official statement,
but is simply to obtain' "background" material, to develop the
correspondent's understanding of the subject in question or to
talk over any important problem from a personal standpoint. In
such cases it must be clearly understood on both sides (notice
being telephoned to press room at the time) that the interview
in question is not to be ascribed in any way, directly or by
implication, to the Division; Bureau, or Department.
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Excepts From 1925 Guidebook of E ".vines in America*
SPS IN ORGANIZATION
1. 7/rite to National Headquar ttely accepting your appoint-
snt as Better Homes Chairman. Publications, containing suggestions,
and posters and buttons will then be sent to you. Send to National
Headquarters the names of the newspapers in your community, so that
news stories may be sent to them.
2. Choose and appoint a Better Homes Committee to carry on the
work of the campaign. The men and women you appoint ought to have a
public-spirited interest in the welfare of your community and should be
willing to work throughout the campaign. These committee members
may serve as chairmen of subcommittees charged with certain duties.
3. Appoint subcommittees. The number of these committees and their
duties will vary according to the size and nature of communities. The
following list of subcommittees may be useful in organizing a campaign
in a city.
Publicity uipment and Furnishing
1 re -rams i
Demonstration Home Reception '
4. You will probably find helpful the services of an Assistant Chairman,
or General Manager, among whose duties will be to attend to details and
help lift the burden from your shoulders. The secretary of your local
Chamber of Commerce or Board of Trade may be an excellent person for
this position.
In selecting your General Committee, it is suggested that you call upon
the president or secretary of the leading civic organizations of your com-
munity, asking each to serve in some capacity. This will insure the active
cooperation of these groups. Remember that the more people you interest
in this movement in your community, the greater will be the benefit to
the community.
5. Besides your General Committee, you will want an Advisory Council.
The Mayor or City Manager will be a proper person to head such a body.
If your community has local chapters or branches of any of the national
organizations listed on the inside of, the front cover of this booklet, the
officers of such local branches will be suitable members of the Advisory
Council. Besides acting in an advisory capacity, this Council can be
looked to for speakers on your Better Homes programs.
6. A record of all activities should be kept, perhaps by the Assistant
Chairman or by the Publicity Committee; this record ought to be supple-
mented by clippings of all newspaper articles.
7. Immediately after the campaign you should report in full to National
Headquarters, using the questionnaire supplied for that purpose. (The
questionnaire is printed in the Appendix of this Guidebook, page 56.)
The answers to the questionnaire should be supplemented by a less
formal report, in your own words. Other illustrative material, such as
posters, signs, proclamations, the work of school children, and photographs
of your demonstration home will be us :ful to National Headquarters.
I reports should, if possible, be submitted to National Headquarters
by June G, 1025.
*Source " 4<1, pages 12-16, 63-6^.
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v. the wore: COMMITTEES
2. THE PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
If possible, the Chairman of this subcommittee should be one who has had experience
in dealing with newspapers. The purpose of this Committee is to keep the campaign
before the public. Every man, woman, and child in your community should know that
a movement for Better Homes in America is in progress and that your community is
taking part.
The Committee can secure material for the newspapers from the publications of
National Head quarters, which enlighten the public as to the broai :cts of the
movement. Article* can be prepared, setting forth the facts of the local organization
and plans for the campaign. It has been the universal experience of local committees
that newspapers rre willing and anxious to devote space to Better Homes material.
Further publicity may be obtained through advertisements of local merchants. Where
demonstration nouses are shown, they are furnished and equipped by the Committee,
who carefully select the furnishings from the stock of local dealers (who are glad to
cooperate in this way). Although it is an invariable rule that no advertising shall be
displayed on the premises of the demonstration house, it is desirable that the merchants
who furnish the houses should be permitted to advertise the fact. Special Better Homes
advertisements during Better Homes Week can be very effective in calling public at-
tention to the demonstration home.
This Committee may also arrange for special speakers to deliver addresses to clubs,
luncheon groups, schools, and churches. Radio broadcasting programs can also be
arranged.
Posters, buttons, and letter seals are effective means to publicity. This Committee
may also be charged to arrange for these. In the past, very effective posters have been
designed and executed by school children.
D. SUGGESTED CAMPAIGN OF PUBLICITY AND SAMPLE PROGRAM
OF EVENTS FOR LOCAL BETTER HOMES CAMPAIGN
Below is a suggested outline of a campaign of publicity to be conducted by a local
Better Homes Committee, together with a sample program of events for Better Homes
"Week. These suggestions are intended only as a guide; each committee will have
problems and opportunities peculiar to its community, and will meet them as seems
best in the circumstances.
PUBLICITY SUGGESTIONS FOR LOCAL CHAIRMEN
1. Publish program of events, bit by bit, as details are worked out.
2. Print photographs of the process of constructing the house and planting
of garden.
3. Describe local prizes which are offered.
4. Announce placing of signs on highways leading to the Better Home.
5. Conduct a Poster Contest and display of posters.
6. Publish .nterviews with members of local Advisory Council.
7. Give publicity to special features such as
—
(a) Arbor Day planting.
(6) Laying corner-stone.
8. Arrange for five-minute talks at theaters, dinners, and clubs or similar
gatherings.
9. Make slides for exhibition at movies.
10. Arouse interest and cooperation in neighboring towns.
jpspaper Publicity
Ear'y local publicity in connection with the demonstration you have planned for
your community will bring forward offers of help in preparing the demonstration, will
encourage workers whom you have already enlisted, and will tend to arouse local ex-
pectancy to a point where you will have a maximum attendance during demonstration
week.
Better Homes in America is an educational movement supported by private and
public funds, but with no commercial backing. It does not serve the interest of any one
group, but is designed to assist and improve the whole community. If you will go to see
your newspaper editor, explain the independence and purpose of the movement to him,
and give him the same mental background which enlisted your own services, you will
find that he will become an enthusiastic supporter. He should serve on your committee
if you can get hirn to do so, but above all he should make up his mind to give generous
space for the weeks preceding the demonstration and during the period of the demon-
stration itself.
You c.ui hel.o your newspapers help you by giving them information opportunely and
in simple narralv . Some vi to remember are
:
1. A meeting held on Tuesday afternoon is new: i he Wednesday editions of
the daily newspapers. If it is held early in the afternoon and there is an afternoon
newspaper in town its highest news value is that same afternoon. Do not send out news
two or three day:i after the event, but keep a s!* te flow of information
to the newspaper offices concerning in.
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2. The press should be notified in advance of any important meetings, and if the
newspapers are interested enough to send reporters, these reporters should be taken into
the meetings, treated as honored guests, and asked for their advice, which will be
valuable. It is unforgivable to ask a newspaper reporter to sit outside a closed door for
two or three hours and wait until someone, who has no technical experience in judging
news, condescends to come out and give him his version of what has been taking pi
3. If your appropriation permits and your city has two or three newspapers, it is well
worth while to pay a local newspaperman a small part-time salary for work in his spare
hours in preparing stories for the local press. lie can have for the asking a file of the more
important general stories which have gone out from National Headquarters, and to the
information contained therein he will be able to tie up local facts and personalities.
4. Very little real news happens in the world on Sunday. Monday morning papers
are always open to good material which reaches them early Sunday afternoon, or which
reaches them Saturday with a "release date" for Monday morning.
5. A Sundav morning paper begins to be made ready for the press on Wednesday
or Thursday. Some sections of the larger Sunday papers go to press as early as nine or
ten days in advance of the date of publication. Ascertain the closing hours, or "dead
lines" for your newspapers, and see that material reaches them in plenty of time for the
editions in which you wish to see Better Homes stories.
6. It is worth while to send copies of your local stories to newspapers in neighboring
towns. It will do your own city good from an advertising standpoint and will help
stimulate national interest in Better Homes in America.
7. Some suggested subjects for campaign news stories follow:
(a) City to have campa;
(b) Chairman names members of her committee.
(c) Committee to have demonstration house.
(d) Chamber of Commerce and other organizations endorse.
(e) Mayor issues proclamation.
(f) Program for demonstration week.
(a) School coopo ion.
(/i) Better Homes Sunday.
(i) Special features.
(j) Interviews:
1. Superintendent of Schools.
2. President of Women's Club.
3. President of Chamber of Commerce.
4. Better Homes Chairman.
$A: PROGRAM for better homes week
Below is an outline of some of the leading features in the program of events for Better
Homes Week, Ms.y 11-18, 1924, in Kalamazoo, Mich.
Monday
Eouse-wivrming and Dedication of Demonstration Home.
Flag raising. Star Spangled Banner played by a band.
Statement by Better Homes chairman.
Driving the last nail.
Presentation of keys to mayor and address of acceptance.
Introduction of Home Mother, who invites mayor and guests to cross threshold.
Lighting hearth-fire.
Lighting candles. - .
Singing of Home Sweet Home.
Tuesday
Illustrated lecture on "Arrangement and Equipment of Kitchen," at Better Homes
Exposition conducted by committee with the help of schools and civic groups.
Band concert at Exposition.
Meeting conducted jointly by Better Homes Committee and Child Welfare League.
Address, "The Pre-school Child."
Wednesday
Address on "Tl e Household Budget" at Exposition. Discussion.
Meeting at Exposition. Reading of reports of Better Homes Committee. Announce-
ment of winners in .'ocal prize contests.
Thursday
Illustrated talks on "Books in the Home."
"Landscaping the Better Home." "Art in the Home."
"Real Estate Value of Good Home Landscaping." "Music in the Home."
Friday
Home Music and Home Play program for little children.
Sinking by boys' chorus.
Community singing of home songs.
Play by school children.
Saturday





1. March 26, 192*1- : Letters of invitation to preliminary April
3th meeting sent to the following organizations:
American Automobile Association
American Federated Engineering Society
American Mutual Alliance
American Railway Association
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
National Automobile Chamber of Commerce
National Bureau of Casualty and Surety Underwriters
National Safety Council
2. April 5» 1924: Preliminary meeting held for the purpose of
discussing a general conference on street and highway safety.
The attendees were presented with a paper which stated, "The
purpose «...is to discuss feasibility, method, program and re-
sults of calling a general conference of national organizations
...The feasibility of such a conference is obvious and requires
no particular comment. " Conferees were requested to:
(1) Make a list of nc 3 to attend general conference.
(2) Decide on a program which can be so organized as to be
assigned to committees by the Secretary of Commerce.
(3) Decide the "character" of the committees.
The chairman of the cc bees plus four others were to be
appointed by -the Secretary of Commerce to a steering committee
with the Secretary of Commerce as chairman.
3« April 19, 1924: Meeting of the Steering Committee. Work was








(8) Public Relations (added later)
4. April 25 f 1924: Letters sent to prospective chairman of the
committees. Hoover told chairmen that the general meeting
would be sometime in the autumn, "...after the various committees
have been able to thoroughly investigate and propose definite
solutions." Hoover also stressed that this was a call to vol-
untary service, that funds would have to be raised outside of the
government to cover the conference costs and that the government
would provide clerical assistance.
5« April 25-26, 1924: Letters sent to various organizations





(1) Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
(2) Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
(3) Order of Railway Conductors
(k) American Federation of '.
(5) General Federation of Women's Clubs
(6) Brotherhood of Locomotive Fireman and Enginman
(7) American Soc: of Illui .neers
(8) American Electric Railway Association
(9) National Association of Taxicab Owners
(10) National Parent-Teachers Association
.) Bureau of Public Roads, Interstate Commerce Commission
(12) Bureau of the is
(13) Bureau of Star
(14) State Highway Officials
(15) Motor Vehicle Commissioners
(16) Association of Chiefs of Police
6. Committees formed and met independently, coordinated by
Col. A. V. Barber, director of the conference.
7» June 6, 192^: Hoover formed the Committee on Public Relations
to coordinate conference publicity.
8. June 10, 192^: Barber outlines the mission of the Committee
on Public Relations in a speech.
9. Sept. 23, 192^: The conference secretary was instructed to
prepare a special report on the conference for the National
Conference of Business Paper Sditors.
10. May-Dec, 192^: A constant stream of press releases (timed
for release on slack news days, i.e., Sunday or Monday) flows
from the Commerce Department.
11. Nov.-Dec, 192^: Advance release of the committee reports
issued to the press with the assistance of Lupton A. Wilkinson,
Inc. publicity firm.
12. Dec, 19?A: Mimeographed press summary of the conference
findings given to the press during general conference.
13» Dec. I5-I7 1 1921!': Conferees issued booklets of the committees *
findings and recommendations. Conference endorses same.
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9- June 19, 1924
10. June 21, 1924








"Hoover Highway Safety Coor'iination
Progresses "(Release on receipt)
"Traffic Safety Conference" (announce-
ment of committee chairmanship)
"Plan Methods For Traffic Safety Study"
(For use on receipt)
"President of Automobile Club of
Missouri accepts chairmanship of Traffic
Control Committee"
11Hoted Statisticians Study Traffic
Hazards" (For use not earlier than
Tuesday, May 27th)
"Motor Vehicle Experts Accept Traffic
Safety Posts"
"oover Asks States About Laws On
Reporting Traffic Accidents" (For
immediate release)
Unknown
"Study Traffic Control As Accident
Factor"
"Traffic Safety Conference"
"City Planning Experts Study
Accident Prevention" (Release on
receipt)
"Study Insurance Measures To Make
Traffic Safer"
;t ducation Vital Question In Traffic
Safety"
^Schedule reconstructed from copies of releases, Hoover Papers r
Box 97, "Conferences, Street and Highway Safety."
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14. July 15, 1924
15. July 21, 1924
16. July 22, 1924
17. Aug. 3, 1924
18. Aug. 13, 1924
19. Aug* 17, 1924













"Every City Has Different Method of
Reporting" (For immediate use)
"Study Highway Engineering as Traffic
Safetjr Factor" (Release on receipt)
"Traffic Safety Committees Meet in
Atlantic City"
"August Danger Month, Has Most Grade
Crossing Accidents" (Release not earlier
than Sunday August 3rd)
"Meeting of Traffic Safety Conference"
"More Deaths from Automobile
Accidents" (Sunday release)
"vJould Find Uhether Illiteracy Is
Auto Accident Factor"
"Hoover Committee Finds Many Cities
Making Good Headway in Cutting Down
Motor Accidents"
"Carping The Grim Reaper" (Listing of
cities with comparitive motor fatalities
for 1922-23)
"Road Engineers Find Many Safety Problems"
(Release on receipt)
hat Can Be Done to Lessen the Toll of
Killed and Injured due to the amazing
growth of automobile traffic"
Unknown
Sept. 20, 1924 "Accident Statistics Show Danger Spots:





29 • Unknown Unknown
30. Sept. 29, 1924 "Insurance Companies" (Release on receipt)
31. Sept. 30, 1924 "Stop-Stop For Traffic Fatalities"




32. Oct. 2, 1924 "Hoover Seeks To Improve Traffic
Safety," Address of Col. A. 3. Barber,
Director of the Conference on Street
and Highway Safety, Before the Annual
Banquet of the National Safety Congress,
Louisville, Ky. , Oct. 2, 1924 (Released)
33* Oct. 18, 1924 etermination of Automobile Insurance
Hates"
34. Oct- 27, 1924 "Secretary Hoover Calls National Con-
ference on Street and Highway Safety"
(For release in Honday Horning papers)
Aciyance Press Summaries
,
of Commi ttee Reports
(To be presented at conference on Dec. 15, 16, 17)
35. Nov. 23, 1924 Report of Committee on Statistics
(Release not earlier than Sunday)
36. Nov. 25, 1924 Report of Committee on Traffic Con-
trol
37 o Nov. 28, 1924 Report of Committee on Highway Engineer-
ing and Construction (For release on
Friday)
Report of Committee on Insurance
Report of Committee on Education
Report of Committee on City Planning
and Zoning
Announced Program of Traffic Safety
Conference
Dec. 15, 1924 Address of Secretary Hoover Before
the Hational Conference on Street and
Highway Safety (Released)
43. Unknown Fimeographed Press Summary of Con-
ference Findings
44. Feb. 24, 1925 "Many Bills Introduced in Various
State Legislatures" (Release for
morning papers, Tuesday)
38. Dec. 2, 1924
39- Dec. 7, 1924
40. Dec. 9, 1924
41. Dec. 9v 1924
42.
,
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